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ABSTRACT 
Geometric Aspects of Second-Order Scalar Hyperbolic 
Partial Differential Equations in the Plane 
by 
Martin Juras, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1997 
Major Professor: Dr. Ian M. Anderson 
Department: Mathematics and Statistics 
iii 
The purpose of this dissertation is to address various geometric aspects of second-order scalar 
hyperbolic partial differential equations in two independent variables and one dependent variable 
F(x,y,u,u.,,uy,u.,.,,u.,y,uyy) = 0. (1) 
We find a characterization of hyperbolic Darboux integrable equations at level k ( 1) in terms of the 
vanishing of the generalized Laplace invariants and provide an invariant characterization of various 
cases in the Goursat general classification of hyperbolic Darboux integrable equations (1) . In partic-
ular we give a contact invariant characterization of equations integrable by the methods of general 
and intermediate integrals. New relative invariants that control the existence of the first integrals of 
the characteristic Pfaffian systems are found and used to obtain an invariant characterization for the 
class of /-Gordon equations. A notion of a hyperbolic Darboux system is introduced and we show 
by examples that the classical Laplace transformation is just a special case of a diffeomorphism of 
hyperbolic Darboux systems. We also construct new examples of homomorphisms between certain 
hyperbolic systems . We characterize Monge-Ampere equations and explicitly exhibit two invariants 
whose vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for the equation to be of the Monge-Ampere 
type . The solution to the inverse problem of the calculus of variations for hyperbolic equations 
(1) in terms of the generalized Laplace invariants is presented. We also obtain some partial results 
on symplectic conservation laws. We characterize, up to contact equivalence, some classical equa-
tions using the generalized Laplace invariants. These results contain characterizations of the wave, 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The subject matter in this dissertation falls und er the general category of the geom etric theory 
of diff erential equations , th e foundations of which were laid by Lie and Darboux in the second half 
of the last century. Th e theory was extensively developed by Goursat , Jan et , Riquier , Vessiot , 
Cartan, and many others during the years 1890 - 1940. The goal of this th eory is to und erstand 
the properties of differential equations through the study of their invariants und er the suitable 
groups of transformations , such as point or contact transformations , differential substitutions, and 
Ba cklund transformation s. In the past ten years th ere has been a renewed int erest in the use of 
geometric methods to study the properti es of differential equations. The topic s of central inter est 
today includ e the systematic computation of the conservation laws and (generalized) symmetries, 
the invers e probl em of the calc ulus of variations , the problem of Darboux int egrab ility , Hamiltonian 
and bi-Hamiltonian structures, the Painlev e property, Backlund transformations, an d equival ence 
problems. Th e purpose of this dissertation is to address some of th ese problems for sca lar hyp erboli c 
second-or der partial differential equations in the plane 
F( x,y,u,u,,,uy,Uxx,Uxy,uyy) = 0. (1.1) 
The main results of this dissertation can b e summarized as follows. 
We find the characterizat ion of hyperbolic Darboux int egrab le equat ion s of the genera l form (1.1) 
at level k in terms of the vanishing of the genera lized Laplace invari ants . We invar iant ly characterize 
various cases in the Goursat genera l classification of hyp erbo lic Darboux int egrab le equations (1.1). 
In particular we give a contact invari ant chara cter izat ion of equations int egrab le by the methods 
of general and intermediate integrals. New relative invariant s that control the existence of the first 
int egra ls of the characteristic Pfaffian syst ems are found. A notion of a hyp erbo lic Darbo ux system 
is introdu ced. Using this definition, we show by examp les that the classica l Lapl ace transformation is 
ju st a spec ial case of a diffeomorphism between hyperbolic Darboux syst ems . We char acter ize Monge-
Ampere equation s and exp licitly exhibit two invariant s whos e vanishing is a necessa ry and sufficient 
condition for th e equation to be of the Monge-Amp ere typ e. Th e solution to th e inverse problem of 
the calc ulus of variation s for hyp erbolic equations of type ( l. 1) in terms of th e genera lized Laplace 
invari ant s is presented. Som e partial results on symplectic conservation laws are also obtained. An 
invariant charact erization of the clas s of !-Gordon equation s is also given. Lastly , we characterize , 
up to contact equivalence, some classical equations using the generalized Lapla ce invariant s. Th ese 
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results conta in characterizations of the wave, Liouville, Klein-Gordon , and certa in types of Euler-
Poisson equations. 
1.1. Literature Review 
Ever since the discovery of calculus, the basic question of how to solve a given differential equation 
or a system of differential equations ha s been of int erest. Already Newton realized the importance 
of understanding solutions of different ial equat ions: "Data aequatione quocunque Jfoentes quanticae 
involvente fiu xiones invenire et vice versa," which may be translated as: "It is useful to solve differ-
ent ial equat ions." Effort s to answer this fundamental problem gave rise to the theory of differential 
equat ions along with many other areas of modern mathematics. The majority of the classical equa-
tions stud ied in mathematics have their origin in the st udy of important physical phenomena and 
differential geometry. Therefore , the knowl edge of explic it solutions is of great int erest. Exact solu-
tions may be used for testing numerical methods , their properties may reflect asymptotic behavior 
of mo re genera l types of solution s, or they can be used as models for physical experiments . 
In the second half of th e 19th century, Sophu s Lie develop ed his symmetry theory of differential 
equations . Subsequently Dra ch, Picard and Vessiot succeeded in developing the Galois theory of 
differe ntial equat ions. Lie's method is, even today, the most powerful method for obtaining particu-
lar soluti ons for systems of nonlinear differential equations. In 1919, Emily No ether formulated her 
famous theorem estab lishing a correspondence between the symmetr ies of a Lagrangian and conser-
vation laws of the system of Eul er-Lagr ange equations . Conservation laws play an important role in 
integrating differential equations. In the case of ODE 's, the classica l conservation laws become the 
first int egra ls. 
Questions concerning integrability of differentia l equations are questions about in which sense can 
a given system of differential equat ions be integrated and what are th e methods needed to obtain 
solu tions. For exa mple, first-order linear scalar partial differential equations are integrable by the 
methods of ODE's. More genera lly we may ask when can we obtain a general solution to an equat ion 
or a system of equations using ODE techniques only? This prob lem was studied by a number of 
mathematicians in the 19th century and various methods of integration bas ed on these ideas were 
dev eloped. Among these were methods of Ampere , Boole, Charpit, Darboux , Lagra nge, Lap lace, 
and Monge. The most powerful of these is the method of Darboux. The essence of the method of 
Darboux for th e case of scalar second -ord er hyperbolic equations in the plane is to const ruct two new 
equations involving two arbitrary function s of one variable which are in involution with the original 
equat ion , that is, the two new equations together with the original one give rise to an integrable 
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Pfaffian system. Int egrating this system yields the general solution to the original equation . We say 
that equation (1.1) is Darboux integrable at leve l kif the two new equations in involution exist and 
are of order:::; k. We say that the equation (1.1) is semi-Darboux integrable at leve l kif there is one 
equat ion of order :::; k involving one arbitrary function of one variabl e that is, in involution with 
the original equation. The modern definition of Darboux integrability for the second-order scalar 
hyp erbolic equat ions in the plane will be presented in chapter 2 and is due to Bryant, Griffiths, and 
Hsu [13]. 
A considerable portion of Goursat 's analysis of the method of Darboux [ 26] (pp. 133-171) is 
devoted to a complete classification of the characteristic systems of Darboux int egrab le equations. 
A natural problem then is to classify Darboux int egrab le equat ions. Th e first results on this account 
are due to Lie [30], who proved that up to a contact transformation the wave and Liouville equations 
Uxy = eu and Uxy = 0 
are the only Darboux integrable equat ions of type 
Uxy = f (u). 
In [27] Goursat classified all !-Gordon equations, that is, equations of the type 
tLxy = f(x , y , u,ux,uy) , (1.2) 
integrable by the method of Darboux at the level 2. Goursat listed eleven classes of equat ions Dar-
boux int egrab le at the level :::; 2 but he was unable to give explicit solut ions to some of the equations. 
Vessiot in [43] applied his theory of differential systems to improve Goursat's classification. He also 
obtained a closed form solution for every equation on Goursat's list. The methods of Vessiot are 
more systematic than those of Goursat and genera lize readily to other classes of equations. In [39] 
and [40], Vassiliou successfu lly applied Vessiot's ideas to the systems of coup led !-Gordon equations. 
The current activity in this classical subj ect is motivated , in part , by a genera l resurgence of 
interest in geometric methods for the study of differeutial equat ions and also , in part, by a desire to 
classify various types of comp lete ly integrabl e partial differential equations [ 31 ]. Bryant, Griffiths, 
and Hsu in [13] and [14] introduced the notion of a hyperbolic system of class s, which is a general-
izat ion of a hyperboli c second-order differential equation in the plane. For example, a second -order 
scalar hyperbolic Monge-Ampere equation in the plane, that is, an equation of type 
(1.3) 
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where A, B, C, D, E are functions of variables x, y, u, ux, Uy only, defines a hyperbolic system of 
class s = 1. A partial differential equation (1.1) which is not Monge-Ampere (1.1) is of class s = 3. 
Systems of first order partial differential equations in two independent and two dependent variables 
of type 
Ux = f(x,y,u,v) and Vy= g(x,y,u,v) 
form hyperbolic systems of class s = 0. Bryant et al. obtain classification of class s = 0 types 
of hyperbolic systems according to the number of classical conservation laws they possess. They 
also prove an existence theorem for the initial value problem for Darboux int egrab le systems. The 
method used throughout their paper is the Cartan's method of equiva lence. Gardner and Kamran 
[24] hav e also st udi ed the theory of Backlund and Laplac e transformations, Riemann invariants, 
and equ ivalence problem from the viewpoint of Cartan's ideas on characteristics for second-ord er 
hyperbolic equations in the plane. They also provide a new proof for the Lie's characterization of the 
wave equation and estab lish a smooth existence theorem for the initial value problem. The work of 
Anderson and Kamran [Bl, which was the start ing point for this dissertation, focuses on the higher 
degree conservation laws for sca lar hyperbolic second-order equations in the plane. The authors 
introduced a nonlinear analogue of the classical Laplace invariants and proved that the vanishing of 
these invariants (at a certain order) is a necessary condition for the equation to be Darboux inte-
grab le. They were unable to prove the sufficiency of these conditions. Recently, Sokolov and Zhiber 
[35] proved that the vanishing of the genera lized Laplace invariants at a certain order is sufficient for 
the Darboux integrability of the !-Gordon equations (1.2). Their methods, however, do not readily 
genera lize to more general types of sca lar second-order equations in the plane; furthermore, the level 
of Darboux integrability is not precisely stated. 
1.2. Dissertation Structure 
The main result of this dissertation is obtained in chapter 6. 
We obtain a simple characterization of Gou rs at 's classification of the characteristic systems for 
hyperbolic Darboux integrable equa tion s (1.1) ({26}(pp. 133-171}} in terms of the generalized Laplace 
invariants and two other invariants (whose vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
equa tion to be of Monge-Ampere type). 
We will discuss the significance of this result through some of its immediate consequences. 
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Theorem 1.1. A scalar second-order hyperbolic differential equation in the plan e (1.1) is Darboux 
integrable at level k if and only if both generalized Lapla ce invariants at levek k vanish. 
We remark that even though the above theorem is an easy consequence of our main result , b ecause 
of its import ance, we prove it in chapt er 5, immediately after sufficient technical machinery for the 
proof is developed. After that we cont inue with the more detailed ana lysis of the structure equat ions 
of the Laplace- adapted coframe and at the end of chapter 6 we prove our main result. 
Theorem 1.1 is a full generalization of the clas sical theor em, which states that a linear equation is 
integrable by the method of Darboux if and only if both sequences of the classical Lapla ce invariants 
terminate [26]. Not only does it generalize the recent resu lt of Sokolov and Zhib er [35], but it is 
also an improv ement over their result even for the !-Gordon equations since our result furnishes the 
invariant s of the lowest possibl e order. 
Theorem 1.1 and the results of Anderson and Kamran [B] (namely, the Theorem on normal forms 
of form-valued conservatio n laws) combine to establish the following result. 
Theorem 1.2. A second -order hyperbolic equation in the plane (1.1) is Darboux semi -integrable if 
and only if there are nontrivial ( 1, s) conservation laws fo r some s 2: 3. 
This last statement sat isfacto rily resolves the problem posed by Tsujishita [36], namely, to give a 
criterion for Darboux integrability of scalar second-order differential equations in the plane in terms 
of the cohomo logy of the assoc iat ed variational bicomplex. 
As we have mentioned earlier, the proof of our main result 1s based on the Laplace-adapted 
coframe introduced in [8]. We first derive structure equations for this coframe and with these in 
hand we carry out the derived flag computations for the character istic Pfaffian systems for equation 
(1.1). The computations involved are explicit. A number of examp les in chapter 6 are given that 
illustrate how our derived flag computat ions can be used to find the characteristic invari an ts from 
which the equations in involution are constructed. We also classify all Darboux integrable equations 
at level 2 of the form Uxx = f(uyy) and obtain a conclusion that differs from that obtained by 
Forsyth [23](§267). We then app ly our results to the nonlinear wave equation 
(1.4) 
to substantia lly clarify Calogero's analysis of this equation [15]. 
In chapter 7, we analyze the charact eristic systems of scalar hyp erbo lic equations in the plane with 
nonvanishing generalized Laplace invariants. Thi s lead s to the discovery of new relative invari ants 
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whi ch we shall explicitly exhibit. We use these invar iant s for example to prove charact erizat ion 
results about !-Gordon equa tion s in chapter 13. 
In chapte r 8 we define a hyperbolic Darbou x system of class s [13] to be a hyperbolic syste m of 
class s sat isfying the addit ional condition s that the Pfaffian systems { w 1 , w2 } and { w3 , w4 } are 
int egrab le. We show , by examp les, that all classical or well-known hyperbolic Darboux integrable 
sca lar partial differential equations in the plane known to the author can be represented as hyp erbo lic 
Darboux systems . We show by examp les that some classical transformations, for inst anc e the Lap lac e 
transform, are just spec ial cases of homomorphi sms of hyp erbo lic Darb oux syste ms. We prove that 
the equat'ion manifold of a hyperbolic Darbou x integrable equation becomes, after a certain number 
of prolongations, a hyperbolic Darbou x system. Th ere are hyp erbo lic Darboux int egrab le equat ions 
that are not classically contact equivalent , but their corr espo ndin g hyperbolic Darbo ux systems are 
intrinsically equiva lent . For examp le, the Liouville equat ion Uxy = eu and the equation Uxy = uu,, 
are equ ivalent as hyperbolic Darboux systems . 
The main goa l of chapter 9 is to derive formulas for the Monge-Ampere invariants and partial 
formulas for the first two genera lized Lap lace invar iants . We also derive recursion formulas for the 
genera lized Laplace invariants. These formulas are a genera lizat ion of the recursion formulas for the 
classical Laplace invariants [23] §198. 
In chapter 10, we characte rize Monge-Ampere equations. First we prove a theorem on normal 
forms for analytic hyperbolic systems of class s = l. Our proof follows the ideas of Bryant and 
Griffiths [ 12] who proved a similar theorem on normal forms for ana lytic parabo lic systems . 
Theorem 1.3. Every analytic hyperbolic Monge-Ampere system , that is a hyperbolic system of class 
1, is locally equivalent to a Monge-Ampere system generated by a quasi-linear equation 
au,,,, + 2buxy + CUyy + d = 0 (1.5) 
where a, b, c, d are functions of x , y , u, u,, , Uy only. 
The theorem on normal forms for analyt ic Monge-Ampere equations follows immediately. Every 
analytic hyperbolic Monge-Ampere equation is con tact equivalent to some quasi-linear equation of 
typ e (1.5). According to Bryant an d Griffiths [12], this theorem was already known to Lie an d is 
true even without the analyticity assumption. 
In the derived flag comp utations for the characte rist ic Pfaffi an syste ms for equation (1.1) we ex-
plicitly exhibi t two new invar iant s who se vanishing is necessary and sufficient condition for equation 
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(1.1) to be Mong e-Ampere. We also a give a new characte rization of Monge-Ampere equations in 
terms of the generalized Lapla ce invariants. 
Theorem 1.4. A second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane (1.1) is 
Monge-Ampere if and only if the first two gen eralized Laplace invariants are of order ~ 2. 
Chapter 11 is devoted to the characterization of second-order scalar hyperbolic equat ions m 
the plane that adm it a genera l or comp let e int ermed iat e integral. Classically, a first-order general 
intermediate integral of a second-orde r equation ( 1. 1) is a first-order equation 
J(x,y , u ,ux,uy) = t.p(I (x,y,'u,ux,uy)) 
involvin g an arbitrary function t.p, such that every solution of this equation is a solution of equat ion 
(1. 1). Similarly , a first-order comp lete intermediate integral of a second-order equat ion (1.1) is a 
first-order equation 
V(x ,y,u,ux ,uy,a, b) = 0 
involving two arbitrary consta nt s a and b, such that every solution of this equat ion is a solution of 
equation (1.1). From our main result and the results of chapter 9, the following characterizat ion is 
derived. 
Th eo rem 1.5 . A second-order hyperbolic equation in the plane (1.1) admits a complete intermediate 
integral if and only if one of the first-level generalized Laplace invariants vanishes, The equation 
admits a general intermediate integral if and only if, in addition, it is of Mong e-Amper e type. 
As our next application of the Laplace-adapted coframe , we solve the inverse problem of the 
calcu lus of variations for second-o rd er scalar hyperbolic equations in th e plane. For quasi-linear 
equations the problem was solved by Anderson and Duchamp [3]. We use , in an essential way, the 
structure equations for the Laplace-adapted coframe to easily derive a characterizat ion of equations 
arising from variationa l princip le in terms of the generalized Laplace invariants. Recall that an 
equation is called multiplier variational if ther e exists a Lagrangian whose Euler-Lagrange equation 
determines the equation manifold. The main result of chapter 12 can be stated as follows. 
Th eorem 1.6. A second -order hyperbolic scalar equation in the plane (1,1) is variationa l if and 
only if the two first-level generalized Laplace invariants are equal. 
We also give an easy proo f that for an equation arising from a variational prin ciple th ere is a one-to-
one correspo nd ence between the genera lized symmet ries of the equat ion and the H 1,1 cohomology 
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classes of the associated variationa l bicomplex . Necessary conditions for the existence of certain 
symp lectic conservation laws are found. 
In chapter 13 we invariant ly characterize /-Gordon equations, certain subclasses of /-Gordon 
equations and some classica l equations. More than 100 years ago Lie succeeded in characterizing the 
wave equation Uxy = 0. He proved that a second-order hyperbolic scalar equation in the plane is 
contact equivalent to the wave equation if and only if it admits two independent first-order genera l 
intermediate integrals. Due to our characterization of intermediate integrals , it is now easy to 
obtain a contact invariant characterization of the wave equation in terms of the generalized Lap lace 
invariants, name ly an equation is contact equivalent to the wave equation if and only if the first two 
generalized Laplace invariants vanish. As a by-product of our general classification theorems, we 
obtain a new proof of the Lie's characterization of the wave equation. The results of chapter 13 also 
include the characterization of the wave equation , Klein-Gordon equat ion Uxy = u and the Liou ville 
equation Uxy = eu up to contact equivalence. For example, we prove the following. 
Theorem 1. 7. A second-order scalar hyperbolic Monge-Ampere equation in the plane is contact 
eqv,ivalent to either the Liou ville equation or to the linear equation s = 2u / ( x + y )2 if and only if the 
two first-level _generalized Laplace ·invariants are equal and nonzero and both second-level _generalized 
Laplace invariants vanish. 
To distinguish between the Liouville and the linear equations = 2u/(x + y)2 is a question that 
cannot be answered in terms of the generalized Laplace invariants and we use one of the relative 
invariants which arises in the study of H 1•2 for this purpose. As yet another application of our 
theory we, prove that the equation (1.4) studied by Calogero [ 15] is contact equivalent to a linear 
equation 
Uxy + a(x, y) Ux + b(x, y) Uy+ c(x, y) u = 0, 




We need to briefly introduce some basic notions and results from the theory of exterior differential 
systems, jet bundles, contact transformations, and variational bicomplexes. 
2.1. Exterior Differential Systems 
Let M be a manifold. By Dk(M) we shall denote the ring of all k-forms , in particular n°(M) 
00 
denotes the ring of all functions on M. Let r2*(M) = L nk(M) be the ring of all differential forms 
k=O 
on M. A set of one forms that at each point x E M constitute a basis for th e cotangent space is 
called co framing of M. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a manifold and let I~ D*(M) be an ideal. If dw EI for every w EI , 
that is, if I is closed under the exterior differential, then we call I a diff erential ideal. Let g ~ I be 
a set. We say that a differential ideal I is algebraically genera ted by the set g provided 
I= g l\n*(M). 
We say that the different ial ideal I is genera ted by the set g if I is algebraically generate d by th e 
set 
Q U { dw; w E Q }. 
Definition 2.2. An exterior diff eren tial system is a pair (M,I), wher e M is a manifold and IC 
D*(M) is a differential ideal. An integral manifold of an ext erior differential system (M,I) 1s a 
pair (N, ¢), wher e N is a manifold and ¢ is a map ¢: N--+ M such that ¢*(I)= { 0 }. 
Definition 2.3. Let (M 1,I 1 ) and (M 2 ,I 2 ) be two exte rior differential sys tems. A C 00 map 
4> : M1 --+ M2 such that i[>* (I2) ~ I1 , is called a homomorphism of exterior differential systems. 
Two exterior differential systems (M 1 ,I 1 ) and (M 2 ,I 2 ) are called equivalent if there exists a diffeo-
morphism i[>: M 1 --+ M 2 , which is also a homomorphism. 
Definition 2.4. An exterior differential system (M,I), wher e I is generated by a set of 1-forms, 
is called a Pfaffian system. The maximal number of linearly independent 1-forms in th e Pfaffian 
system (M,I) at a point x EM is called the rank of the Pfaffian system (M,I) at th e point x. If a 
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Pfaffian system ( M , I) has the same rank k at every point x E M , then ( M, I) is said to be of rank 
k. Let I 1 be the set of 1-forms in I The Pfaffian system (M,I) is called integrable if 
dw = 0 mod I 1 for all w E I 1 . (2.1) 
The condit ion ( 2 .1) is called the Frobenius condition. 
Note that the Frobenius cond ition guarantees that if a differential ideal I is generated by the set 
I 1 , then it is also algebraica lly generated by I 1 . 
Theorem 2.5. (Frobenius). Let (M,I) be an integrable Pfaffian system of rank k. Let the dimen-
sion of M be n. Then for every point x E M there is a neighborhood U and a coordinate system y1 , 
.. . , Yn on U such that I/u is generated by dy 1 , ••. , Yk· 
2.2. Infinite Jet Bundles 
The theory of finite jet bundles was developed to give a geometric description of the spaces of 
partial derivatives of maps between two differentiable manifolds. 
To begin , we not e a function f ( x 1 , . . . , xn) with n independent variables has 
(n+k~-1) a~= .. 
different kth-order partial derivatives 
a"' f
ind exed over all unordered (symmetric) multi-indices (i1 , ... , ik) , 1::; i,,, ::; n. Therefore , the number 
of partial derivativ es of the function f (x1 , ... , xn) : Rn -+ R up to order k (including the 0th order 
one) is 
n= (n+k) =~ (n+ i-1) 
ak k ~ i . 
i=O 
Now consider the map f = (Ji, . .. ,fm) : R n-+ Rm. It is obvious that the number of partial 
derivatives of the map f up to order k is 
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Let M be an n dimensional connected base manifold of a fiber bundle 1r : E -+ M with the fiber 
dim ension m. Let 
b e the bundle of k-j ets of loca l sections of E. We call J k(E) the kth-order j et bundle of E. For x EM 
th e fiber ( 1rt )-1 ( x) in J k ( E) consists of equivalence classes, denoted by jk ( s )( x) , of loca l sections 
s on E. If U1 and U2 are two open neighborhoods of x and if s1 : U1 -+ E and s2 : U2 -+ E are local 
sect ions , then s1 and s2 are in the same equivalence class if their partial derivatives to order k agree 
at x. The dimension of Jk(E) is n + o:Z'm. Th ere are natural projections 
for k ~ s 
that satisfy 
k 'd 7rk =l J'(E ) and (2.2) 
By definition a differ ential form won Jk(E) is called a contact form if for every local sections of E 
Th e se t of all contact forms on Jk(E) forms a differentia l idea l called the contact ideal on Jk(E) and 
is denoted by C(Jk(E)). Thus (Jk(E) ,C(Jk(E))) , is an exterior differential system. Alternatively 
we may define kth-order j et bundl e to be special type of an exte rior differential system . 
Loc ally a kth-ord er jet space Jk(E) is an exterior differential system (R n+a;_:"• , Ck), wh ere 
R n+a~'•" has coordinates 
ind exed over all ord ered multi-indices ( i 1, ... , ik), wh ere 1 ~ i 1 ~ • • · ~ ik ~ n and 1 ~ o: ~ m. 
It is convenient to adopt the following convention. We will id entify ufi, ... ,i., wh ere i 1, . . . , ik is an 
unord ered sequenc e, with Ui ,. , ... ,i,., wh ere ij 1 , ••• , ii• is obtain ed by p ermuting i 1, ... , ik so that 
Zj 1 ~ • • • ~ ij•. Th e contact ideal Ck on Jk(E) is generated by contact 1-form s 
0°' = du°' - uf dxi , ... ' 
0°' 1 · = du°' 1 · - u°' • dx · t- , ... ,tk -2 1,- , ... , tk-2 t-1, ... , ik-2i t, 0°' 1 · = du0 1 · - u°' • dx · 1.- , ... ,ik-1 1.- , ... ,ik-1 t-1 , . .. ,tk-1 t, 
wher e 1 ~ i 1 ~ ... ~ i1 ~ n and 1 ~ l ~ k. 
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When working on th e finite jet bundles , one frequently runs into a difficulty whenever taking total 
derivatives. This difficulty is overcome by constructing an infinite jet bundl e. The equat ions (2.2) 
allow us to construct the inverse limit of the sequence of j et bundles { Jk(E) ; k = 0, 1, 2, ... }. 
Definition 2.6. Th e invers e limit J 00 (E) of a sequence of jet bundl es { Jk(E); k = 0, 1, 2, ... } 
together with the projections 
and for k=0 , 1,2, .... 
is called the infinit e jet space over E. 
Note that J 00 (E) has a naturally defined topological structure 
T = { (1rf)*(O); 0 is an op en set in Jk(E ), k = 0, 1, ... }. 
Diff erential forms on J 00 ( E) are defined to be the pullbacks by 1rf of differential forms on J k ( E). 
Th e set of all p-form s on J 00 (E) is denoted by 0,P(J 00 (E)) and we set 
00 
f'l*(J 00 (E)) = u W(J 00 (E)) 
p=O 
to be th e set of all differenti al forms on J 00 (E). In particular this implies that a fun ct ion (a 0-form) 
f on J 00 (E) is a m ap that factors through some Jk(E ), that is, there exists a function / 0 on Jk (E) 
such that f = f o o 1r'['. Th e exte rior differenti al on J 00 ( E) is defined to be th e uniqu e operator d for 
which, for every k = 0, 1, 2, .. . , th e following dia gram commut es. 
D*(J 00 (E)) 
(,rn •r 
D*(J k(E) ) 
~ D*(J 00 (E)) 
r (1rr')" 
~ D*(Jk (E)). 
The set of all contact forms on J 00 ( E) is a differential ideal C (J 00 ( E)) called the contact ideal on 
J
00
(E) and is obtain ed as a union of pullbacks by 1rf of the contact ideals on Jk(E). A vector field 
X on J 00 (E) is defined to be a derivation on the ring of smooth functions on J 00 (E). A vect or field 
on J 00 ( E) is called a total vector field if 
X-'w=O 
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for every contact 1-form w. Total vector fields on J 00 (E) span an n-dimensional involutive distribu-
tion. A vector field X on J 00 (E) is 1r'tj vertical if 
Locally J 00 (E) ha s coordinates 
and 
is a cofram ing of J 00 (E). The contact ideal C(J 00 (E)) on J 00 (E) is generated by 
In coord inates a vector field X is given by 
Q 
B°' . 
i1 ... ik au'?" . ' 
11 . , .lk 
a 
where Ai and Bf, ... ik are functions on J 00 (E). The basis for the tota l vector fields on J 00 (E) is , in 
local coordinates, given by 
for k = 0, 1,2 , . .. . 





au'=" . ' 
t1 .. . tk 
l'.Si1 :<,: ... :<,:ik:<,:n 
where Ai and Bf, ... ik are functions on J 00 (E). Let us end this section by noting that for vector fields 
on J 00 (E) we do not hav e the notion of the flow. But , using Cartan's formula we can (at least 
formally) define the Lie derivative of a vector field X 
Cxw = X _J dw + d(X _J w), 
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where w is a different ial form on J 00 (E). 
2.3. The Free Variational Bicomplex 
To introduce the notion of the variational bicomp lex we need to bi-grade the differentia l forms 
on J 00 (E) in the following way. 
Definition 2. 7. A p-forrn w on J 00 (E) is of type (r, s), where p = r + s, if at each point u E J 00 (E), 
holds 
provided that either 
(i) more than s of the vectors X 1 , ... , Xp are 1r't} vertical, or 
(ii) more than r of the vectors X 1 , ... , Xp are total vector fields. 
A type (1, 0) form is ca lled a horizontal form . 
In the local coordinates, a type (r, s) form is a sum of terms of the form 
where a is a function on J 00 (E). The space of type (r, s) forms on J 00 (E) is denoted by 0,r,s( J 00 (E)) 
and we have the direct sum decomposition 
0,P(Joo(E)) = EB 0,r,s(Joo(E)). (2.3) 
r+s=p 
We would like to emphasize that this decomposition is not possible on any finite dimensional j et 
bund le. The decomposition (2.3) is one of the main reasons we prefer to work on an infinit e jet 
bundle J 00 (E). Since the exter ior differential of a contact 1-form 0t .. ik is 
then we have 
Let 
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be the projection map. Define the hori zonta l and vertical differentials dn and dv by 
and 
Then the exter ior differential can be decomposed into a horizontal and vertical part 
From d2 = 0 it imm ediate ly follows that 
2 
dH = 0, 2 dv = 0. 
It easy to check that both dH and dv are anti-derivations. Recall that an operator 8 is an anti-
derivation if 
where w1 is a k-form. 
In particular th e horizontal and vertical differentials of a kth-order function f (xi, u°' , uf,, , ... , uf,, ... i.) 
are 
k 
dvf = L 
and we also have the following structure equations 
and dn0, °', ... ,·k· = dx i I\ 0"' • . i1 .. ,lk'1' 
and dv0 f,, ... ;. = 0 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Definition 2.8. Th e fr ee variationa l bicomplex for th e infinite jet bundle J 00 ( E) is a double comp lex 
D,*,*( J 00 (E) , dn , dv) of differential forms on the infinit e jet bundle J 00 (E). 
rd v r dv 
0 ---+ D,0 ,3 n,n,3 
jdv r r r jdv 
0 ---+ 0,0,2 dH 0,1 ,2 dH 0,2 ,2 d1-1 n,n - 1,2 dH n,n ,2 ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ 
jdv jdv rd v jdv jdv 
0 ---+ 0,0 ,1 d1-1 0,1 ,1 dH 0,2 ,1 d1-1 n,n-1 ,1 dH n,n,l ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ 
rdv jdv jdv j dv rd v 
0 ---+ R ---+ 0,0 ,0 dH 0,1 ,0 dH 0,2,0 dH n,n-1 ,0 d1-1 n,n,0 ---+ ---+ ---+ ---+ 
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The rows ( except for in the la st column) and the column s of the free variation al bicomplex are loca lly 
exact [ 1 ]. 
Definition 2.9. Let X be vector field on J 00 (E) and w E D,",8 (J 00 (E)). We define the projected 
Lie derivative by 
X(w ) = 7rr '8 (.Cxw). 
In particular we have 
2.4. Contact 'Transformations 
Let 1r : E • M and 7f : E • M be two fiber bundles. A smooth map <I> : J"(E) • Ji'(E) is 
ca lled a contact transformation if it preserves the contact ideal, that is, 
<I>*(C(J"(E))) ~ C(J"(E))). 
In other words , <I> is a contact transformation if it is a homomorphism of differ ential systems 
( J8(E), C( J"(E))) and ( J"(E) , C( J"(E)) ). We say a contact transformation is a point transformation 
if it covers a smooth map <I>o : J 0 (E) • J 0 (E) , that is , the following diagram commutes . 
Jk(E) ~ J"(E) ---+ 
kl "o 1 jr~ 
JO(E) ~ JO(E). 
The following theorem is due to Backlund [10]. 
Theorem 2.10. Let 1r : E • M and ft : E • M be two trivial fiber bundles with the same 
dim ension of the base manifold and the same fiber dimension. If the fiber dimension> 1, then every 
contact transformation is a point transformation. If the fiber dimension is 1, then every contact 
transformation covers a smoo th map <I>1 : J1(E) • J 1(E) . 
Note that the proof of Ba cklund is very comp licated and one can hardly say that it is rigorous. 
Th e proofs of the infinit esimal version of this theorem can be found in the books by And erson [ 1] 
and Olver [33]. 
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Definition 2.11. A smooth map<[>: J 00 (E) -+ J 00 (.E) is called a generalized contact transformation 
if it preserves the contact ideal, that is, 
<[>* ( C( J 00 (E))) ~ C( J 00 ( E))). 
<[> is called a classical contact transformation if it is a generalized contact transformation and if <[> 




We remark [ 1] that there exists exact ly one contact transformation <[> : J 00 ( E) -+ J 00 ( E), that 
covers a given smooth map 4>o : J 0 ( E) -+ J 0 ( E) and there exists at most one contact transformation 
<[>: J 00 (E)-+ J 00 (.E) that covers a given smooth map 4>1,0 : J1(E)-+ J0 (E). 
To state the next theorem we need to introduce the notion of the Poisson bracket. By definition 
the Poisson Bracket of two first-order functions g(xi, u, ui) and h(xi, u, ui), where xi are ind epende nt 
variables , u is one dependent variable and u; are first derivatives of u with respect to xi, is a function 
where 
g h] = dg oh _ dh 8g 
[ ' dxi 8u; dxi 8ui ' 
d a a 
- . =-.+u;-
dx' ox' 8u 
for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
The following form of Lie 's theorem is due to Mayer [22] §135. Also see Caratheodory [16]. 
(2.6) 
Theorem 2.12. Let 1r : E -+ M and ir : .E -+ M be two trivial fiber h1tndles with the same 
dimension n of base manifolds and let the fiber dimensions of both bundles be 1. Let 
(xi,u , ui, , u;,i 2 , • • • ,ui, ... ik) 
be the coordinates on Jk(E) and 
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be the coordinates on Jk(E) , k;:::: l. Consider a map <1>1,0 : J1(E) • J 0 (.E) given by 
i) - Ji(xi u u·) 
- ' ' t' 
and il = g(xi, U, Ui) for j = 1, ... n. 
There exists a classical contact transformation <I>: Jk(E) • Jk(E) which covers <1>1,0 if and only if 
and 
2.5. The Variational Bicomplex for a Second-
Order Scalar PDE in the Plane 
for 1 .S i, j .S n. 
Consider a trivial fiber bundle 1r : E • M, where E = R 3 and M = R 2 . Consider a second-order 
jet space J 2 (E) with coordinates 
and the contact ideal generated by 
0 = du - u,, dx - Uy dy, 0y = duy - Uxy d:r - Uyy dy. 
Let F: J2(E) • be a smooth function. Then the equation 
F(x , y , u ,u,,,uy ,Uxx,Uxy,Uyy) = 0 (2.7) 
sat isfying 
defines a 7-dim ensional hyper surface R 2 in J 2 (E) called th e equation manifold of equation (2.7). 
Let i 2 : R 2 • J2 ( E) be the natural embedding. The pullback by i2 of the contact ideal on J2 ( E) 
is called the contact ideal on R 2 • 
Next we cons ider three equations 
F(x , y , u,ux,Uy,Uxx,Uxy,uyy) = 0, (2.8) 
8F 8F 8F 8F 8F 8F 8F 
D,,F = ~ + Ux ~ + Uxx -;-- + Uxy -;-- + Uxxx -;-- + Uxxy -!=>- + Uxyy -;-- = 0, (2.9) 
UX UU UUx UUy UUxx UUxy UUyy 
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aF aF f}F f}F aF aF aF 
DyF = - + Uy -;:;- + Uxy ~ + Uyy ~ + Uxxy -!Cl-+ Uxyy -!Cl- + Uyyy -!Cl-= 0. 
Oy uU u'U,:r; UUy UU xx UUxy UUyy 
(2.10) 
Sinc e 
one can easily see that equations (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) define a 9-dimensional submanifold R 3 in 
J3(E). Consider th e embedding i 3 : R 3 -+ J 3 (E). The pullback by i 3 of the contact ideal on J 3 (E) 
defines the contact ideal on R 3 • Th e manifold R 3 together with the contact ideal is called the first 
prolongation of R 2 . 
Mor e generally th e equation (2. 7) together with all its differential consequences up to order k 
defines a (2k + 3)-dimensional submanifo ld Rk in Jk(E). Consid er the natural embedding ik : Rk -+ 
Jk(E). The pullback by ik of the contact ideal on Jk(E) 
defines th e contact ideal on R k . The manifold R k tog eth er with the contact ideal is called the 
( k - 2)-nd prolongation of R k. 
For convenience denote J 0 ( E) = E by R O and J1 ( E) by R 1 . As in th e case of th e free variational 
bicomplex, we hav e natmal proje ctions 
for k ~ s 
sat isfying 
R " ~ J8(E) 
1rz 1 1-• ,rk 
Rk ~ Jk(E). 
These projections sat isfy 
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Definition 2.13. Th e inverse limit R 00 of the sequence of prolonged equation manifolds { Rk, k = 
0, 1, 2, ... } together with the projections 
1r't}: R 00 -+ M, and 00 00 Rk 7rk : R -+ ' for k=0 , 1,2, .... 
is ca lled the infinite prolongation of R 2 . 
Du e to the inverse limit construction there exists a uniquely defined map i
00 
R 00 -+ J 00 (E) 
such that the following diagram commutes. 
noo ~ Joo(E) 
1rr' 1 lir° 
Rk ik ---------+ Jk(E) 
R 00 inherits the topological structure of J 00 (E). Differential forms on R 00 are defined to be the 
pullbacks by i00 of differential forms on J 00 (E). The set of all p-forms on R 00 is denoted by DP(R 00 ) 
and 
00 
D*(R 00 ) = LJ DP(R 00 ) 
p=O 
is the set of all forms on R 00 • The contact ideal on R 00 that is, defined to be the pullback by i
00 
of 
th e contact ideal C(J 00 (E)) on J 00 (E). Elements of the contact ideal are called contact forms. The 
pair 
will be referred to as a second-order partial differential equation in the plane. 
A vector field X on R 00 is defined to be a derivation on the ring of smooth functions on R 00 • A 
vector field X is called a total vector field if 
for every contact 1-form w. Total vector fields on R 00 span a 2-dimensional involutiv e distribution. 
Let R
00 
C J 00 (E) and R C J 00 (.E) be two scalar second-order partial different ial equat ions in 
the plane. The map <I> : R 00 -+ R00 is called a generalized contact transformation if it preserves the 
contact ideal , that is , 
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A generalized contact transformation is called a classical contact transformation if it covers a map 
<I>1 : R 1 -+ R1. Note that every contact transformation <I>' : Jk(E) -+ Jk(E) indu ces a contact 
transformation <I> : R k -+ R k. Such contact transformations <I> are called externa l. There are contact 
transformations <I> : R k -+ R k that do not arise from the contact transformations on the underlying 
jet spaces. Such transformations are called internal contact transformations. Several new examp les 
of internal transformations will be given in chapter 8. 
Definition 2.14. The variationa l bicomplex n •,• (R 00 , d H> dv) for the second-order partial differen-
tial equat ion in the plane Ri sa pullback by i 00 of the free variational bicomplex n• ,• ( J 00 ( E), d H , dv) 
to R 00 • 
rdv rdv jdv 
o~ no ,2(n oo) dH ~ n1 ,2(n oo) dH ~ n2 ,2(noo) 
rdv rdv l dv 
o~ no,1(noo) dH ~ n1 ,1 (Roo) dH ~ n2 ,1 (Roo) 
ldv ldv ldv 
O~R~ no ,o(n oo) d1-1 n1 ,o(n oo) dH n2 ,o(n oo). ~ ~
We remark that while columns of the variational bicomplex on R 00 are exact, th e rows will not 
be exact in general. We define th e cohomology classes Hr,•(R 00 ) of the variational bicomplex by 
The dimensions of Hr ••(R 00 ) are invariant under the genera lized contact transformations (see An-
derson [ 1] for details.) Various int erpretations for the cohomology of the variational bicomplex have 
already been found [1], [5], [6], [8], [9], [36]. It is well-known that the H 1,0 (R 00 ) classes are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the nontrivial conse rvation laws. In this dissertation we have found 
character ization of Darboux integrability in terms of the cohomolo gy of the variational bicomplex. 
It is very likely that more interpretations will be found in the near future. See, for examp le, an 
interesting paper of Anderson and Fels [4]. 
As in the case of the jet spaces, we define the Lie derivative .Cxw of a vector field X by 
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£xw = X _, dw + d(X _, w), 
where w is a differential form on R 00 • We define the projected Lie derivative X(w) by 
Definition 2.15. Let R and R be two second-order scalar partial differential equat ions in the 
plane. Let <I> : 'R,00 -+ R,00 be a map between the two infinit ely prolonged equat ion manifolds. For 
w E nr,•(R 00 ) we define the projected pullback <I>#: nr,"(R 00 )-+ n•·••(R00 ) by 
If <I> and \JI are genera lized contact transformations, then 
Th e above result can be found in [1]. 
We will now mak e th e construction of the variational bicompl ex for R exp licit. Assum e that the 
equation (2.7) is given by 
Uxx + f(x , y , u ,u,,, uy ,uxy, uyy) = 0. 
The natural coordinates on 'R,00 are 
(x, Y, u, u ,,, Uy, Uxy, Uyy, Uxyy , Uyyy) ... ) Uxyk-1 1 Uyk) .. . ) 
and the basis for th e contact ideal on R,00 is 
{ 0, 0,, , 0y, 0xy , 0yy, ... , 0xyk- l , 0yk , ... }, 
where 
0 = du - u,, dx - Uy dy 
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Every total vector field can be written as 
X = aD,, + bDy, 
where a and b are functions on 'R,00 and the vector fields D ,, and D y are 
a a a a a a 
D y =~+ Uy~+ Uxy ~ + Uyy ~ + tlxyy -!=>- + Uyyy~ + · · ·, 
uy uU ux uUy UUxy UUyy 
a a a a a a 






X uU X Uy UUxy Uyy 
For a kth-order function f(x, y, u, u,,, Uy, Uxy, Uyy, .. . , uxyk-1, Uyk) on R 00 we have the horizontal 
and vertical differentials 
and 
The structure equations for the horizontal and vertical differentials remain the same as in (2.4) and 
(2.5) except that now 
For more detailed study of the variational bicomplex , the reader is referred to [1] and [8]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DARBOUX INTEGRABILITY AND THE METHOD OF LAPLACE 
Consider the trivial bundle E = {1r: E-+ M}, with local coord inat es 1r: (x,y,u)-+ (x,y). Let 
R = (1?00 , C(R 00 ))) be a second-order equat ion given by 
F(x,y,u,u.,,uy,uxx,uxy,uyy) = 0. (3.1) 
With R we associate the characteristic equation 
aF 2 aF aF 2 --A - --Aµ+ --µ = 0. 
OU xx OUxy OUyy 
(3.2) 
and the discriminant 
(3.3) 
Let u be a point in 7?2 • We say that the equation R is hyperbolic parabolic or ellipti c type at the point 
u if 6. (u) > 0, 6. (u) = 0, or 6. (u) < 0, respectively. We say that the equation (3.1) is hyp erbolic 
parabolic or elliptic type if it is hyperbolic parabolic or ellipti c type at every point of the equation 
manifold R. 




_ 4 aF aF > 0 
OUxy OUxx OUyy · 
at every point of the equation manifold R. 
If R is hyperbolic there are two non-proportional real roots (µ, ,X.) 
( n.,, ny) of the characteristic equation (3.2) . The total vector fields 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
are called the characteristic vector fields and they form a basis for the space of total vector fields on 
the infinit ely prolonged equatio n manifold 7?00 of (3.1). The reader should be warned here that in 
[8] the auth ors allow the functions mx,my,nx,ny to be of any order. Throughout this dissertation 
we will assume that these functions are of order S: 2. Let T be a total vecto r field on 7?00 • A function 
f on 7?00 is called T invariant if T(f ) = 0. 
We now turn to the definition of Darboux int egrability. 
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Definition 3.1. Let R be a second-orde r scalar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane 
with characteristic vector fields X and Y. R is called Darboux integrable at levels k , and l , where 
k , l ~ 1 if there are two functionally ind ependent X invariant functions of order S k , and two 
functionally ind ependent Y invariant functions of order S l on R 00 , or if there are two functionally 
independent X invariant functions of order S l , and two functionally independent Y invariant 
functions of order s k on R 00 • We say that R is Darboux integrable at level k, k ~ 1, if there are 
two functionally independent X invariant functions of order s k, and two functionally independent 
Y invariant functions of order s k on R 00 ; that is, if there are functions I , i, J, Jon R, 00 of order 
S k, such that 
X(I) = X(i) = 0 and Y(J) = Y(J) = 0 
and 
dl I\ di=/- 0 and dJ I\ d] =/-0. 
If there are two functionally independent X invariant functions or two functionally independent Y 
invariant functions on R 00 of order S k, we say that the equation R is semi-Darboux integrable at 
level k. 
It may not be immediately apparent that this definition is just a more precise version of what we 
have described Darboux integrability to be in the introdu ction. At the heart of the above definition 
is the observation that for arb it rary functions <p and 1/;, the system of equations (3.1), its differential 
consequences, and the equations 
give rise to an integrable Pfaffian system whose integral manifolds describ e the genera l solution to 
(3.1). 
Example 1. Consider the linear hyperbolic equation 
Uy 
U:xy = X + y 
with the charact erist ic vector fields X = Dx, Y = Dy- The X invariant functions are 
l=y and 
(3.6) 
and the Y invariant functions are 
J=x 
The three equations 
and j = U xx · 
Uy 
Uxy = -- , 
x +y 
U xx = cp"(x), 
-3!:.JL_ = 'ljJ"(y), 
x +y 
give rise to the Pfaffian syst em generated by 
01 = du - u,,dx - (x + y)'ljJ"(y)dy, 
02 = du,, - cp"(x)dx - 'ljJ"(y)dy. 
it is easy to check that the int egrab ility conditions are satisfied. From 02 = 0 we obtain 
u,, = cp'(x) + 7.f/(y). 
Substituting for u,, into 01 = 0 we find 
u = cp(x) - 'ljJ(y) + (x + y)'ljJ'(y) , 
which is the general solution to (3.6). 
Example 2. Con sider the hyp erboli c equation 
with the characteristic vector fields X = D,, , Y = Dy. Th e X invariant functions are 
l=y and 
and the Y invariant functions are 





The three equations 
Uxx ( ) - -Ux = j X' 
Ux 
Uy-e,,=g(y) 
give ris e to the Pfaffian system generated by 
01 = du - Uxdx - (eu + g(y))dy, 
One can aga in easi ly see that { 01 , 02 } is int egrab le. From the equation 
we deduce 
dux = du - f(x)dx - g(y)dy 
Ux 
and hence 
Ux = eu-F(x)-G(y), 
where F'(x) = f(x) and G'(x) = g(x). For convenience denote 
e-F(x) = cp'(x) and e-G(x) = ((x). 
Substituting into 01 = 0, we get 
du - 'P'(x)((y)e"dx - (e" -r(~n dy = 0. 
Dividing the last equation by ('(y)e", one arrives at 
1 (' (y) I 1 
('(y)e" du+ [e(y)]2eu dy - cp (x) dx - ('(y) dy = O. 
Int egrat ing we obtain 
1 J dy 
- ('(y)e" = cp(x) + ('(y ). 
Denote 
J dy 1(y) = ('(y)' 
to arriv e to the general solution of (3. 7) , namely 
u 1 '(y) 
e = -
<p(x) + 1(y) 
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Example 3. The most well-known examp le of a Darboux int egrab le, nonlin ear equat ion is the 
Liouville equation 
Here X = D ,,, Y = Dy. The X and Y invariant functions are 
~ Uy 
I = y, I = Uyy - 2 and J = x, 
- u,,, 
J = u,,,,,, - -· 
2 
The Pfaffian system for the equat ions 
u2 
u,,,,,, - f = <p(x), 
2 
Uy -
Uyy - 2 - '1/J(Y), 
is generated by 
It is a simp le matter to check that this Pfaffian system is integrable and its integration leads to the 
well known solution 
2U'V' 
(U + V)2 ' 
where U = U(x) and V = V(y) and 
U"' 3 U" 
If) = U' - 2 (U')2 
V"' 3 V" 
and 1P = V' - 2 (V')2. 




with the characteristic vector fields X = Dx and Y = Dy. Th e X invariant functions are 
l=y and 
~ Uyy Ju; 
l=--+--
2.ju; x +y 
and the Y invariant functions are 
J=x 
The three equation s 
and ~ Uxx Ju; J=--+--· 
2.ju; x +y 
2Ju xUy 
Uxy +--- =0 , 
x +y 
Uxx .ju; _ f( ) --+--- X' 
2.ju; x +y 
u tu; 
_J[J!_ + _v_ ~y = g(y) , 
2.ju; x+y 
give rise to the Pfaffian system generated by 
01 = du - Uxdx - uydy , 
2ux 2Ju xuy 
02 = du x - ( -- - 2.ju;f( x)) dx + --dy, 
x +y x +y 
2Juxuy 2u, 
03 = duy + ~--d x + (--Y - 2ym;g(y))dy. 
x+y x +y 
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(3.8) 
It is easy to check that th e system {01 , 02 , 03 } is int egrab le. Vessiot [43], page 60, integrates this 
Pfaffian system and arr ives at the general solution of the equat ion (3.8) , 
X = lf)11(a ), y = 1/J" (/3) and 
u = <p"(a) ~ 1/l'(/3) [(a - /3)2 <p11'l//1 + 2(a -f3)(1j;1<p11 - ip',f') - (ip' + 7//)2] + 2(ip + 'lf;), 
where <p(a) is an arbitrary function of a and 1f;(f3) is an arb itrary function of {3. 
Example 5. As our next examp le consider the hyperbolic equation 
Uxy = UUx. 
The character istic vector fields are X = Dx and Y = Dy. The functions 
are X invariant , and the functions 
J=x 
are Y invariant. The three equations 
I= y and 
and 
~ u2 
I= Uy - 2 
Uxy = UUx, 
3u;x - 2uxxx Ux ( ) ----,--- = <p X ' 
2u~ 
u2 
Uy - 2 = 'lf;(y), 
give rise to the Pfaffian system generated by 
02 = du x - Uxxdx + UUxdY, 




Goursat , [26] page 134, int egrates the above Pfaffian system to obtain the genera l solution of the 
equation (3.9), 
g"(y) 2g'(y) 
u - -- - ---,----,-----,--,-
- g'(y) f(x) + g(y) · 
Example 6. As our last example consider the hyperbolic non-Monge-Ampere equation 
We choose the characteristic vector fields to be 
and Y=Dx. 
Ther e are three X invariant second-order functions , namely 
and there are two Y invariant functions 
Th e three equation s 
Ux 





Uxy - = f(uxy - x) , 
'Ux 
2 





give rise to a Pfaffian system which is int egrated by Goursat [27], page 136. The general solution of 
the equat ion (3.10) is given by 
x =vip(a)-a and u = 2 J v2 (vi,o'(a) - l) da + '<f;(y) 
where tp is an arbitrary function of a, '</; is an arbitrary function of y and v is a function of y and a 
defined by 
J da v = yip(a) - ip(a) i,oZ(a) ·
Note that a = Uxy - x. 
Many other examples of linear and nonlinear Darboux int egrable hyperbolic equations in the 
plane can be found in the classical works of Goursat [26] and Forsyth [23]. The following theorem , 
which is proved in chapter 7, explains why Darboux integrable equations can be integrated by the 
met hods of ODE 's. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let R be a scalar hyperbolic second-order partial differential equation in the plane 
which is Darboux integrable at level k + l, k ~ l. Then there exist a co framing of R k+l 
(01 g2k+1 1 2 3 4) , .. . , ;w ,w ,w ,w 
so that the contact idea l Ck is generated algebraically by the forms 
01, ... ,e2k+1;w1 /\w2,w3 /\w4, 
and the Pfaffian systems { w 1 , w2 } and { w3, w4 } are integrable. 
Using the languag e of chapter 6, (Rk+1, Ck) is a hyperbolic Darboux system. Note that the 
1-forms w1 , w2 and w3, w4 can be chosen to be the differentials of X and Y invariant functions. 
Notice that if I , J be the two functionally independent first integrals of { w1 , w2 } and J, J be the 
two functionally independent first int egra ls of { w 3 , w4 }, then on the submanifolds of Rk given by 
the equations 
j = ¢(I) and j = 'if;(J), 
for any functions ¢ and 'lj;, the contact ideal Ck is integrable. 
To motivate the definition of the genera lized Laplace, invariants we consider a linear hyperbolic 
equation 
Uxy + a(x, y) Uz + b(x, y) Uy+ c(x, y) u = 0. 
Notice that the point transformation 
x = ip(x), fl= 'lj;(y), and il = l(x,y)u , 
does not change the form of (3.11). We write the equation (3.11) in the form 
where 
a ax (uy +au)+ b(uy + au) - h0 u = O, 
aa 





If ho = 0, then the equation (3. 11) can be integrated by quadratures. If ho -:/-0, we proceed as 
follows. Let 
il =U y+ au. (3.15) 
From (3.13) we dedu ce th at 
1 
u = -(u x + bu). 
ho 
Substituting (3.16) into (3.15) , we obtain 
that is, 
Uxy + a1 (x, y) Ux + b1 (x, y) Uy+ C1 (x, y) u = 0, 






If h1 = 0, th en th e equation (3.17) can be solved by quadratur es and , usin g (3.16) , we imm ediately 
arriv e th e general solution to (3.11) . If h 1 =/= 0, we can repea t th e abov e pro cess to define h2 , and 
so on. Thu s we obt ain a sequence of fun ction s ho , h 1 , h2 , ... . If thi s sequ ence terminat es, that is, if 
hp = 0 is th e las t t erm of th e sequ ence, then th e equation (3.11) can be int egrat ed by quadratur es. 
Likewise we can writ e (3.11) in th e form 
where 
8 
-;--(u x +bu)+ a(u x + bu) - kou = 0, 
uy 
8b 




If ko = 0, then th e equation (3.11) can be integrat ed by quadratur es. If k0 =/= 0, we pro ceed similarly 
as above to construct k1 using th e transformation 
u = U x + bu (3.21) 
instead of the transformation (3.15). Thus we obtain another sequ ence k0 , k1 , k2 , .• . . If this sequence 
terminates , that is, if kq = 0 is the last term of the sequence , then th e equation (3.11) can be 
int egrated by quadratures. 
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Summarizing, we conclud e that the sequence of functions ho , h1 , h2, ... is obtained by successiv e 
applications of the Laplace transformation 
ii= Uy+ au, (3.22) 
and the sequence ko , k1 , k2, . .. is obtained by successive app lications of the Lapla ce transformation 
ii= Ux + bu. (3.23) 
If one is challenged by th e problem of integrating a linear equation of type (3.11), one can consider 
successive applications of eith er of the transformations (3.22) or (3.23). An easy computation ([23], 
page 49) shows that these transformations are, in a way, inverses to each other; that is, if we 
start with the equation (3.11) and apply the transformation (3.22) to get (3.17), then app lying 
the transformation (3.23) to (3.17) yields an equation that is contact equivalent to the equat ion 
(3. 11) with which we started. Thus the two sequences ho, h1, h2, ... , and ko , k1, k2, . .. , are the only 
relevant ones to be considered. The functions hi and kj are invariant und er the point transformations 
of type (3. 12), and are called the Laplace invariants (see[23], page 45). If one of the sequences 
ho , h 1 , hz, ... , or k0 , k 1 ,k 2, ... , terminates , we say the equation (3.11) is int egrable by the method 
of Laplace. 
Example 7. Consider the linear hyperbolic equat ion 
2u 
Uxy - = 0. 
(x + y)Z 
Using the Laplace transform ii= p, we transform the equation (3.24) into the equation 
iixy + 2iiv _ 2ii __ o. 
x+y (x+y) 2 
Using the Laplace transform u = ij , we transform the equation (3.25) into th e equaLion 
~ 2ux 2uy 
Ux +--+--=0. 
Y x+y x +y 
Notice that equation (3.26) can be transformed into (3.24) by u = ( u )Z 
x+y 





Theorem 3.3. A lin ear, hyperbolic equation (3.11) is Darboux integrable if and only if both se-
q1tences of the Lapla ce Invariants are finite , that is, there are integers p and q such that hp = kq = 0. 
One of the main resu lts of this dissertation is a genera lization of this theorem to second-order 
nonlinear hyp erbo lic equat ions in the plane. This will be done in chapter 5. 
The purpose of the following chapt er is to briefly introduce the Laplac e-adapted coframe for a 
hyperbolic equation and the genera lized Laplac e invariants, first introdu ced in [8], and also to obtain 
sufficient information about the structure equations for the Laplace-adapted coframe . 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE LAPLACE ADAPTED COFRAME 
Let 'R be a second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane given by 
F(x,y , u , ux,Uy,Uxx , Uxy, uyy) = 0 ( 4.1) 
satisfying 
Recall that the two characteristic total vector fields 
( 4.2) 
are defined by (3.5) and we write the Lie bracket of th ese total vector fields as 





Here /j is defined by 
( 4.6) 
We denote the hori zontal form s dual to X and Y by u and T , that is 
u(X) = 1, u(Y) = 0, T(X) = 0, T(Y) = 1. 
Th ese forms are given explicitly by 
and ( 4. 7) 
On the infinit ely prolonged equat ion manifold 'R,00 the contact forms 
0 = du - Ux dx - Uy dy, 0x = dux - Uxx dx - Uxy dy , 0y = duy - Uxy dx - Uyy dy , ... 
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are not independ ent but are related by th e univ ersal linearization 
8F 8F 8F 8F 8F 8F 
-~- 0xx + ~ 0xy + -~- 0yy + ~ 0x + ~ 0y + -;--0 = 0. 
uUxx UUxy uUyy UUx UUy uu 
We let 0 = g 0, wh ere g is any smooth function of order :S: 1 on n=. We should warn th e reader 
here that in [8] the authors allow the function g to be of any order. We rewrit e this equation , using 
the characteristic vector fields ( 4.2) as 
XY(0) + AX(0) + BY(0) + ce = 0 
and, equivalently , as 
wh ere 
and 
YX(0) + D X(0) + EY(0) + G0 = 0, 
A= Ao - Y(p ), 
p 
B = Bo - X (p) , 
p 
C = Co - XY(p) - Ao X(p) - Bo Y(p) + 2X(p)Y(p) 
p p p p2 
D =A+P , E=B+Q and G=C, 
and wh ere 
1 8F 8F 
Ao= -rf(1,,-;- - X(nx))ny - (1,,~ - X(ny))n,,], 
U UUx UUy 
1 8F 8F 
Bo= ·:d- (,-,;~ - X(nx))rny + (1,,~ - X(ny))rnx], 
U UUx UUy 
8F 
Co="' 8u. 
Here 1,, is defined by th e equation 
( )( ) ( 






µ = 0. 









Observ e that formally the equation (4.8) is the same as (3.11.) The Laplac e transformation and the 
genera lized Lapla ce invariants are a nonlinear analogue of similar notions for linear equations. The 
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Laplace-adapted coframe on R 00 is constructed by successive applications of the generalized Laplac e 
transform to ( 4.8) and ( 4.9) [8]. We define a contact 1-form T/l by 
TJ1 = Y ( e) + A e, ( 4.13) 
and we set 
Ho= X(A) + AB - C, (4.14) 
If H0 =/:-0, we apply the projected Lie derivative of Y to the equation ( 4.8) to arrive at the equation 
( 4.15) 
for some functions A 1 , B 1 , and C1 . We observe that equat ion ( 4.15) is formally the same as equat ion 
( 4.8) and therefore we may repeat the process. We define 
and we set 
( 4.16) 
If H 1 =/:-0, we apply Y to the equation (4.15) to arrive at the equation 
( 4.17) 
for some functions A 2 , B 2 , and C2 . We will now define the forms T/i by induction. Assume that 
Ho =I-0, H1 =/:-0, ... , H;_ 1 =/:-0, and that T/i satisfies the identity 
XY(TJ;) + A;X(TJ;) + B;Y(TJ;) + C;TJ; = 0. ( 4.18) 
We define 
1]i+l = Y(TJi) + A; T/i• ( 4.19) 
and set 
H; = X(A;) + A;B; - C;. ( 4.20) 
This process continues until Hp = 0, for some p = 0, 1, 2, ... , in which case we define inductively 
for all i ?: l. ( 4.21) 
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This comp letes the construction of one half of th e Laplace-adapted coframe. Similarly , we const ruct 
the other half. We define a contact 1-form 6 by 
6 =X(0 )+E0 ( 4.22) 
and we set 
Ko = Y ( E ) + ED - G. ( 4.23) 
If Ko =/= 0, we app ly th e projected Lie derivative of X to the equation ( 4.9) to arr ive at th e equation 
(4.24) 
for some functions D 1 , E1 , and G1. We observe that equation ( 4.24) is formally th e same as equation 
( 4.9) and th erefor e we may rep eat the pro cess . We define 
6 = X ( 6) + E1 6 , 
an d we set 
(4.25) 
If K1 =/= 0, we app ly X to the equation ( 4.24) to ar rive a t the equation 
( 4.26) 
for some functions D 2 , E 2 , and G2 . We will now define th e forms (j by induction. Assume that 






This process cont inu es until Kq = 0, for some q = 0, 1, 2, . .. , in which case we define inductiv ely 
for all j 2: 1. ( 4.30) 
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The forms { cr, T , 0, 171 , 6,17 2 , 6, ... } define a coframe on R 00 called the Laplace-adapted cofmm e. 
The recursion formulas for Ai, B i, Ci, ... , Gi, as computed in [8], are 
Ai= Ai- 1 - Y(lnHi-1) - P, for i = 1, .. . p, 
Bi = Bi-1 - Q, for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , and 
Ej = Ej-1 - X(lnKj-1) + Q, for j = l, .. . q, 







We now give the transformation rule s for the Laplace-adapted coframe. Let n' 00 be anot her 
second-orde r sca lar hyperbolic equat ion in the plane , let X' and Y' be the characteristic vector 
fields and { cr', T 1, 0', 17~, (~, 17;, (~, ... } be the Laplac e-adapted co frame for n ' 00 • Let <I> : R 00 -+ n' 00 
be a classical invertibl e contact transformation , thus 
<I>'(X') = mX , <I>'(Y') = nY, and <I>*(0') = l0 , ( 4.33) 
for some second-o rd er functions m, n and a first-order function l. Then the generalized Laplace 
invariants are related by 
<I>'( H:) = mnHi and <I>*(KI) = mnKi, 
and the Laplace-adapted coframes are related by 
for 1 Si Sp + l , 
and 








<I>*(a') = ~a mod {0,6,17i} 
m 
and <I>*(T') = ..!_T mod {0,6 , 17i} 
n 
( 4.39) 
Note that under the projected pullback q,# the forms a and T transform according to 
and ( 4.40) 
For convenience we recall the transformation formulas for P, Q, A, B , C, D , E , and G from [8]. 
<I>*(Q') = m(Q + X(ln n)) and <I>*(P') = n(P - Y(ln m)), ( 4.41a) 
<I>*(A') = n(A - Y(Inl)) and <I>*(B') = m(B - X(In nl)), (4.41b) 
<I>*(D')=n(D-Y(lnml)) and <I>*(E')=m(E-X(lnl)) , ( 4.41c) 
<I>*(C') = mn(C-AX(lnl)- BY(lnl) + X(lnn)Y(lnl)- XY(lnl)) ( 4.41d) 
<I>*(G') = mn(G- EY(lnl)- DX(lnl) + Y(lnm)X(lnl) - YX(lnl)) ( 4.41e) 
Recall that the exte rior derivative d on R 00 splits into two compo nents 
( 4.42) 
where 
dHw = a I\ X(w) +TI\ Y(w). ( 4.43) 
The next proposition ([Bl) gives the dH structure equation s for t he Lap lace-adapted coframe. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that Hp= 0 and Kq = 0. Th e dH struc ture equations for the Laplac e-
adapted cofram e for the hyperbolic equat ion R 00 are given by 
dHa = -Pa I\ T, 
d H ( 0) = (T I\ ( 6 - E 0) + T I\ ( 171 - A 0) ' 
and 







In equation (4-45d), Vp+i is a contact one form such that 
mod { 'l]p+1, ... , 'l]p+i-1 }. 
dH6 =TI\ (-D 6 + Ko0) + u I\ (6 - E16), 
dH(i =TI\ (-Dj-l(j + Kj-l(j-d + (J" I\ ((j+l - Ej(j) 
dH~q+l =TI\ (-Dq~q+1) + O" I\ ~q+Z, 
dH~q+j =TI\ µq+j + O" I\ ~q+j+l j 2: 2. 
In equation (4-47d), µq+j is a contact one form such that 
2:'.S;j:'.S;q, 








If Hi-:/-0 or Kj -:/-0 for all i or j , then the structure eq·uations (4-45b) or (4-47b) remain valid for 
all i 2: 2 or j 2: 2. 
Proof. First recall a well-known formula 
( 4.49) 
that holds for any 1-form wand any two vector fields X 1 and X 2 . Since dvu is a form of type (1,1), 
we have that (dvu)(X, Y) = 0. Cons equently app lying formula (4.49) 
(dHu)(X , Y) = (du)(X , Y) = -u([X , Y]) = -P 
and this implies that 
A simi lar calc ulation shows that 
dHT = -Qu I\ T. 
The remaining structure equations are obtained by induction using the formula ( 4.43). 
I 
In [8], the problem of classifying the high er degree contact-valued conservation laws for the 
equation F(x,y,u,ux,uy,uxx , uxy,uyy) = 0 was studied. It was proved that if the two sequences of 
Lapla ce invariant s Hi and Kj do not terminate, then this equation admits no such conserved forms. 
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This r esult follows, without much difficulty , from a norm al form th eorem for such conservation laws 
and from the d H structure equations. But it is easy to see that Darboux integrable equations always 
admit infinit ely many higher degr ee form-valu ed conservation laws and th erefor e we concluded that 
the vanishing of the generalized Laplace invariants is necessa ry for Darboux int egrability. To prove 
that th e vani shing of th e Lapla ce invariants is sufficient, one must establi sh th e existence of th e pairs 
of X and Y invariant function s and to this end one must have mor e information about d structur e 
equations for th e Laplace-adapted cofram e. 
Sinc e we already have th e d H structure equations, we turn to th e computation of th e dv structure 
equations. We say that a contact form o: is of adapted ord er k if it be longs to the span of th e contact 
forms 0 , 'f/i, and ~i, 1 :Si :S k. If o:1 , o:2 , ... , O:k are 1 forms on R 00 , thenD *(o:1 ,o:2 , ... ,o:,,) denotes 
the exterior algebra generated over C 00 (R 00 ) (the ring of all C 00 functions on R 00 ) by th ese forms. 
We begin with th e structure equations for th e hori zontal forms CJ and 7. 
Proposition 4.2. The dv structure equations for the horizontal forms CJ and T are 
dvCJ = CJ I\ 1-i1 + T I\ o: and dvT = CJ I\ (3 + T I\ µ 2 , ( 4.50) 
where a, (3, µ 1, µ2 are contact 1-form s. The adapted order of a and (3 is :S 2. Mor eover, the following 
relations hold: 
dvQ = X(µ2) - Y(f3) + Qµ1 - Pf] , ( 4.51) 
and 
( 4.52) 
Proof . Th e existence of cont act 1 form s a, (3, µ 1 , µ 2 sa tisfying ( 4.50) is imm edia te from the definition 
of dv and the fact that CJ and T are hori zonta l form s. That the forms o: and (3 have adapted order 2 
now follows from th e exp licit formul as for CJ and T in terms of the characte rist ic roots (mx, my) and 
(nx,ny) and th e fact that these roots may b e chosen to b e second order functions on 'R,00 . 
Equ a tions (4.51) follow from th e int egrab ilit y condition s arising from (4.44a) and (4.50) . To 
derive (4.52) we apply dv to (4.50). I 
REMARK. 4.3 Ther e exists a coframe such that 
and µ2 = -(3 . 
To prov e this , first not e that locally we may choose coordinates so that the equation manifold is 
given by 
Uxx + f(x,y,u,ux,Uy , Uxy,Uyy) = 0. ( 4.53) 
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This can be done always since, if 8F / OUxx = 0, then either interchanging x and y or using th e point 
transformation 
x ' = x + y , I y = X -y , I u =u , 
equation ( 4.1) transforms into an equation of the form ( 4.53). We choose th e characteristic vector 
fields to be 
X = D x +mDy and Y = D x +nDy , (4.54) 
where m and n are th e two distin ct, real, second-order fun ct ions that sa tisfy the charact eristic 
equation 
.\ 2 - _!_j__ .\ + _!_j_ = 0. 
OUxy OUyy 
(4.55) 
We choose 0 = 0 = du - uxdx - uydy. Th en 
1 




T = --(-mdx + dy) 
n-ni 
(4.56) 
and thus we find 
-1 -1 












/3 = --dvm. 
n-ni 
Th e st ructur e equat ions (4.50), (4.51) and (4.52) simplify to 
dvCJ = -CJ I\ f3 + T I\ a, dvT = CJ I\ f3 - TI\ a, 
and 
dvP = X(a) + Y( /3) - (P + Q)a , dvQ = -X(a) - Y( /3) - (Q + P) /3, 







Proposition 4.4. The coefficient of 6 in a and the coefficient of r,2 in f3 are relat·ive contac t 
invariants , denot ed by Mc; and MT- Under the classical contact transformation 4> : n= --+ n' = 
using (4, 33}, Mc; and MT are related by 
( 4.62) 
Proof. Let as usual {u',T',0',~~T/~, ,,.} be the Laplace coframe for n'=. Note that Mc; is the 
coefficient of TI\ 6 in du and M~ is the coefficient of T1 I\~; in du'. Using the dv and dH structure 
equations for the Laplace-adapt ed coframe and equat ions ( 4.39) and ( 4.50), we obtain 
m
2
l . ( , ) { 0 } = --4>• Mc; TI\ 6 mod u , - ,6,T/1,112 , 
n 
and 
Matching the coefficients of the two last equations, we arrive at the equation ( 4.62) for Mc;, A 
simi lar proof works for MT. I 
We remark that in chapter 10 we sha ll prove that the vanishing of A1c; and MT are necessa ry and 
sufficient conditions for the equation to be of Monge-Ampere type. 
Since the Laplace-adapted coframe is defined inductively in terms of the characteristic vector 
fields , we sha ll need the commutation rules for X , Y and dv, 
Proposition 4.5. Let a, (3, µ1 and µ2 be given by (4.50}. Then for any form w on n= 
dv[X(w)] - X(dvw) = µ1 I\ X(w) + f3 I\ Y(w) ( 4.63) 
and 
dv[Y(w)] - Y(dvw) = a I\ X(w) + µ2 I\ Y(w). (4.64) 
Proof. On the one hand we hav e, by ( 4.43), that 
( 4.65) 
whi le, on the other hand, from ( 4.50), we compute that 
dv [dH(w)] = dv [a-I\ X(w) +TI\ Y(w) ] 
=a-I\ {µ1 /\ X(w) - dv [X(w) ] + {3 I\ Y(w)} 
+ T I\ { a /\ X ( w) + µ 2 /\ Y ( w) - dv [Y ( w)]}. 




Our first approximation to the dv structure equations follows from Proposition 4.5 by induction. 
Propos ition 4.6 . The Laplace-adapted coframe satisfies the following congruences: 
dv0 = 0 mod { 0 }; 
dv'f/i = 0 mod { 6 , 0, 'f/1, ... , 'f/i} i?: 1; and 




Proof. Equation ( 4.67) and equations ( 4.68) and ( 4.69), for i = 1, are established from ( 4.13), ( 4.22), 
and Proposition 4.5. We prove (4.68) for i > 1 by induction . Note that the dH structure equations 
given in Proposition 4.1 imply that X(rJj) = 0, mod{0 , 171,rJ2 , ••• , rJj} and that Y(1Jj) = 0, 
mod { 'f/i, 'f/2, ... , 'f/Hi} for all j ?: 1. We also note that Y(0) = 'f/i -A0 and Y(6) = -D6 +K 0 0. 
Assume that (4.68) is true for all i ~ j. Th en it is a simple matter to check that Y(dv1Jj) = 0, 
mod { 6, 0, 'f/i, ... , 'r/j+i }. Then , for j ~ p , wh ere Hp = 0, we use ( 4.19) and ( 4.64) to compute 
dv'f/j+1 = dv(Y(rJj) + Aj1Jj) 
=0 mod{6 , 0 , 'f/1,••·, 'r/j+d· 
For j ?: p + 1, thes e same computations, but with Aj = 0, remain valid. Equation ( 4.69) is similarly 
established. I 
The contact forms that are invariant or relative invariant under the projected Lie derivative of 
the characteristic vector fields play a distinguished role in the subsequent theory. Let T be a total 
vector field. We say that a form w E D*(0,171 , 6, ... ) is a relative X invariant contact form if 
X ( w) = Aw . We say that the form w is X invariant contact form if X ( w) = 0. 
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Proposition 4. 7. Let R and R' be two second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential equations 
in the plane. Let <p: R 00 ---t R 100 be an invertible classical contact transformation with 
.:p*(X') = mX, .:p*(Y') = mY and .:p*(0') = 10 . 
Let w' E n• ( 0' , 17~, ~~ , ... ) be a contact form on R 1 00 and let w = <p* ( w'). Then w' is X' invariant 
if and only if w is X invariant , that is 
X'(w') = 0 if and only if X(w) = 0. 
Proof . Since .:P is invertible we need to prov e the theorem only one dir ect ion. If X'(w') = 0, then 
using the stru ct ur e equations for th e Laplac e-adapt ed coframe we obtain 
Due to the transformation formulas ( 4.36) - ( 4.40) , we have 
dw = d.:P*(w') = .:p*(dw') E .:p*(n 1(T1, 0 1,17~,~~,--· )) = n*(T, 0 ,111,6 , ... ) 
Since 
dw = dHw + dvw =a-I\ X(w) +TI\ Y(w) + dvw , 
th en 
X(w) = 0. 
I 
In [ 8] it is shown that if w E n * ( 0, 171 , 6 , ... ) is a relat ive X invariant contact form and HP = 0, 
then w is in the exter ior algebra n• ( T/p+i, T/p+2, . . . ). The following genera lization of this result will 
enab le use to refine the cru de struct ur e equat ions of Proposition 4.6 ju st to the degree necessary to 
prove that the vanishing of the Laplace invar iants is the only obstruct ion to Darbo ux int egrab ility. 
Proposition 4.8. Let l be a nonnegative integer, let w E n• ( 0, 171 , 6, ... ). Suppose Hp = 0 and 
X (w) = ,\w mod { T/p+ 1 , T/p+2, . .. , T/p+l } • (4 .70) 
Then w decomposes uniquely into a sum 
W = W1 + W2, ( 4. 71) 
where w1 = 0 mod { 17p+1, 1Jp+2, ... , 17p+l} and w2 E D*(11p+1+1, 17p+l+2, ... ). 
Similarly, suppose Kq = 0 and 
Y(w) = ,X,w mod { (q+1,(q+2, ... , (q+l }. 
Then w decomposes unique ly into a sum 
W = W1 + Wz, 
wherew 1 =0 mod{(q+1,(q+2, · ··,(q+l} andw2 ED*((q+l+1 , (q+l+2, .. . ) . 
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( 4. 72) 
(4.73) 
Proof. We prove only the first part of the statement. The proof of the second part is ana logous. We 
begin with the observation that if a form 
mod { ?Jp+l, 17p+2, ... , 17p+l} (4.74) 
then it is always the case that 
mod { ?Jp+1, 17p+2, ... , 17p+l }. ( 4. 75) 
Now decompose w uniquely into the form w = w1 + w2,, where w1 satisfies (4.74) and 
W2 E D* ((k , (k - 1, ... '(1 ' 0 , 171) . . . ' 1Jp, 1Jp+l+l ' 1Jp+l+2' ... ). 
Write 
w2 = (k I\'+ E, (4.76) 
where 1 , EE D*((k , ... , 6 , 0 , 171, ... , 17p, 17p+l+1, 17p+l+2, . .. ). Then by equations (4.70) and (4.75) it 
follows that 
X(w2) = AW2 mod { 17p+1, 17p+2, ... , 1Jp+l }. 
We compute, using the d H structure equations and ( 4. 76) 
X(w2)=(k+1A,+o mod { 17p+ 1, 1Jp+2, . .. , 17p+l } , 
where o E D*((k-1 , ... , 0, 111, . .. , 1Jp,17p+l+1, 17p+z+2, ... ). From the congruence (4.70) we now deduce 
that 1 = 0 mod { 17p+1, 17p+2, . .. , 17p+l } and therefore 1 = 0. Th is proves that 
w2 E D*((k-1 , (k-z, . . . ,6,0,171 , ... ,17p,1Jp+l+1,17p+l+2, . .. ). 
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We can repeat this argument to establish that 
W2 E D* ( 7)1, ... , 7/p, 7/p+l+l, 7/p+l+2, · · · ). 
This proves the theorem for p = 0. 
Assume p 2: 1 and now write w2 = 771 /\, + €, where ,, € E D*(772, ... , 7/p, 1'/p+l+1, 1'/p+l+2, ... , ). 
This time we compute 
mod { 1')p+1, 1'/p+2, ... , 7/p+l }, 
where J E D*(771, ... , 7/p, 7/p+l+l, 1')p+l+2, ... ). Since Ho =/:-0, we can conclude from this congruence 
that,= 0 and hence w2 E D*(772, ... , 7)p,7/p+l+l, 7/p+l+2, ... ). We can repeat this argument until 
Hp= 0. I 
We combine Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 to arrive at the following structure equations. 
Theorem 4.9. If Hp= 0, then there is a unique form 
Y E D 1( 6 , 0, 1')1 , ... , 1Jp) 
such that for some contact 1-form ij, 
dv1Jp+1 = 1'/p+2 I\ Y + 1'/p+1 I\ ij 
The form Y satisfies 
X(Y) = -QY + /3 mod { 7/p+i, 1')p+2 } 
and 
dv Y = YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] mod { 1')p+ 1 , 1'/p+2 }. 
The forms 1Jp+i , i 2: 1, satisfy the dv structure equations 
dv7/p+i = 1Jp+i+1 I\ Y mod { 7/p+l , . . . , 7/p+i } . 
Similarly , if Kq = 0, then there is a uniqtt e form 
such that for some contact 1-form ( , 
( 4. 77) 
(4.78) 






The form 3 satisfies 
Y(3) =PS+ o: ( 4.84) 
and 
( 4.85) 
The forms (q+i , i 2: 1, satisfy the dv structure equations 
mod { (q+l , . .. , (q+i }. ( 4.86) 
Proof. As usual we sha ll prove only the first part of the statement. The proof of the second part is 
simi lar. Since 
mod { T/p+1,T/v+2 }, 
we can deduc e from Proposition 4.8 that 
dv1Jp+1 = T/v+2 I\ Y + T/v+1 I\ iJ + w, 
where w E S12 (11v+3, T/v+4, ... ). But then, by Proposition 4.6, we must have w = 0 and Y E 
S1
1(6 , 0,TJ1, ... , T/p+ 1). Any terms in Y involvin g T/p+l can be absorbed into 17-This proves (4.78). 
Th e uniqueness of Y is imm ediat e. 
From (4.78) and the dH structure equations, we compute 
dH(dvTJv+d = (dH17v+2) I\ Y -TJv +2 I\ dH Y + dHTJv+1 I\ iJ mod { T/p+ 1} 
= o-I\ [(Q - Bp)T"/p+2 I\ Y + T"/p+2 I\ X(Y)] 
+TI\ [1Jp+2 I\ Y(Y) + 1Jp+3 I\ y + 1Jp+2 I\ 17] 
while from (4.45c) and (4.78) we obtain 
dv ( d H17v+i) = dv (-Bpo- I\ 1Jv+1 + T I\ 11v+2) 
= o-I\ [Bv1Jv+2 I\ Y + f3 I\ 1Jv+2l +TI\ [µ2 /\ 1]p+2 - dv1Jv+2l 
mod { 1Jv+1 } 
mod { 1Jp+1 }. 
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The compa rison of these two equations implies that 
T/p+2 I\ [ QY + X(Y) - ,6] = 0 mod { T/p+1 } 
and (4.79) follows. To prove (4.80), we simply take dv of (4.78) 
= dv1Jp+2 I\ Y - T/p+2 I\ dv Y + dv1Jp+1 I\ i/ - T/p+l I\ dvi/-
Using aga in (4.78), we obtain 
0 = dv1Jp+2 I\ 'Y - T/p+2 I\ dv 'Y + ( T/p+2 I\ 'Y + T/p+1 I\ i/) I\ 17 - T/p+1 I\ dvi/ 
= dv1Jp+2 I\ 'Y - T/p+2 I\ dv 'Y + T/p+2 I\ 'Y I\ i/ - T/p+l I\ dvf/, 
Now use the fact that 
= Y(iJp+l I\ l + T/p+l I\ i/) + µ2 I\ T/p+l mod { 1Jp+i} 
= T/p+3 I\ 'Y + 1Jp+2 I\ Y(Y) + T/p+2 I\ i/ + µ2 I\ T/p+2 mod { 1Jp+1 } 
to conclude that 
T/p+2 I\ [(Y(Y) - µ2) I\ Y - dv Y] = 0 mod { T/p+l }. 
From this last congruence ( 4.80) follows. 
We now prove (4.81). First notice that for i = 1 the equation (4.81) becomes the equation (4.78). 
We now proceed by induction. Assume 
dv1Jp+i = T/p+i+ 1 I\ Y + L T/p+i I\ Wj 
j=l 
( 4.87) 
for some contact forms Wj. Using the dH structure equations and (4.87), we conclud e 
dHdv'f/p+i = dH['fJp+i+1 I\ Y + L 'f/p+j I\ wj] 
j=l 
= U I\ X('f/p+i+i) I\ l +TI\ 'f/p+i+2 I\ l - 'f/p+i+l /\ dH l 
+ L[a I\ X('f/p+j) I\ Wj +TI\ 'f/p+j+ l I\ Wj - 'f/p+j I\ dHwiJ 
j=l 
= T I\ 'f/p+i+2 I\ l mod { 'f/p+1, ... , 'f/p+i+d-
On the other hand, 
= dva I\ X('f/p+i) - a I\ ('f/p+i+1 /\ i + L 'f/p+j I\ Wj) + dvT I\ 'f/p+i+1 - TI\ dv'f/p+i+l 
j=l 
= -T I\ dv'f/p+i+1 mod {'f/p+l,··· , 'f/p+i+d-
Adding these last two congruences , we get 
mod { 'f/p+i, ... , 'f/p+i+1} 
and so ( 4.81) follows. This ends the induction. 





d'f/p+l =T I\ 'f/p+2 + 'T]p+l I\ ifo ( 4.88) 
for some 1-form ij0 . Under th e classical contact tran sformation <I>: R 00 -+ R
100 with (4-33) the form 
1' transforms according to 
provided p 2: 1. 
Similarly , if Kq = 0, then the form 
satisfi es 
~, 1~ 





for some 1-form {o. Under the classical contact transformation <I>: R 00 -+ n' oo with (4.33) the form 
ci transforms according to 
provid ed q 2: 1. 
~, 1 ~ 
u = -u 
rn 
Proof. Again we prove only one half of the statement for f. Recall from ( 4.45c) that 
Using (4.78), we have 
for some contact 1-form ifo. and (4.88) follows. 
To prove the transformation formu las we use (4.36), (4.37), and (4.38), to compute 
"' *(d , ) "' *(" ' A , , A-,) "' *(~) A p+2z p+1z A"' *( -') 'l' T/p+ l = 'l' T T/p+2 + T/p+l 17 = 'l' T n T/p+2 + n T/p+ l 'l' T) . 
According to ( 4.35) and ( 4.38) we deduce 
Equation ( 4.35) now yields 
(4.91) 
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From the comparison of the last two equations the transformation ru le ( 4.89) follows. I 




as in Propositions 4.2 and 4.4. In chapter 9 we prove that b2 = d2 . The contact form Y is given 
explicit ly by 
p 
Y = b2(1 + F'o0 + L F';TJ;, 
i=l 
where 
and where C2 = Mr and c; = 0 for i 2: 3. 
Similarly , 2 is given explicitly by 
q 
2 = d2TJ1 + Go0 + L Gj(j , 
j=l 
where 
Go= -X(d2) + (A1 + P)D - 2 + d1 , 
( 4.94) 
for i 2: 0 
(4.95) 
for j 2: 0 
and where e2 = M" and ej = 0 for j 2: 3. The proof of this will be provided in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CRITERIA FOR DARBOUX INTEGRABILITY 
If I and J are functions of order k on R 00 such that X(I) = 0 and Y(J) = 0, th en dl E Ck(X) 
and dJ E Ck(Y), where 
and 
We call Ck(X) and Ck(Y ) the kth-ord er characteristic Pfaffian systems associated to the second-
order hyp erboli c equation R 00 • The original partial differential equation (4.1) is therefore Darboux 
int egrabl e ( cf. definition 3.1) if for sufficiently larg e k th e characte rist ic Pfaffian systems Ck ( X) 
and Ck(Y) each contain a compl et ely int egra ble sub syste m of dim ens ion 2 2. The equation (4.1) is 
Darboux semi-integrab le if eith er one of th e charact eristi c Pfaffi an systems contain s an int egrabl e 
subsystem of dimension 2 2. 
Theorem 5.1. The Pfaffian systems 
fl 1 (r, 1Jp+l, .. . , 1]p+i) and 
are integrable f or i 2 2 if Hp = 0 and Kq = 0, respectively. 
Proof. We will prove the theorem only for D1 (r, 1]p+1, . .. , 1Jp+i) - The proof for !V (o', ~q+i, ... , ~q+i) is 
similar. This theorem follows directly from the st ru ct ure equat ions for the Lap lace-adapte d cofram e 
and Th eorem 4.9. 
d(r) = d(T - Y ) = dHT + dvT - dH Y - dv Y 
= -QII I\ T +II I\ {3 +TI\ µ2 - II I\ X(Y) - r I\ Y(Y ) - dv Y 
= -QII I\ Y +III\ ,8 + Yµ2 - II I\ X(Y) - YI\ Y(Y ) - dv Y mod {i} 
=-III\ [X(Y) + QY-/3] +YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] - dv Y mod {i} 
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By (4.45) and (4.81) for i ~ 1 
d(rJp+i) = dH7Jp+i + dv1Jp+i 
=(JI\ X(rJp+i) +TI\ 7/p+i+l + 7/p+i+l I\ y mod { 1Jp+1, . . . , 7/p+i } 
= (T - Y) I\ 7/p+i+ l mod { 7/p+l , ... , 7/p+i } 
=TI\ 7/p+i+i mod { 7/p+ l , ... , 7/p+i } 
Th e proof for ~v (6', (q+l , . .. , (q+i) is similar . I 
Th e results of [8] and Theor em 5.1 combine to estab lish th e following coro llary. 
Corollary 5.2. A second-order hyperbolic scalar equation in the plan e, 
F( x , Y, u, u.,, Uy, Uxx, Uxy, Uyy) = 0 
is Darbou x int egrable if and only if for some int egers p ~ 0 and q ~ 0, the generali zed Laplace 
invariants Hp and Kq vanis h. In fact , there are always three independent X invariant fun ctions of 
order at most p + 2 and three independent Y invariant fun ctions of order at most q + 2. 
As we mention ed in the introdu ction , Sokolov and Zhib er [35] proved that th e vani shin g of th e 
Lap lace invariants Hp and Kq is sufficient for the Darboux int egra bility of the equation 
Uxy = f( x , y , u,u,, , uy)- (5.1) 
However , their method doe s not app ear to furnish the invariant s of lowest possible ord er so that 
even for equations of the typ e (5.1), Corollary 5.2 is an improv eme nt over their results. 
We now recall that the spa ce H 1," (R 00 ) of typ e (1, s) conservation laws for the equation F = 0 
is th e spa ce of dH closed (1 + s)-forms of th e type 
w = M I\ (J + N I\ T, 
wh ere M and N are contact s forms in Q* ( 0 , 7)1 , 6 , ... ) , modulo d H exact forms of this type. In 
[8] it was shown that if the Laplace invariants Hp and Kq never vanish , th en H 1,"(R 00 ) = O for all 
s ~ 3. It was also shown that Darboux semi-integrable equations possess infinit ely many type (1, s) 
conservat ion laws for all s ~ 0. 
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Corollary 5.3. A second-order hyperbolic scalar equation in the plane 
F(x , y , u,u,, , uy,Uxx,uxy,uyy) = 0 
is Darboux semi -integrab le if and only if H 1,s (R=) -:j:. 0 for some s ;:: 3. 
This last coro llary satisfactori ly resolves the problem posed by Tsujishita [36], namely, to give 
a criteria for Darboux integrability of scalar second -ord er equations in the plane in terms of the 




A considerab le portion of Goursat's analysis of the method of Darboux [26] (pp. 133-171) is 
devoted to a comp lete classification of the functionally ind ependent X and Y invariant functions at 
any given order. It is a simp le matter for us to refine the congruences ( 4. 79) and ( 4.80) and thereby 
re-derive Goursat's results. Moreover , we are ab le to give explicit formulas for the maximal rank, 
comp lete ly integral subsystems Ck00 ) (X) and Ck00 ) (Y) which , as a practical matter , may be quite 
useful in the impl ementation of Darboux's method. 
To this end we recall that the form (3, defined by ( 4.50), takes the form ( 4.93). The function MT 
is a relative invariant under contact transforms and will play a centra l role in what follows. As a 
first step we sharpen the equat ion (4.79). 




If p 2 2, then 
If p = 1, then 
If p = 0, then 
S-im-ilarly let Kq = 0. 
(iv) If q 2 2, then 
(v) If q = 1, then 
(vi) If q = 0, then 
X(Y) + QY - (3 = 0. 
X(Y) + QY - (3 + MTT/2 = 0. 
X(Y) + QY - (3 + C1'f/1 + MTT/2 = o. 
Y(3) - P3- a= 0. 
Y(3) - P3 - a+ Ma6 = 0. 
Y(3) - P3 - a+ e16 + Ma6 = 0. 
Proof. We prov e only the first part of the theorem. From ( 4. 77) and ( 4. 79) , we have that 
i E D 1 ( 6 , 0, T/1 , T/2, ... , T/p) 
and 
X(Y)+QY - f3=0 mod { 'f/p+1, T/p+2 }. 
Since 
X(ryi) = 0 mod {0,ry1, ... ,T/i}, 
(6.1) 
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it follows that for p 2: 2 there are no terms involving ?]p+l and 7Jp+2 on the left-hand side of th e 
congruence (6.1) and hence this congruence must be an identity. 
For p = 1, write Y = g16 + fo0 + !i?J1 and 
X(Y) + QY - (3 = k2112 + k31J3. 
Then we use Lhe dH structure equat ions and (4.93) to comp ut e 
X(Y) + QY- (3 = (g1 - b2)6 + (X(g1) - (E1 - Q)g1 + Jo - b1)6 + (X(fo - Bfo + Hofi - co)0 
+ (X(fi) - B1fi - c1)1]1 - C21J2 = k21]2 + k 31J3 
and match coefficients to deduce that k2 = -MT and k3 = 0. The proof of (iii) is similar, starting 
I 
Next we use Proposition 6.1 to improve the congruences (4 .80). 
Proposition 6.2. Let Hp = 0. 
(i) If p 2: 2, then dv Y = Y I\ [µ2 - Y(Y)]. 
(ii) If p = 1, then dv Y = YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] mod { 1]2 }. 
(iii) If p = 1 and MT= 0, then dv Y = YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)]. 
(iv) If p = 0, then dv Y =YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] mod { 11, 1]2 }. 
(v) If p = 0 and MT= 0, then dv Y =YI\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] mod { 11 }. 
Similarly let Hq = 0. 
( vi) If q 2: 2, then dv2 = 3 /\ [µ1 - X(3)]. 
( vii) If q = 1, then dv2 = 3 /\ [µ1 - X(3)] mod{6}. 
(viii) If q = 1 and Ma= 0, then dv2 = 2 /\ [µ1 - X(3)]. 
(ix) If q = 0, then dv2 = 3 /\ [µ1 - X(3)] mod {6,6}. 
(x) If q = 0 and Ma = 0, then dv2 = 3 /\ [µ1 - X(2)] mod {6 }. 
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Proof. Again we prove only the first part of the statement. We know , from the previous theorem , 
that 
X(T) = -QT+ (3 + J, where J = k1'f/1 + k2'f/2 
and where k1 = k2 = 0 if p 2: 2 and so on. From the Theor em 4.9 we know that 
dv Y = T /1. [µ2 - Y(T)] + Ap+1 /1. T/p+i + Ap+2 /1. T/p+2· 
Since T E f!1 (6, 0, T/i, ... , T/p), it follows imm ediate ly from Proposition 4.6 that 
dvT = 0 mod { 6, 0, 'f/1, ... , T/p' } , 




In the following computat ions we will frequently use Propositions 4.2 and 4.5, equation ( 4.3), and 
Theorem 4.9. 
Substituting from (6.2) and using Proposition 4.2 we obtain 
dvX(T) = dv(-QY + (3 + J) 
= [X(µ2) - Y(fJ) + Qµ1 - P,6] I\ T - Q [T /1. (µ2 - Y(T)) + Ap+l /1. T/p+l + Ap+2 /1. T/p+2l 
+ ,6 I\ (µ2 - T) + dvJ, 
Substituting from (6.3), we obtain 
X(dv T) = X(T /1. (µ2 - Y(T)) + Ap+1 /1. T/p+1 + Ap+2 /1. T/p+2) 
= X(T) /1. (µ2 - Y(Y)) + T /1. (X(µ 2) - XY(T)) 
Next comp ut e using ( 4.3) and (6.2) 
XY(T) = YX(T) + PX(T) + QY(T) 
= Y(X(T) + QT) - Y(Q)T + PX(Y) 





Substituting equation (6.7) into (6.6) , we get 
X(dv Y) = X(Y) I\ (µ2 - Y(Y)) +YI\ [X(µ 2 ) - X(/3) - X(J)- PX(Y)] 
(6.8) 
We substitute (6.5) and (6.8) into the commutator identity ( 4.63) and use (6.2) to conclude 
0 = -dvX(Y) + X(dv Y) + µ 1 I\ X(Y) + /3 I\ Y(Y) 
(6.9) 
where~ denotes the terms in (4.63) which arise from the term Jin (6.2), that is,, 
~ = -dvJ +J /\ [µ2 -Y(Y)]- YI\ [Y(J) +PJ]- [-QY +J] /\µ1 -1' I\P/3 + [dvQ-X(µ 2 ) + Y(/3)] I\ Y. 
By Proposition 4.2 , this last expression simp lifies to 
~ = dv(J) - J /\ [µ2 - Y(Y)] - YI\ [Y(J) + PJ] - µ1 I\ J (6.10) 
Suppos e that p 2: 2. Then , by Proposition 6.1, J = 0, ~ = 0 and (6.9) therefore implies that 
mod { 'f/p+1, 'f/p+2 }. 
We comb ine Proposition 4.8 with (6.4) to deduce that Ap+2 = 0. We return to (6.9) and repeat this 
argument to deduce that Ap+l = 0. 
The same computat ions apply to prove (iii) since in this case J = 0. In case (ii) , we have that 
J = M-r'f/2 and it is a simple matter to show thaL ~ = 0 mod { 'f/2 } and we can proceed as before. 
For p = 0 and M-r = 0 we have that J = c1'f)1 and now it happens that~= 0 mod { 'f/l }. We 
proceed as before to deduce that .X2 = 0 mod { 'f/l }. I 
Goursat 's results can be summarized as follows. 
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Theorem 6.3. L et Hp = 0, and let l be the adapted order of T. Let k 2: 1. 
(i) If p 2: 2, then (a) cf""l(x) = n 1W,11v+1, ... ,11k) fork 2: P, 
(b) ci'x,J(x) = n 1(7') if l ::; k ::; p, 
(c) Cr"(X) = {0} if k < l. 
(ii) If p = l , then (a) ci'""\x) = n 1(?,112, ... , 1Jk) fork 2: 2, 
(b) Ci00 l(X) = D1(7') if MT= 0, and 
(c) Ci00 l (X) = {0} if MT=/ 0. 
(iii) If p = 0, then (a) ci=) (X) = D1(7', 171, ... , 1Jk) fork 2: 2, 
(b) Ci00 \x) = n1(? ,111) if MT= 0 and , 
(c) Ci00 l (X) = {0} if MT=/ 0. 
Similarly let Kq = 0, and let l be the adapted order of a-. Let k 2: 1. 
(iv) If q 2: 2, then (a) c[00 \ Y) = n 1 (a-, 1Jq+1, ... , 11k) fork 2: q, 
(b) ct) (Y) = _Ql (a-) if l ::; k ::; q, 
(c) Cr"( Y) = {0} if k < l . 
(v) If q = l , then (a) ci
00
\ Y) = D1(0-,172, ... , 1Jk) fork 2: 2, 
(b) Cioo) (Y) = _Ql (a-) if Ma= 0, and 
(c) Ci00 l (Y) = {0} if Ma=/ 0. 
(vi) If q = 0, then (a) ci
00
l(Y) = n 1(&,111, ... ,11k) fork 2: 2, 
(b) Ci
00
\Y) = n 1(&,11i) if Ma= 0 and, 
(c) Ci00 l (Y) = {0} if Ma=/ 0. 
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Proof. We can use the refined structure equations given in Proposition 6.1 and 6.2 to show that 
the Pfaffi an systems list ed in the theorem are all int egrabl e. Th e theorem then follows imm edia tely 
from the easily estab lish ed fact that 
I 
Goursat proves that once a pair of X invariant functions are known , a new X invariant fun ct ion 
can always be construct ed from the ratio of th e total derivatives of the given invariants (see also 
[8]). In case (i) there is exact ly one invariant lz of order l equal to the adapted order of? and one 
invariant of order p + l. In case (ii)b there is one X invariant of order 1 and one new X invariant of 
order 2 ( so that this case is similar to case (i) ) while in case (ii )c there are no invariant s of order 1 
but two invariants / 2 and I~ of order 2. In case (iii)b there are two invariants i 1 and i~ of order l. 
In case (iii)c there are no invariants of order 1 but there are three invariants / 2 , I~ and /~' of order 
two. In the next chapter, we find a relative invar iant s whose vanishing determines the existence of 
an X invariant function of a given order. 
Finally, we remark that for second-o rd er sca lar ellipti c equations in the plane , the character istic 
total vector fields are complex. A comp lex valued Laplace-adapted coframe and comp lex genera lized 
Laplace invariants were defined in [BJ. In this sit uat ion , one needs the com plex version of then 
Frobenius theorem [29], (p. 23) to determine th e existence of comp lex valued characteristic invariant 
functions. But it is not difficult to show that Theorem 6.3, with the obvious modifications, remains 
valid. 
Example 1. For our first examp le, we cons ider the equat ion 
and we show how the results of Theorem 6.3 can be used to find the character istic invar iant s. We 
use the notation p = Ux , q = uy, r = Uxx, s = Uxy an d t = Uyy when convenient. We find that 
Ho = 0, M,,. = -2~ and K2 = 0 so that , according to this theorem, there are three second-order 
p 
X invariant fun ct ions I , I' , and I" , which are the first int egrals of the int egrable Pfaffian system 
{? , '171, T/2 }, one Y invariant function J of order one arising from the integrable 1-form a', and one Y 
invariant of order 3, which together with the invariant J is the first int egra l of the int egrab le system 
{a', 6}. We find th at 
s2 
T= dx - -dy , 
p 
T/1 = 0x = dp - Ed x - sdy and 
s 
p l p 2U xyy ~ l p 
T/2 = --0,, + -0 ,, = ----T - dy + -dp- -ds 
s 2 Y s s4 s s 2 
and henc e 
p 
T/2 = d( -y + - ) mod T, 
s 
ry1 = -s 2 d( ~) mod { T, 172 } , and 
s 
s3 p s2 p 
T = d(x - s) - - d(-) , +- d(y - - ). 
p s2 p s 
Th e X = D,, + ~ Dy invariant s are thu s 
s 
p 
I= -y + -, 
s 
s2 
Likewise, we comput e a' = -dy and 
p 
p 3 8 2 = 6 d( -U xyy + U yyy) s p 
I' - ]!_ 
- s2 ' 
mod a' 
I"= X - s 
2 
to arrive a t th e Y = D,, invari ant s J = y and J' = ~V -xyy + tlyyy · 
p 
Example 2. For our second examp le, we consider the equation 




wh ere, as usual , p = u,,. This equation was first studied in det ail by Calogero [15] who proved , 
by ad hoc methods , that a general solution to (6.11) can be obt ained by quadratures. Our genera l 
results can be app lied to (6.11) to substantia lly clarify Calog ero 's ana lysis. 
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The charact eristi c vector fields for ( 6.11) are 
X =uD x +D y and Y=Dx, 
the commutato r is [ X, Y] = -ux Y and we easi ly see that the coefficients of the universal linearization 
(4.8) and (4.9) are A= 0, B = fp , C = Uxx and D = 0, E = fp - Ux and G = Uxx· It is a simple 
matter to directly check that 
Ho= -U xx and (6.12) 
The following general recursion formula for the generalized Laplace invari annts will be derived in 
chapter 9, Theorem 9.3. 
Kn= 2Kn-1 - Kn-2 - YX(logKn_i)- PX(logKn-i) + Y(Q)- X(P) + 2PQ, 
where n?: 1 and K_ 1 = Ho. It follows that 
( 6.13) 
where the functions a.n(Y,P) are given recursive ly by 
- 3(f - ) + f fppp - /ypp 





For simpli city, we now assume that f = f(p). By Th eorem 6.3, we are assured that there are 
two X invariant functions and that (6.11) is always semi-Darboux integrable. Indeed , we know that 
f- = dx - udy +~ex= ~[dp + fdy] 
r r 
and 
Uxxx r ( ') T/2 = exx - --ex = dr - - p + f dp 
r f 
mod f-
from which it is a simple matter to arrive at the invariants 
Jdp I1 = y + f and r Jpdp lz = - exp [- -] f f 
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if / -=/-0 and, for f = 0, 
Ii =p and I2 = reYP_ 
The equation 
[z = ¢(Ii) (6.14) 
is a second-order general intermediate integral for (6.11). Viewed as an ordinary differential equation 
for p , we can solve (6.14) by quadratures to obtain pin terms of x and y , the arbitrary function¢ 
and a constant of int egration ,(y). The second derivative Uxx is then determined by (6.14) while 
Uxy = d p and the genera l solution to ( 6.11) is therefore 
dy 
1 
u = --[uxy + f(p)]. 
Uxx 
(6.15) 
For example, for th e equation 
Uxy + UUxy - 2ux(Ux +a)= 0, (6.16) 
where a is a constant, the invariants are 
and I _ Uxx 2 -
pJp+a 
and with 
( ) _ ✓CZ + a - C ¢ z - -2b ----, 
acz 
for constants band c, equat ion (6.14) becom es 
dp W1 -=-2bp -+1 




a - c + ceZay (6.17) 
Th e integration of (6.17) leads top= -h(y) sech2 (bx + ,(y)) in which case (6.15) becomes 
h(y) ,'(y) 
u = --tanh(bx + 1 (y)) - --b b . 
This solution to (6.16) contains, as a special case, the solution obtained by Calogero. It is perhaps 
worth noting that it is not pos sible to find a closed form solution to (6.11) involving two arbitrary 
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function s since this would imply (6.11) is Darboux int egrable. This is not the case since for (6.16) 
we find that 
Kn= -(2n 2 + 7n + 6)u xx · (6.18) 
Nevertheless , it is possibl e to find fun ctions f (p) for which (6.11) is Darboux integrabl e at low ord ers. 
For exampl e, th e equation 
Uxy + UUxx + u; = 0 
sa tisfies H 1 = 0 and Ko = 0. The X invariant s are now 








12 = q+ up 
and hence, in accordance with th e method of Darboux , we set 
3 1 p3 
r = P <Po(Y - p) = ¢"(a) and q =-up+ 'l/J"( /3), 
( 6.19) 
1 
where a = y - - and /3 = y. Then, in terms of the variables a, (3, x, and u, the differential system 
p 
du - p dx - q dy = 0 an d dp - r dx - s dy = 0 
becomes 
dx [ u ,, ( )] ,, ( ) dx u du - -- + -- - 'lj; (3 d/3 = 0 and ¢ a da - -(3- + -(3- d/3 = 0. 
(3-a (3-a - a - a 
We therefore deduce that the genera l soluti on to (6.19) is given by 
u =¢'(a)+ 'l/J'( /3), x = (3¢' (a) - a¢ '(a) + ¢(a) + ¢((3) , y = /3. 
Example 3. For our third exampl e, we class ify all hyp erboli c equat ions of the form 
r = f(t) , (6.20) 
wh ere f' > 0, which are Darboux int egrabl e on the second j et bundl e. R eca ll that r = Uxx and 
t = uyy · It is convenient to writ e 
J' ( t) = g2 ~ t) . (6.21) 
wh ere g(t) > 0. 
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Proposition 6.4. Let Ho =/= 0 and H 1 = 0. Then equation (6.20) is contact equivalent to one of 
the following three equations determined by 
g(t) = t2 , 
tan( ,lg - t) = ,lg, 





Proof. We first note that the consta nt of integration arising from (6.21) in the determination off 
from g can always be absorbed by the change of variables ii,= u + .\x 2 . We remark that (6.22) leads 
to 3rt 3 + 1 = 0 which is integrat ed in Goursat [26] (example IV , p. 130). The computat ions of 
Forsyth [23] would seem to indicate, contrary to our conclusions, that (6.22) is the only Darbo ux 
int egrab le equation of the typ e (6.20) 
An easy computation, using Maple, shows that in order for the highest order terms in H 1 to 
vanish, the function g must sat isfy 
4g2(g")2 - 4g2g'"g' - 4g(g')2g" + (g') 4 = 0. (6.25) 
Since g =/= 0, the only singular solution to this equation is g' = 0. But then g = k is a constant and 
Ho = 0 and this is the case which we have excluded. The general solution to (6.25) for g = g(t) 
depends upon three arb itrary constants and so f depends upon four arbitrary constants. To prove 
the theorem , we must show that these constants can be normalized a by contact transformations so 
as to arrive at exact ly one of the three equations (6.22), (6.23) or (6.24). 
We observe that under the reflection 
x = y, '[j = x, ii, = u (6.26) 
the equatio n r = f ( t) is transformed into r = f- 1 ( t). Also, under the simp le point tran sformat ions 
x = x, y = y, (6.29) 
and 
x = x, y = b2y, ii = cu (6.30) 
the equation (6.20) is transformed into i' = f (f), where 
f(f) = f([- a) and - b4 f (f) = cf(-[) , 
C 
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respectively. Hence the function g transforms under (6.29) and (6.30) as 
g(t) = g(t - a) and 1 b
4 
g(t) = b2g(-z0· (6.31) 
Since the condition H 1 = 0 is contact invariant , it follows that the equation (6.25) is invariant under 
the three-param eter solvable group (6.31) and is therefore solvable by quadratures. Applying Lie's 
method for the solution of such equations, or alternatively, by noting that 
I r;; II 




/gg' - 2- - = 4/3 
g' 
are first int egrals for (6.25), we deduce that every solution to (6.25) is a solution to th e first-order 
equation 
I 2(3 
g = 2ajg+ Jg (6.32) 
for some choice of constants a and (3. It is easy to check that this equation impli es that H1 = K 1 = 0 
so that every solution to (6.32) determines a Darboux int egra ble equation. 




and jJ = ~(3. 
C 
Thu s accord ing to wheth er (i) a -::J-0, (3 = 0; (ii) a = 0, (3 -::J-0; (iii) a(3 > 0; or (iv) a(3 < 0, we 
can use th e point transformation (6.30) to tran sform g so that (i) a = 1, (3 = 0; (ii) a == 0, (3 = l ; 
(iii) a = 1, (3 = 1; or (iv) a = 1, (3 = -1. In case (i) we find that g(t) = (t + k) 2 and we use 
(6.29) to tran sform this to g(t) = t2 • This gives the equation 3rt 3 + 1 = 0. In case (ii), we find that 
g(t) = (3t) 213 , which yields the equation obtained from (6.22) by the reflect ion (6.26). In case (iii), 
we find that g is uniqu ely det ermin ed by (6.23) while (iv) impli es that 
1 jg-1 
jg+ 2 logj jg+ 1 I = t. 
Ther e are two subcases to consider here depending on wheth er 0 < g < 1 or g > 1. In the first case 




It is not difficult to see that th e Lie algebra of contact symmetries for (6.22), (6.23), and (6.24) 
consists solely of point symmetries. For (6.22), there is a 9-dimensional Lie algebra of contact 
symmetries while equations (6.23) and (6.24) have equivalent ?-dimensional Lie algebras of contact 
symmetries ([28] (p. 215)). This shows that (6.22) is not equivalent to either (6.23) or (6.24). We 
have, as yet , been unable to distinguish (6.23) from (6.24) by contact invariant means. 
For the choice of g(t) = t2 (6.22) we get f (t) = - t~ and so equation (6.20) becomes 
3rt 3 + 1 = 0. (6.33) 
1 1 t 3 
For the equation (6.33), we have X = Dx+-
2 
Dy, Y = Dx- -
2 
Dy , H1 = K1 = 0 and Mu= Mr= -
t t 4 
so that , by Th eorem 6.3, th ere are two X functionally independent invariants of order 2. We 
dete rmin e 
~ 1 ( ) t 
T = - st+ 1 dx - -dq 
2 2 
and 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
T/2 = 4 0yy - -2 Bxy + -5 (t Uxyy - Uyyy)0y = -- 2 ds + -4 dt mod T t t t t t 
mod 7' 
so that one invariant is I = s + i· Since 7' = {(Idx - dq) it follows that the other invariant is 
I'= I x - q. 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE FIRST INVARIANTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEMS 
In chapter 6, we have analyzed in detail the necessary and sufficient condit ions for the charact er-
istic Pfaffian systems of order k, Ck(X) and Ck(Y), to hav e at least rank 2 int egrab le subsystems. 
The purpose of this chapte r is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the characterist ic Pfaf-
fian systems of order k to have at least rank 1 integrable subsystems, that is, the cases when there 
exists at least one X or Y invariant function. This process will lead to the discovery of new relative 
invariants that control the existence of invariant functions. We also discuss the equat ion T(f) = 0, 
where T is a total vector field. 
Notice that if Ho 'f 0, H1 'f 0, ... , Hk-1 'f 0, k ?: 1, then the d structure equations immediately 
imply that dimCk'"')(X) , is O or 1. If dimd 00 \X) = 1, then again using the d structure equat ions 
we deduce 
Cf'(X) = !11 (r - I;), 
where I; is a contact form of adapted order ~ k. 
Let I; be a contact form. Using equations (4.42), (4.43) , and (4.44a), we easi ly conclude that the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for 
d( T - I;) = 0 mod { T - I;} 
are 
and (7.1) 
wh ere/3 andµ2 are given by (4.50). 
Let T be a total vector field. Recall that a form w E !1*(0 ,6 ,171 , ... ) is called a relative T 
invariant contact form if T( w) = >.w for some function >.. 
Lemma 7.1. Let I; be a contact form on 1?,00 such that 
X(I;) + QI; - ,6 = 0. (7.2) 
Then 
·is a relative X invariant contact form. 
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Proof. Using Propositions 4.5 and 4.8, we deduce that 
dvw = dv(X(E) + QE - (J) = X(dvE) + QdvE +(JI\ [Y(E) - µ2] + [X(µ2) - Y((J) - p(J] I\ E 
+ µ1 I\ [X(E) + QE - (J]. 
From equation (7.2) we solve for (J and substitute into the last equation to conclude 
X(dvE - E /\ (µ2 - Y(E))) + Q [dvE - E /\ (µ2 - Y(E))] = 0. I 
Let E be a contact form of adapted order :::; k satisfying (7.2). From Proposition 4.8 we deduce 
that if Hp = 0 for some p 2: k , then 
dvE - E /\ (µ2 - Y(E)) E f22 (77p+1,'IJp+2, . . . ). 
From the dv structme equations it now easily follows that 
dvE-E/\ (µ2 -Y(E)) = 0 mod {0,6 ,171, ... , (k,'TJk }. 
Hen ce 
dvE = E /\ (µ2 - Y(E)) . (7.3) 
If H ; =f. 0 for all i = 0, 1, 2, ... , then either from the slight modification of th e proof of Proposition 
4.8 or by the theorem of Anderson and Kamran [8] it follows that there are no nonzero relat ive X 
invariant contact forms. Thus again we obtain (7.3). 
We hav e prov ed the following. 
Proposition 7.2. Let E be any contact form on R 00 of adapted order < k. Th en T - E is 
integrable , that is 
d(T-E)===0 mod { T - E} 
if and only if 
X(E) + QE - (J = 0. 




Let Ho =/:-0, H1 =/:-0, ... , Hk -1 =/:-0, k 2 1. Define the function s Fa, ... , Fk+1 as follows: 
F1 = -X(Fo) + BFo + co, 







Similarly , let Ko =/:-0, K1 =/:-0, .. . , Kk -l =/:-0, k 2 1. Define th e functions Go, ... , Gk+1 as follows: 
G1 = -Y(Go) + EGo + ea, 
G]. = -Y( Gj-1) + Ej-1 Gj - 1' 
Kj - z Kj-z 






Lemma 7.3. Let Ho =/:-0, H 1 =/:-0, ... , Hk-l =/:-0, k 2 2. Let ~ be a contact form of adapted order 
:S k on R 00 • Th en 
X(~) + Q~ - /3 = 0 (7.8) 
if and only if 
and (7.9) 
Similarly let Ko =/:-0, K 1 =/:-0, . .. , Kk-l =/:-0, k 2 2. Let ~ be a contact form of adapt ed order :S k . 
Th en 
Y(~) - P~ - a= 0 (7.10) 
if and only if 
k 
G· 






Proof. We will prove only the first part of the Lemma. The proof of the second part is analogous. 
Let 
k k 
I;= I: 9j(j +foe+ I: liT/i· 
j=l i=l 
Using the defining equations for the Laplace-adapted coframe, we compute 
k 
= 9k(k+l + L(X (gj) - (Ej - Q)gj + 9j-1) (j + (X(g2) - (E2 - Q)g2 - b2 + 91) 6 
j=3 
+ (X(g1) - (E1 - Q)g1 - b1 + fo)6 + (X(Jo) - Bfo - co+ Hoh) 0 
+ (X(f1) - BiJ1 - C1 + Hilz) T/1 + (X(Jz) - B2Jz - Mr+ H2h) T/2 
k-1 
+ L(X(f;) - Edi+ H;fi+1hi + (X(h) - Bkh) T/k· 
i=3 









From Proposition 6.1 it follows that if Hp= 0 for p 2: 2, we have ip = i and so 7' = r - Yp, 
Similarly, if Kq = 0 for q ~ 2, we have 3q = 3 and so '8 = u - 3p, Recall that i and 3 denote 
the contact forms defined in Theorem 4.9. Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 7.3 comb ine to estab lish the 
following result. 
Theorem 7.4. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic equation in the plane. 
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(i) There exists an X invariant function of order :::; 1 if and only if Mr = 0 and either Ho = 0 or 
F2 = 0. 
(ii) If k 2'. 2, then there exists an X invariant function of order :::; k if and only if either Hp = 0 for 
some p :::; k or Fk+l = 0. 
(iii) There exists a Y invariant function of order :::; 1 if and only if Mu = 0 and eit her K 0 = 0 or 
(iv) If k 2'. 2, then there exists a Y invariant fimction of order :::; k if and only if either Kq = 0 for 
some q:::; k or Gk+1 = 0. 
REMARK. 7.5 Notice that due to Theorem 6.3, if H 1 =Mr= 0, then there exists a an X invariant 
function of order :::; 1. Similarly, if K 1 = Mu = 0, then there exists a a Y invariant function of order 
Consider the hyperbolic equation studied by Tsujishita [37] 
with the characteristic vector fields 




and Y = D,, -tDv . 
Using Maple, we obtain Ho -f= 0, H 1 -f= 0, H2 -f= 0, F2 -f= 0 and F3 = 0. By the above theorem there 
exists a second-order X invariant function , namely 
I 
So far we have dea lt only with the equations X(I) = 0 or Y(I) = 0. Let us now investigate a 
1nore genera l equation T(I) = 0, where T is an arbitrary total vector field. 
Theorem 7.6. Let R be a scalar hyperbolic second-order partial differential equation in the plane. 
Let T be a total vector field on n=. If there are two functionally independent T invariant functions 
on R =, then T is a characteristic vector field. 
Proof. Let { T , W } be a basis for the total vector fields on R 00 • Let { µ, E} be the dual basis for the 
horizontal forms, that is, 
µ(T) = 1 
E(T) = 0 
If J is a T invariant function of order k, then 
and 
and 
µ(W) = 0, 
E(W) = l. 
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Thus there are functionally independent T invariant functions of order :S k if and only if the Pfaffian 
system 
has an int egrable subsystem of rank 2. Let 
E = aer + bT (7.13) 
and assume that a I- 0, b I- 0. Let { a, ,B} ~ Ck (T) be a rank 2 integrabl e subsystem, where 
k k 
a= E + c0 + L aj(j + L b;17; (7.14) 
j=l i=l 
and 
mod {0,6,171, ... ,6- 1,171- d, 1 :S l '.S k 
and where aj , b;, pz, and q1 are c= function s on n=. Using the dH and dv structure equations for 
the Lap lac e-adapt ed coframe (Propositions 4.1 and 4.6), we obtain 
d,B = dH,B + dv.B = er I\ X(,B) +TI\ Y(,B) mod {0 , 6 ,171, ... , (1, 17z} 
= er I\ Pz6+1 +TI\ Ql17l+l mod {0 ,6,171, .. . , (1,17z} 
l k k 
= ~ ( a - bT - L aj(j - L b;17;) I\ P1(1+1 +TI\ qz111+1 mod {0 , 6 ,171, .. . , (1,171} 
j=l i=l 
mod {a,0,6 ,171, ... , (1,171}. 
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By assumpt ion 
mod {a,0,6,771, ... ,(1,77z}. 
The compar ison of the two last congrue nces yields Pt = q1 = 0, that is, 
Because l , (1::; l::; k) was arbitrary , it follows that f3 = c0. We have from (7.13) and (7.14) 
df3 = u I\ c6 + T I\ c171 mod {0}. 
l k k 
= - (a - bT - L aj(j - L b;17;) I\ c6 +TI\ c171 mod { 0} 
a j=l i=l 
k k 
=CTI\ (111 - ~6) - .'.:(L aj(j + L b;17;) I\ 6 mod { a, 0 }. 
a a 
j=l i=l 
By assumpt ion 
mod { a, 0 }. 
The comparison of the last two congruences yields c = 0, that is, f3 = 0. I 
Theorem 7. 7. Let R be a scalar hyperbolic second-order partial diff eren tial equation in the plane. 
Let T = mDx + nDy be a total vector field on R 00 and let m and n be a ftmction of order ::; k. If 
there is a T invariant fimction I of order 2: k, then T is a characteristic vector field. 
Proof. Assume that the equation manifold R is given by 
r+f(x , y,u ,p,q,s,t) =0 
and so a natural choice of coordinates on R 00 is 
(x, y, u,p , q, s, t, Uxyy , Uyyy, ... ). 
Let I= I(x , y, u,p , q, s , t , ... , uxy'-1, uy,) be an T invariant function of order l 2: k. Th en 




a1 of a1 a1 + m -;:;--] uxy'-1 = [-m "'i:,--- + n -;:;--] uy, 
uuy, ut 8uxy'-1 uuy, 
+ { function of order ::; k } . 
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From T(I) = 0 we obtain that 
8f 81 81 
(n-m-)--- +m-
8 
= 0 and 
8s 8uxy1-1 uy, 




8t 8uxy' - , Uyl 
Since l is of order l , that is, 
or 
we conclude that 
which ends the proof. I 
CHAPTER 8 
HYPERBOLIC DARBOUX SYSTEMS 
Bryant , Griffiths , and Hsu [13] introduced the following notion of a hyperboli c system. 
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Definition 8.1. A hyp erbolic system of class s is an exterior differential system (M,I) where M 
is a manifold of dimension s + 4 and I is a differential ideal with the property that every point of 
M lies in the neighborhood U on which there exists a coframing 
(01 0•. 1 2 3 4) , ... , ,w,w,w,w 
so that, on U, the ideal I is generated algebraically by 
{01 0•. 1 /\ 2 3 /\ 4} , ... , ,w w , w w. 
For simplicity we will r efer to I as to a hyp erbolic system. 
Recall from chapt er 2 that an integral manifold of a differential system (M ,I) is a pair (N,ef>), 
wh ere N is a manifold and ef> is a map ef>: N • M such that ef>*(I) = { 0 }. Since D3 (M) = I3, 
wh ere I 3 denotes the 3-forms in I then it eas ily follows that a hyp erbolic system (M,I) has at 
most 2-dimensional int egra l subman ifolds. 
In [ 13] th e authors show by examp les that many classical or well-known systems of differential 
equat ions can be represented as hyperbolic systems. It is proved that a partial prolongation of a 
hyp erbo lic system of class s is a hyp erbolic system of class s + 1. The authors introduce the notion of 
Darboux int egrab ility for a hyp erbo lic syste m and prove that a hyp erbolic system I is semi-Darboux 
integrable if and only if after certain number of partial prolongations the prolonged system I' is 
algebraically generated by 
(8.1) 
and at leas t one of the Pfaffian systems { w 1 , w2 } and { w 3 , w4 } is integrable. A hyp erbolic system I 
is Darboux integrable if and only if after certain number of prolongations the prolong ed system I' is 
algebraically generat ed by ( 8.1) and both Pfaffian systems { w 1 , w 2 } and { w 3 , w4 } are int egrable. 
This motivates the following definition. 
Definition 8.2. A hyperbolic Darbou ,x system of class s is a hyperbolic system of class s satisfying 
the additional conditions that the Pfaffian systems { w 1 , w 2 } and { w3 , w4 } are integrable. 
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The purpose of this chapter is to prove in detail that if a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in 
the plan e R is Darboux integrable at level k + l , then the prolong ed equation manifold R,k+I together 
with th e contact id eal Ck+I form a hyperbolic Darboux system . To prov e this result we will introduc e 
th e notion of the characteristic coframe on R 00 . We would be mu ch happier if we were able to prov e 
this result using th e Laplace-adapt ed cofram e. Unfortunat ely this is not possible. Indeed , in general 
if R is a Darboux int egra ble equation at level k + 1, then 0 , 6, f/l , ... (k , 'r/k are differ ential forms 
on R, 2k+I. For exa mpl e, consider th e equation R given by 
3rt 3 + 1 = 0, 
whi ch we hav e studied in the last example of chapter 6. As we hav e seen, this equation is Darboux 
int egrabl e at level 2. An easy computation gives 
1 
f/1 = 0x. - t,2 0 y Ux.yy t
2 + Uyyy 
0 
t3 ' 
which is a form on R, 3 but not on R 2. We conjecture that for a Mong e-Amper e equation th a t is 
Darbo ux int egrab le at level k + l , the differential forms 0 , 6, f/i , ... , (1.:, 171,: are forms on R k+I. 
We show by examp les that the classical Lapl ace transformation, is just a special case of a ho -
momorphism b etween hyp erboli c Darboux syste ms. We show that th e Liouvill e equation Ux.y = eu 
and the equation Ux.y = uux. are equival ent as hyp erboli c Darboux systems. We construct examp les 
of homomorph isms from the Darboux system corr espon din g to a partial prolong ation of the wave 
equa tion into the Darbou x sys t ems cor respondin g to the partial prolongations of certain equation s 
of Moutard type (see Forsyth [23] §231). 
Denot e 
a 1 = X(0) and for j = 1, 2, 3, ... , 
and 
/31 = X(0) and /Ji+l = X({J;) for i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. 
Th e forms C5, T, 0, a1, {31, a2, f32, ... form a coframe on R, 00 and the contact ideal C00 on R, 00 as a 
differential idea l is generated by the forms 0,a 1 ,{31 ,a 2 ,{32 , . . . (see [Bl). 
Definition 8.3. We call the coframe (C5, T, 0 , a 1 , {31 , a 2 , {32, ... ) the characteristic co fram e on R, 00 • 
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Theorem 8.4. The contact ideal Ck+1 on Rk+l as a differential ideal is generated by the forms 
0,a1,f31 , ... Cik,/Jk-
Proof. To prove the theorem we need to show that 0, a 1 , (31 , ... , ak, f3k are forms on Rk+l_ One 
can readily see that 0, a1, /31 are forms on R 2. if w is a form on R k, then X ( w) and Y ( w) are forms 
on Rk+ 1 and so the proof follows by induction. I 
With the exception of the cases Ho = 0 or H 1 = 0, it follows from the Theorem 6.3 that for 
hyperbolic Darboux integrable equations, the form T' is integrable , that is, 
Similarly, with the exception of the cases Ko = 0 or K 1 = 0, the form & is integrable, that is, 
d& I\ & = 0. 
Definition 8.5. Let Ho= 0 or H1 = 0. Then T'will denote the unique form in ~V(T, 0,( 1 , r/1, 6,172 ) 
such that 
(i) T' - T is a contact form , and 
(ii) d1" I\ 1" = 0. 
Similarly, let Ko= 0 or K1 = 0. Th en & will denote the unique form in ~V(u,0 ,(i,171 ,6, 172 ) such 
that 
(i) & - u is a contact form, and 
(ii) d& I\ & = 0. 
Lemma 8.6. Let w be a form on R 00 and let T be a total vector field. Then the projected Li e 
derivative commtdes with the horizontal diff erentia l, that is, 
Proof. By the virtue of Cartan formula 
Crw = d(T_, w) + T_, dw. 




Since T-' w is of type (r - 1, s ), one can easily deduce that 
I 
As an immediate consequence of the previous Lemma and Proposition 4.5 , we obtain commutation 
rules for the projected Lie derivatives of the characteristic vector fields and the exterior differential. 
Proposition 8.7. Let a, {3, µ 1 and µ 2 be given as in Proposition 4.2. Then for a form w on R= 
d[X(w)] - X(dw) = µ 1 I\ X(w) + {3 I\ Y(w) 
and 
d[Y(w)] - Y(dw) = a I\ X(w) + µ 2 I\ Y(w). 
Lemma 8.8. Th e charact eris tic coframe on R 00 satisfies the following congruences. 
for j = 1, 2, ... , (8.2a) 
X(f3i) = 0 mod {a1 , 0 , /31,•• · ,/3;} for i = 1, 2, .... (8.2b) 
Proof. From the univ ersa l linearization we deduce 
Y(a1) = 0 mod {/31, 0 , 0-1} and mod { a1, 0,{Ji}. 
We proceed by induction. Assume that (8.2a) holds for some fixed j , that is, 
j 




= X(b 1/31 + a 0 0 + L a1az) - Paj+l - Q(b1f31 + a 0 0 + L a1az) 
l=l l=l 
= 0 mod {/31, 0 ,a 1, ••. , a1+1 }. 
The congruence (8.2b) follows simi larly. I 
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Theorem 8.9. The characteristic coframe on 'R,00 satisfies the following structure equations. 
mod { 0 }, 






Proof. Congruences (8.3a) and (8.3b) follow immediately from Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. Recall that 
0 = p0 where p is a function of at most order one and 0 = du - u.,,dx - uydy. To prov e (8.3c) 
comput e 
d0 = dH0 + dv0 = er I\ X(0) +TI\ Y(0) + dv(p0) 
To prov e (8.3d) we proc eed by induction. For o:0 = 0 the statement is true. Assum e th at (8.3d) 
is sat isfied for some fixed j. By Propo sition 8. 7 an d Lemma 8.8 
=X(cr/\ o:j+1) mod {/J1,0 ,o:1,,,.,o:j+1} 
the proof of ( 8.3e) is similar. I 
Theorem 8.10. Let R be a scalar hyperbolic second-order partial differential equation in the plane 
which is Darbou x integrabl e at leve l k + l ~ 2. Then there are two 1-forms 1r1 (/,nd 1r2 on R, k+l 
s1ich that (a,1r1 ,i , 1r2 ,0,a 1 ,/J1 , ... ,ak,fJk) is a coframing ofRk+ 1 so that the following structure 
equations hold . 
di= 0 mod {i} and 
and 
da::::O mod {a}, 





d0 =0 (8.7a) 
da.i = 0 j = 1, ... , k -1, (8.7b) 
i = 1, ... , k - 1, (8.7c) 
(8.7d) 
(8.7e) 
where Ck+i denotes the contact ideal on R_,k+i. 
Proof. Assume that Hp = 0 and Kq = 0. By assumption max{ p, q} ~ k. 
First we shall prove that the form 7' is a form on R_,k+l. By Theorem 6.3 and Definition 8.5, the 
equations (8.5a) hold and so there exists a function I on R,k such that 
7'= adl 
for some nonvanishing function a on R 00 • Moreover, since 
and 
1 
T = ------ (-mydx + mxdy) 
inxny - mynx 
7' = a dl = a (dsl + dvI) = a (Dx(I) dx + Dy(I) dy) 
we deduce that a is of order~ k + 1. Hence 7' is a form on R,k+ 1. Similarly a' is a form on R_,k+i. 
By Theorem 6.3 the Pfaffian system 
is integrable. Choose a function f on R_,k+l such that 
b di= 1]k+l mod { 7', 1]p+1 ... , 1lk+1 } , 
for some nonvanishing function b on R,00 • Similarly we choose a function Jon R,k+ 1 such that 
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for some nonvanishing function C 011 R 00 • Then 011 R 00 
This proves that (&,d]J,di,0,a 1 ,{31 , ... ,ak,f3k) is a coframing of Rk+ 1 . Congruences (8.7a) -
(8.7c) were proven in the previous theorem. From the fact that 
mod { 0,/31, ... ,(3k} 
we deduce 
mod {a,0,/31,•-· ,/3!.:} 
=TI\ 1]k+l mod { a, 0, /31, ... , f3k } 
= i I\ bdf mod { a, 0,/31, ... ,f3k }, (8.9) 
on n=. Since df3k is a 2-form on R,k+ 1 it follows that 
df3k = i I\ bdf mod { a, 0 ,/31, ... ,f3k} 
hold s on R k+l. This , in particular , means that b is a function of order :::; k + l. We now choose 
7r
2 = bdi. This ends the proof of (8.7e). A similar proof holds for (8.7d). I 
The following Corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 8.11. Let k ~ 1 and let R be a scalar hyperbolic second -ord er partial diff erential equation 
in the plane which is Darboux integrable at level k + l. Then there exists a coframing of R,k+l 
(01 02k+1. wl w2 w3 w4) , . .. ' ' ' ' ' 
so that the contact ideal Ck+l is generated algebraically by 
{ 01' ... '02k+1; w1 I\ w2' w3 I\ w4, } 
and the Pfaffian systems {w1,w2} and {w3,w4} are integrable. In other words , (Rk+ 1,ck+1) is a 
hyp er bolic Darboux sys tem. 
Note that we can choos e the 1-forms w1, w2 and w3, w4 to be the differentials of the X and Y 
invariant functions. 
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Example 1. The wave equat ion 
s=O 
which is Darboux int egrab le at level 1, can be represented as a hyp erbo lic Darboux system of class 1 
on a 5-manifold . In local coordinat es (x, y, u,p, q), the differential ideal I is algebraically generated 
by 0 , w 1 I\ w 2 , and w 3 I\ w 4 , where 0 = du - p dx - q dy, w 1 = dx, w 2 = dp and w 3 = dy, w 4 = dq. 
We remar k that the wave equat ion may be also represent ed by a hyperbolic Darboux system I' 
of class Oona 4-manifold with local coordinates (x,y,p,q) . The differential idea l I' is algebraically 
generated by w 1 /\ w2 , and w3 I\ w4 . Ind eed the integral manifolds (p,q): (x,y)-+ (x,y,p,q) of I' , 
satisfying the independence condition w1 /\ w3 = dx I\ dy f:. 0 satisfy 
op= o 
fJy 










Int egrating, we obtain the general solution to the wave equation u = ip( x) + 1/J(y) where ip and 1/J 
are arbitrary functions. 





which is Darboux integrable at levels 1 and 2, can be represented as a hyperbolic Darboux system 
of class 2 on a 6-manifold. In local coordinates ( x, y, u ,p, q, r) the differential ideal I is algebra ica lly 
generated by 0, 0x, w 1 I\ w 2 and w 3 I\ w4 , where 
and 
and wh ere 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 






Ox = dp - rdx - --dy 
x+y 
w
3 = dy, 4 ~ w = dI 
and l= r. 
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We remark that the equat ion (8.10) can be also represented by a hyperbolic Darboux system I' of 
class 1 on a 5-manifold with local coor din ates (x,y,p,q,r). The differential ideal I' is algebraically 
generated by 0x, wI /\ w2 and w 3 /\ w4 . 
Example 3. The equation 
which is Darboux integrable at levels 1 and 2, can be represented as a hyp erbo lic Darboux system 
of class 2 on a 6-manifold. In local coord inat es (x, y , u,p, q, r) the differential ideal I is algebraically 
generated by 0, 0x, wI /\ w2 and w3 /\ w4, where 
0 = du - pdx - qdy , 
and 
wI = dx, w 2 = d] 
and where 
Example 4. The Liouville equation 
and 
and 
0x = dp - rdx - peudy 
w
3 = dy, w4 = di 
- r 
J = - -p. 
p 
which is Darboux integrable at level 2, can be represented as a hyperbolic Darboux system of class 
3 on a ?-manifold. In loca l coordinates (x , y , u,p,q , r , t) the differential ideal I is algebraica lly 
generated by 0, 0x , 0y, wI /\ w2 and w3 /\ w4 where 
and 
and 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 




and w3 = dy, 
and 
4 ~ 
w = dl 
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Example 5. The equat ion 
s = up, 
which is Darboux int egrab le at levels 1 and 3, can be represented as a hyperbolic Darboux sys-
tem of class 3 on a 7-manifold. In local coordinates (x, y, u,p, q, r, Uxxx), the differential ideal I is 
algebra ically generated by 0, 0x, 0xx, w1 A w2 and w3 A w4 , where 
and 
and 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 
0x = dp - rdx - updy, 
0xx = dr - Uxxxdx - (p2 + ur)dy 








Definition 8.12. Let (M 1 ,I 1 ) and (M 2 ,I 2 ) be two hyperbolic systems. A C 00 map <I>: M 1 -+ M 2 is 
ca lled a homomorphism of hyperbolic systems if it is a homomorphi sm of exter ior differential systems, 
that is, if <I>•(I2) ~Ii , . Two hyperbolic systems (M 1 ,I 1) and (M 2,I2) are called equivalent if they 
are equiva lent as exte rior diffrential system s, that is, if there exists a diffeomorphism <I> : M 1 -+ M2, 
which is a homomorphism. 
Observe that if (N , ¢) is an integral manifold of the hyperbolic system (M,I) , that is, ¢*(I)= 
{ 0 }, and if <I>: M-+ Mis a homomorphism of hyp erbo lic systems (M, I) and (M,f), then (N, <Po¢) 
is an integral submanifold of (M,1). Indeed, 
(<I> o ¢)*(1) = ¢ *(<I>*f) ~¢*(I)= { 0 }. 
We have seen by examp les that a Darboux int egrab le equat ion with Hp = 0 and Kq = 0 can be 
represented as a hyperbolic Darboux system of class s = p + q + 1. 
Let R and R' be two Darboux int egrab le linear equations, that is, equa tions of type 
s + a(x , y)p + b(x, y)q + c(x , y)u = 0, 
which are transformed one into anot her by a sequence of classical Lapla ce transformations. If 
Hp= Kq = 0 and H;, = K;, = 0, then it is easy to see that 
s = p + q + l = p' + q' + l 
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and so R and R' can be represented as hyperbolic Darboux systems I and I' of class s. 
We conjecture that if R and R' be two Darboux integrable linear equat ions that are transformed 
one into another by a sequence of classical Laplace transformations, then they can be represented 
as equivalent hyperbolic Darboux systems. 
In the following example we sha ll construct an invertible homomorphism between the hyperbolic 
systems associated with two nonequivalent linear differential equations. The construction of the 
homomorphism is based on the classical Laplace transformation. 
Example 6. The linear hyperbolic equation 
s - 2u = 0. 
(x + y)2 (8.11) 
is transformed, using the Laplace transformation x = x, f} = y and fl= p, into the equation 
2q 2il s+-- - --,...,.. = o. 
x+fJ (x+fJ) 2 
(8.12) 
Using the Laplace transformation, we build a diffeomorphism which maps the hyperbolic Darboux 
system corresponding to the equation (8.11) into the hyperbolic Darboux system corresponding to 
the equation (8.12). Th e equation (8.11) is Darboux integrable at level 2, that is, H 1 = K 1 = 0. 
Th e functions 
are the Dx invariant for (8.11) and 
Ji =x, 
2q 
12 = t+-- , 
x+y 
2p 
h =r+-- , 
x+y 
are the Dy invariant functions . The equation (8.12) is Darboux integrable at levels 3 and 1, that is, 
H2 =Ko= 0. The functions 
are the D,, invariant for (8.12) and 
- 2u 
J2 =p+--
i; + fj 
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are the Dy invariant functions. 
We assoc iat e the equation (8.11) with the hyperbolic Darboux system I on a 7-manifold with 
coordinates (x, y, u,p, q, r, t). I is algebraically generated by 0, Bx, 0y, wI I\ w 2 and w 3 I\ w4 , where 
and 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 
2u 
Bx = dp - rdx - ( )2 dy, x +y 
2u 
0y = dq - ( )2 dx - tdy x+y 
and 
We associate the equat ion (8.12) with the hyperbolic Darboux system f on a 7-manifold with 
coordinates (x,y,u ,p,ij,t , fiyyy)- I is algebraically generated by 0, By, 0yy, wI I\ w2 and w3 I\ w4, 
where 
0 = du - j5dx - ijdy, 
- _ 2if 2u _ _ 
0y = dq + (-:----=- (- _)z) dx - tdy , 
x+y x+y 
- _ 2[ 4ij 4fi _ 
0yy = dt - (-=------::-(- _)2 + (- _)3) dx - Uyyydy x+y x+y x+y · 
and 
and 
Consider the map <I>: (x , y,u,p , q, r,t) • (x,y,fi ,j5,ij,t,fiyyy) defined by 
x = x , y =y , fl= P, j5 = r, 2u ii= (x+y)2' 




_ 2t 8q 12u 
u --- - --- - --- + ---
yyy - (x+y)2 (x+y)3 (x +y)4 ' 
One can easi ly see that <I> is invertible and sinc e 





yy - ( X + y )2 y ( X + y )3 
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and 
<I>*(h) = 212, <I>*(J2) = 12, 
the map <I> is a diffeomorphism. 
We say that a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in the plane 
F(x,y,u,p,q,r,s,t) = 0 
is of Moutard type, see [23] §231, if its general solution can be written in a closed form 
u = f(x, y, cp(x), cp'(x), ... , cp(p) (x), 1/J(y), 1/J'(y), ... , 1/J(q) (y)), (8.13) 
where cp and 1/J are arbitrary functions. An equation of Moutard type with the genera l solution 
(8.13) is Darboux int egrab le at levels p + l and q + l and so it can be represented as a hyperbolic 
Darboux system I of class s = p + q + l. Denote by I! the hyp erbo lic Darboux system of class k 
associated with the kth-prolongation of the wave equation, that is, I! is algebraically generated by 
0 = du - pxd - qdy , 0x = dp - rdx 0y = dq - tdy, ... ' 
, ... , 0xk- t = dUxk-1 -U x•dX, and 
dx I\ dttx•, 
We conjecture that if I is a hyperbolic Darboux system of class s = p + q + l associated with the 
equation of Moutard type that admits a general solution (8.13), then there exists a homomorphism 
from I! into I , for some k = 2, 3, .... 
Example 7. The wave equation s = 0 can be represented as a hyperbolic Darboux system I on a 
?-manifold with coordinates (x, y, u,p , q, r, t). The differential ideal I is algebraically generated by 
0x, 0y, dx I\ dr , and dy I\ dt, where 
0 = du - pdx - qdy , 0x = dp- rdx and 0y = dq- tdy. 
The linear equat ion s = _ +q _ can be represented as a hyperbolic Darboux system on a 6-manifold 
X y 
with coordinates (x, y, il ,p, q, f'). Th e differential ideal f is algebraically generated by 0.,, 0 1 /\ 0 2 , 
and 0 3 /\ w4 , where 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 0- d- -d- q d-- = p-r x --- y 










Consid er the map <I>: (x,y,u,p , q,r, t)--+ (x,fj,u,j5,q,f) defined by 
x = x, fj = Y, u =u- (x +y )q 
j5 = p - q, q = -( x + y)t , f = r. 
Sinc e 
<I>* (0) = -(x + y)0y + 0, <I>*( l ) = -t, <I>*(J) = r 
and 
<I>*(!) = t , <I>*(J) = r, 
th e map <I> is a homomorphism. 
Example 8. In this exa mpl e we const ruct a homomorphism from a hyp erbolic Darboux system 
associated with the second prolon ga tion of the wave equa tion s = 0 into a hyperboli c Darboux 
system assoc iated with the Liou ville equation s = eu. Let I be a differential ideal on a 9-manifold 
with coo rdin ates (x. y , u,p , q, r , t , Uxxx, Uyyy) algebraica lly gene rate d by 0, 0:x, 0y, 0:xx, 0yy, dx /\duxxx 
and dy I\ duyyy, wh ere 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 0x = dp- rd x, 0y =dq -tdy , 
and 0yy = dt - Uyyydy. 
Let i be a differ ential ideal on a ?-manifold with coordinat es (.i:, fi, u,j5, q, f, [) , algebra ically generated 
by 0, 0;;;, 0;;;;;;, w1 I\ w2 and w3 I\ w4, where 
0 = du - p dx - q dy, 
0;;; = dj5 - f dx - eu dfi , 
and 
0
1 = dx , w2 = dJ w3 = dy, w4 = dl 
and where 
-2 - - q 
I= t- - , 
2 
Consider the map 4': (x , y ,u ,p , q, r,t ,uxxx , uyyy)-+ (x,'[),il,p,ij,r,f) defined by 
Since 
and 
x = x, '[)= Y, - 2pq u=ln- 2 , u 
_ r 2p 
p= - - - , 
p u 
_ t 2q 
q = - - - , 
q u 
u r 2 2r 2p2 'f _ XXX ____ + _ 
- p p2 u u2 , 
- Uyyy t2 2t 2q2 
t= -- - - -+-. 
q q2 u u2 
- 1 1 2 
<1:>*(0) =-0 x + -0y - -0 , 
p q u 
• - 1 r 2 2p 
<I:> (0x) =-0xx - (2 +-)B x + 2 0, p p u u 
* - 1 t 2 2q 
<I:> (0g) =-0 yy -( 2 +-)B y + 2 0 q q u u 
3r 3r 2 
<t>*(c,l) = du xxx - 2 0xx + - 3 Bx mod { dx }, p p 
th e map 4' is a homomorphism of hyperbolic Darboux systems I and f. 
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We remark that th e classical Lapla ce transformation can be genera lized to define a transformation 
on a larg er family of equations. Thi s family in parti cular includ es all equations of Moutard type. 
This "generalized " Lapla ce tran sformation can be used to define invertibl e homomorphisms between 
hyp erbolic Darboux syst ems associated with non equival ent equations. In th e following example we 
will use this "generalized " Laplace transformation to show that the hyperbolic Darboux systems 
associated with the Liouville equation s = eu and th e equation s = up are equiva lent. 
Example 9. The Liouville equation and the equation s = up are two nonlinear equations that are 
not contact equivalent since th ey are Darboux integrabl e at different levels. They are also both of 
Moutard type since they posses genera l solution s in closed form. The hyperbolic Darboux system 
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for the Liouville equation is given as before by a differential ideal I on a 7-manifold with coordinates 
(x,y,u,p,q , r,t). I is algebraically generated by 0, Bx, By, w1 /\w 2 and w3 /\w4, where 
and 
where 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, 
w











The equation s = up is associated with a hyperbolic Darboux system f on a 7-manifold with 
coordinates (x,j},u,p , q, f,u 555555) . tis algebraically generated by iJ, 055, 05555, w1 /\ w2 and w3 I\ w4, 
where 
iJ = du - pdx - qdj}, 
iix = dp - fdx - updj}, 
and 
0
1 = dx, w2 = dJ, w3 = dy, w4 = di 
and 
- 3f 2 - 2iixxxP 
J = 2p2 
Consider the map <l>: (x ,y,u,p ,q, r,t)-+ (x,j},u,p,q,f,u 555555) defined by 
x = x, jJ = Y, ii= q, 
One can eas ily see that <I> is invertible and since 
<l>*(iJ) = By, 
and 
<l>*(l) = I , 
the hyp erbo lic systems I and 1 are equivalent. 
- ti p= e, 
<l>*(J) = -J, 




In chapters 10 - 13 of this dissertation, we will characterize Monge-Ampere equat ions, equations 
which admit complete or int ermediate first integrals, solve the inverse problem ot the calcu lus of 
variations and characterize certain classical equations . Many of these characterizat ions will be 
obtained in terms of the Monge-Ampere invariants Ma , Mr and the first Laplace invariants H 0 , Ko. 
The purpose of this chapt er is to derive exp licit formulas for these invariants. We also derive the 
recursion formulas for Hn and Kn that are genera lizat ion s of the formulas in [23] (page 52) for the 
classical Laplace invariants. Let R be a hyperbolic equation given by 
F(x,y,u,p,q,r,s,t) = 0. (9.1) 
Since 
dx(X) = mx, dx(Y) = nx and dy(X) = my, dy(Y) = ny 
we easily conclude that dx and dy are in terms of u and T given by 
dx = 1nx0" + nxT and (9.2) 
From th e characteristic equation , we easily deduce 
mod {B,Bx , By} - (9.3) 
Recall that 
0 = g0. 
We eas ily comp ut e 
(9.4a) 
(9.4b) 
Let g(x, y , u,p, q, r , s, t) be a second-order function on R 00 • Then 
mod { 0, Bx, By}. 
Our next goal is to find functions a and b such that 
og og og 
or Bxx + 08 Bxy + ot Byy = a6 + bri2 mod { 0, Bx, By}. 
Let a 1 , a 2 , a3, be fun ct ion s satisfying 
= dvg mod { 0, 0,,, 0y }, 
and so we arrive at 
Since , 
where 
mod {0 , 0,, , 0y } 
mod {0 , 0,,, 0y } 
m,,n,, 
mxny +m ynx 
myny 
we can solve for a 1, a2 , a3, from (9.5) to obtain 
and so we conclud e 









where a and /3 are contact forms of adapted order 2 (see Proposition 4.2 ), 
and 
Also reca ll that 
1 
a-= -g(nydx - nxdy) and 
1 
T = 8(-mydx + mxdy). 
Using (9.2), we have 
Similarly 
mod T . 
By equation (9.6) , it is a simple matter to conclude 













l}u r r s s t t 








l}u r r s s t t 
and 
_ 1 [( any 8nx ) 2 ( any 8nx any 8nx 2 d2 - -~ -0 nx - -0 









l}u r r s s t t 
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Now let R, 00 be given by a hyp erbo lic equat ion 
r + f(x, y, u,p, q, s , t) = 0. (9.7) 
We choose the charact eristic vector fields to be 
X =D x +mD y and Y = D,, +nDy , (9.8) 





rn + n = as and of mn =at , (9.10) 
and let 
0 = 0 = du - pdx - qdy. 
The dv structure equations for u and T simp lify to 
dvu = -a- I\ {] + T I\ a and dvT = a-I\{] - TI\ a, 
and the structure equation s (4.59), (4.60), and (4.61) hold. The formulas (4.10) and (4.12) for the 
coefficients A , ... , G of the universal linear ization simp lify to 
and wh ere 
1 of of 
A= -- (X(n) + n- - -), 
n-rn op aq 
of 
B=-A+- ap 











Then the formulas for Mu , Mr, b2 and d2 simplify to 
M _ _ 1 (on -non) 
u- (n-rn) 3 fJt fJs and Mr= ..,.(n--
1
n--,i):-::-3 ( ~7 -m ~:•) · (9.16a) 
1 (am fJrn) 
b2 = (n - rn)3 8t - n8s and (9.16b) 





_ 1 ( om _ n om + on _ m on) 
- (n-rn) 3 fJt fJs fJt fJs 
_ 1 (fJ(m + n) _ fJ(mn)) _ 1 ( of _ __?}__) _ 
0 - (n - rn)3 fJt fJs - (n - m) 3 fJtfJs 8sfJt - · 
Proposition 9.1. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic partial diff erentia l equation zn the 
plane. Let a and /3 be given a.~ in Proposition 4.2, namely, 
and 
Then the coefficients b2 and d2 are equal. 
Proof. We have just proved that b2 - d2 = 0 for the spec ial coframe considered above. To prove 
the proposition, we will show that b2 - d2 is a relative invariant; namely, we will show that if 
<I> : R = -+ n1= is a classical contact transformation for which ( 4.33) holds, then the function 
b2 - d2 is a relative invariant that transforms accord ing to 
(9.17) 
If 




mod {0'}. (9.19) 
Sub st itutin g from equations (9.19) , (9.18), and (4.35) - (4.38) , one obtains 
<I>* ( d0') = l ( en\ ~1 + T I\ 171) + (-cml + hnl)6 I\ f/1 mod {0}. 
Next com put e 
d(<I>*(0')) = d(l0) = l(a- I\ 6 +TI\ 771) 
Comparison of the last two congruences yield 
cm = hn. 
Using the Propo sitions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.6, we com put e 
<I>*(da-') = <I>*(-P'a-' /\T 1 +a-'/\µ~ +T/\ a ') 
= ~TI\ <I>* ( a') mod { a-, 0, 6 , 17i} 
n 
On th e other hand , 




= -T/\a+cT/\rJ 2 mod {a-, 0 , ~1, 171} ni 
mod {a-, 0 , 6,17i}. 
Th e comparison of the last two congrue nces yields 
Similarly , <I>* ( dT') = d( <I>*T') yields 
*( , ) 1 h <I> bz = -l b2 + -l. mn m 





This proves the proposition. 
To obtain the formulas for Ho and Ko we arrive at 
A= - (n - m)2 Mo-X(uyy) + {function of order~ 2}, 
E = -(n - m) 2 MrY(uyy) + {function of order~ 2}. 
Using equat ions (9.10), (9.11), and (9.13), we conclud e 
Ho= (n - m) 3 Mo-X(uyyy) + {function of order~ 3}, 







To end this chapter, we introduce recursion formulas for the genera lized Laplace invariants. 
Lemma 9 .2. For n 2 1 
Hn-1 = Y(Bn + Q) +(An+ P)(Bn + Q) - Cn, 
Kn - 1 = X(Dn - P) + (En - Q)(Dn - P) - Gn. 
Proof. Using the formulas ( 4.31) , we compute 
(9.25a) 
(9.25b) 
Y(Bn + Q) +(An+ P)(Bn + Q) - Cn = Y(Bn-1) + (An - 1 - Y(lnHn-d) Bn-1 
This proves (9.25a). The proof of (9.25b) is similar. I 
Th eo rem 9.3. The generalized Laplace ·invariants satisfy the following recursion formulas. 
Hn+1 = 2Hn - Hn-1 - XY(lnHn) + QY(lnHn) + Y(Q) + 2PQ- X(P) (9.26) 
and 
Kn+1 = 2Kn - Kn-1 - YX(lnKn) - PX(lnKn) + Y(Q) + 2PQ- X(P), (9.27) 
where n 2 0 and where H_ 1 = Ko and [{_ 1 = Ho. 
Proof. By definition 
Using(4.31) and (4.11), we have 
H 1 = 2[X(A) + AB- C]- [Y(B + Q) + (B + Q)(A+ P)c] + Y(Q)- XY(lnH 0 ) 
+ QY(lnH 0 ) + 2PQ- X(P) 
= 2H 0 - Ko - XY(lnH 0 ) + QY(lnHo) + Y(Q) + 2PQ- X(P). 
Let n ::::: l. By definition 
Using (4.31), we conclude 
Hn +1 = X(An - Y(lnHn) - P) + (An - Y(lnHn) - P)(Bn - Q) 
- (Cn - X(An) - BnY(lnHn) + Y(Bn)) 
= 2Hn - [Y(Bn + Q) +(An+ P)(Bn + Q) - Cn] - XY(lnHn) + QY(lnHn) 
+ Y(Q) + 2PQ- X(P). 
Equation (9.26) now follows from equation (9.25a) . The proof for (9.27) is similar. 
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I 
Theorem 9.4. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in the plan e with commu ting 
charact eristic vector fields X and Y , that is, 
[X, Y]=O. 
Th en the formulas (9.26} and (9.27) simplify to 
Hn+l = 2Hn - Hn-1 - XY(lnH n), (9.28) 
and 
Kn+l = 2Kn - Kn-1 - YX(lnKn) , (9.29) 
where n::::: 0 and where H _ 1 = Ko and K - 1 = Ho. 
We remark that Sokolov and Zhib er [35] app lied the integrability theory of Toda latt ice equations 
to formulas (9.28) and (9.29) to partially solve the conjecture of Anderson and Kamran [8] on Dar-
boux int egrable equations. Namely , they proved that an /-Gordon equation is Darboux integrable 
if and only if the two sequences of genera lized Laplace invari ants { Hi } and { Kj } are finite. 
CHAPTER 10 
MONGE-AMPERE EQUATIONS 
A Monge-Ampere equation is an equat ion of the form 
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(10.1) 
where A, B, C, D, E are functions of x, y, u, u.,, Uy only. We assume that equation (10. 1) is hyperbolic, 
thus 
t),, = B 2 + ED - AC > 0. 
To (10.1) we associate a hyperbolic system I of class 1 on a 5-manifold M with coordinates 
(x, y, u,p , q). The differential ideal I is generated by the forms 
0 = du - pdx - qdy, (10.2a) 
q1 = Edp I\ dq + Adp I\ dy + B(dq I\ dy + dx I\ dp) + Cdx I\ dq + Ddx I\ dy. 
(10.2b) 
Denote 
cl>= d0 = dx I\ dp + dy I\ dq. 
It is easy to see that I is algebraica lly generated by the forms 0, q1, cl>. Define 
and 
and notice that 
n1 A n1 = o = n2 A n2 . 
From the last equation we deduce that locally there are 1-forms w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 , such that 
[!l = Wl /\ W2 and 
A straightforward computation yields 
0 I\ w 1 I\ w 2 I\ w 3 I\ w 4 = 0 /\ D1 /\ D2 = -4 dx /\ dy I\ du/\ dp /\ dq -:j:. 0. 
Thus { 0, w 1 , w2 , w3 , w 4 } is a local coframing of M and the differential ideal I is locally algebra ically 
generated by { 0, w 1 I\ w 2 , w3 I\ w4 } . Hence I is a hyperbolic system of class 1. 
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Definition 10.1. A hyp er bolic system of class 1 is called a hyp erbolic Monge- Ampere system. 
We now prov e a theor em on normal forms of hyperbolic Monge-Ampere systems. Th e proof is an 
easy modification of the proof of the theorem on normal forms for parabolic Mong e-Amp ere systems 
of Bry ant and Griffiths [12]. 
Theorem 10.2. Let I be a hyp erbolic analytic Mong e-Amp ere system on a 5-manifold M. Then 
I is locally eq1iivalent to the Mong e-Amp ere system generated by a hyp erbolic quasi-linear equation 
auxx + 2buxy + CUyy + d = 0, 
wher e a, b, c, d are functions of x, y, u , ux, Uy only. 
Proof. Let p E M. Then there is a neighborhood U C M , U :::::: R 5 of p such that there is a cofram ing 





. Consider a ?-dim ensional manifold X = U x R 2 with coord inat es (x, y , u,p, q, b1 , b2 ). Define 
the following 1-form s on X. 
Th en for i = 1, .. . , 4, 
for some functions Ti on X. Thus 
wher e 
mod { 'l]o , '1]1, '1]2 } , 
d'1]1 = f31 I\ w2 
d1J2 = f32 I\ w4 
mod {170,'1]1, 'IJ2} , 
mod {1Jo, 'IJ1, 'IJ2} , 
f31 = db1 - (T 1 + b1T 2 ) w4 , 
fJ2 = db2 + (T3 + b1T 4 ) w 2 . 
Let J be a differential ideal generated by two 5-forms 
T 1 = d1]1 I\ 'l]o I\ 'IJ1 I\ '1]2 = f31 I\ w2 I\ 'l]o I\ '1]1 I\ '1]2, 
T 2 = d1]2 I\ 'l]o I\ '1]1 I\ '1]2 = fJ2 I\ w4 I\ 170 I\ '1]1 I\ '1]2, 
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with the independence condit ion 
f! = 0 I\ w1 I\ w3 I\ w2 I\ W4 = 'T/O I\ 'T/1 /\ 1]2 I\ w2 I\ w4 =/-Q. 
So ( 'T/o, ry1 , ry2 , w2 , w4 , /31 ,{h) is a coframing of X. Fix a point x 0 E X. We will compute the Cartan 
characters so, ... , s4 of J in x 0 E X. One can immediately see that 
Since J is generated by two linearly independent 5-forms, then 
Let ( e1, ... , e1) be the framing at Xo dual to ( 'T/o, 'T/I, 'T/2, w2 , w4, /3i, /32 ). Consider the 5-dimensional 
integral element Ea of J spanned by { e1, e2 , e3, e4 + es, es}. Then 
Consid er the integral flag 
and compute th e po lar spaces for th e vector spaces V of th is int egral flag 
H(V) = {v E T,,(X) I w(V,v) = 0 for all w E J}. 
We hav e 




By definition the integral element E 0 is ordinary. According to the Cartan-Kahler theorem, there 
exists a 5-dimensional integral submanifold N C X such that TN/ xo = Ea. Since n / xo (Ea) '=j 0, 
the submanifo ld N can be locally describ ed as a graph ( c1 , c2 ) : U0 -+ R2 , where U0 ~ U is a 
neighborhood of x 0 . Let K, denotes the differential ideal generated by 
It is easy to check that K, is integrable . Moreover, I ~ K. Let x, fi, u, be three functionally 
independent first int egra ls of K. Since 0 E I , we may assume 
0 I\ dx I\ dy =/:-0 
and so there is a nonvanishing fun ction m on U0 such that 
0 = m (du - pdx - qdfi). 
Since d0/\d01\0 =/:-0, it follows that x, fi, u, p, iJ. are functionally ind ependent and therefore ( x, fi, u, p, iJ.) 
are local coordinates on U0 . The ideal I is algebraica lly generated by 
0a = du - pdx - iJ.dfi, d00 = dx I\ dp + dy I\ dq 
and the form IJi. Since IJi E I ~ K, then 
'1! = e dp I\ dq + a dp I\ dy + b1 diJ. I\ dy + b2 dx I\ dp + c dx I\ dq + d dp I\ dq mod { 0 }. 
From '1! I\ dx I\ dy I\ 00 = 0 we deduce e = 0. Consider the form 
'1!0 = w+ bi ;b 2 d00 =ad p/\dy+b(dq/\dy+dx/\dp)+cdx/\dq+ddx/\dy, 
wher e 
b = b1 + b2. 
2 
The differential ideal I on Uo is generated by 00 and l!J0 • It is now easy to see that the integral 
manifolds of I with the ind ependence cond ition dx I\ dy =/:-0 are in a one-to-one correspondence with 
the solutions of the quasi-linear equation 
auxx + b2uxy + CUyy + d = 0. I 
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Theorem 10.3. Every hyperbolic analytic Monge-Ampere equation is contact equival ent to some 
quasi-linear equation 
au,,,, + 2buxy + CUyy + d = 0. 
Proof. To (10.1) we associat e a hyp erboli c system I of class 1 on a 5-manifold M with coordinates 
(x,y,u,p,q) . The differ ential ideal I is generat ed by the forms 
0 = du - pdx - qdy , 
w = Edp I\ dq + Adp I\ dy + B(dq I\ dy + dx I\ dp) + Cdx I\ dq + Ddx I\ dy. 
By the previous theorem there exist s a local change of coordinates on an op en set U ~ M 
¢: (x , y ,u ,p, q) -t (x , y,u ,j5,g) 
such that 
¢*(0) = m (du - pd x - qdy) 
for som e nonvanishing function m and the differential ideal f = ¢*(I) is generated by 
iJ = du -j5d x - qdy , and 
q, = a dj5 I\ dy + b ( dq I\ dy + dx I\ dj5) + C dx I\ dq + d dx I\ dy. 
Consider the manifold U x R 3 with coordin ates (x, y, u ,p , q, r, s, t). Denote 
0,, = dp - r dx - s dy and 0y=dq-sd x-tdy. 
Let f, s and t be thr ee function s that are uniquely determin ed by the following relations 
dj5 - f dx - s dy = 0 
dq - s dx - l dy = 0 
mod {0 , 0,,, 0y} 
mod {0 , 0,,,0y}-
So (x, '!}, u ,j5, q, f, s, l) is a coordinate system on U x R 3 . We have 
and 
[E (rt- s2 ) +Ar+ 2Bs +Ct+ D] dx I\ dy = w mod {0 , 0,,, 0y} 
= adj5 I\ dy + b (dq I\ dy + dx I\ dp) + cdx I\ dq + ddx I\ dy mod { 0, 0x, 0y} 
= (ar+2bs+ct+d)dx/\di} mod {0,0 x, 0y}-
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It follows that 
[ E ( rt - s2 ) + Ar + 2B s + Ct + D] = l ( af + 2bs + ct+ d), 
for some function l = l(x , y, u,p, q, r , s, t). Since 0 /\ dx /\ dfj 'I-0 on M , then 
dx /\ dfl /\ 0 /\ 0x /\ 0y = l dx /\ dy /\ 0 /\ 0x /\ 0y 'I, 0, 
and so th e function l is nonvanishing . I 
According to Bryant and Griffiths [12], this result was already known to Lie and the theorem is 
tru e even without th e ana lyti city of the functions. Our proof requir es the analyticity assumpt ion 
since we use the Cartan-Kahl er theorem in an essential way. 
As an example consider the Mong e- Ampere equation 
rt - s2 + 1 = 0. (10.3) 
Both first genera lized Laplac e invariants Ho and Ko vanish. By the results of chapt er 13, th e 
equat ion is contact equivalent to th e wave equation s = 0. We now exp licit ly exhibit this contact 
tran sformation. 




0 = du - p dx - q dy and '1T = dp /\ dq + dx /\ dy . 
<I> = d0 = dx /\ dp + dy /\ dq 
n 1 = <I> + w = ( dp + dy) /\ ( dq - dx), 
[2
2 = <I> - llT = (dx + dq) /\ (dp - dy) . 
'r/o = 0 = du - p dx - q dy 
'r/1 = dp + dy + b1 (dq- dx) , 
'r/2 = dx + dq + b2 ( dp - dy). 
We can eas ily see that for b1 = b2 = 0 the forms 
vanish. Thus the Pfaffian system K, generated by 
ao = du - pdx - qdy, a 1 = dp + dy and a 2 = dx + dq 
is integrable. The functions 
x = x + q, fj = y + p, and il = u + pg 
are three ind epende nt first integrals of K. The condition 
0 I\ dx I\ dfi =/-0 
is sat isfied. We easi ly compute 
p=p and q = q. 
In the bared coord inat es, 
<I>= -(dx I\ dp + dq I\ dfi) + dx I\ dfj. 
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We conclude that the contact transformation above transforms equation (10.3) into the equation 
2s - 1 = o. (10.4) 
The point transformation 
1 
x = x, y = fi and u = il + 2x fi 
transforms equat ion (10.4) into the wave equation. 
Note that since the coefficients m and n in ( 4.33) are of order ~ 2, then , according to the 
transformat ion formulas (4.34), the condition that Ho, or K 0 is of order ~ 2 is invariant under 
classical contact transformations. 
Theorem 10.4. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane. 
The f ollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Ho and Ko are of order ~ 2. 
(ii) M(7 = MT = 0. 
(iii) R is a Monge-Amper e equation. 
Proof. (i)• (ii). Follows imm ediat ely from (9.24). (ii)• (iii). Let the equation manifold R be given 
by the equat ion 
r + f(x, y, u,p, q, s, t) = 0. 
We choose the characteristic vector fields (9.8), where m and n satisfy (9.10). Denote 
2 (af)
2 
of 6-=(n-m) = - -4-. 
8s at 
Using (9.16) from Mu =Mr= 0 follows 
1 ( on _ non) _ O 
(n-m) 3 at 8s - and 1 (am_ mom)_ O (n-m) 3 at 8s - . 
Adding and subtracting these equations , we get 
1 a 2 2 a --(n +m)--(n+m)=0 
2 8s at 
1a 2 2 a ) --(-n +m )- - (-n+m . = 0. 
2 8s at and 
Using (9.10), we obtain 
n2+m2= (8f)2 -28f 
8s at and - n
2 + m 2 = :~ (m - n). 
Upon substitution into (10.6) and a simplifyin g, we obtain 
86. = 0 
8s 
and 
of _!J__  af = 
0 






Next , we take derivatives of (10. 7) and (10.8) with respect to s and t. Eliminating ,c:, ~f ,c:, , ,c:, ~f , 
ututut utut8s 
an d ot::as, from these four equations, we obtain 
From (10.7) follows 
8f l 86. of 
8s8s8s 26. 8s 8s8s · 
8f = 0. 
8s8s8s 
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Hen ce f = as 2 + bs + c, where a, b, c are arbitrary functions of x, y , u ,p , q, t. Sub stituting into (10. 7) , 
we get 









- =ab . at 
a = 0, b = 2B , 
wher e A , B are arbitrary function s of x, y , u,p, q. We have 
f 
s2 + 2Bs 
=---+ c 
A-t 
Substituting (10.9) into (10.8) yields 











f = 2Bs + c, 
~=0. 
atat 
C = Ct+D, 
where C, D are arbitrary function s of x, y , u ,p, q. Subst itutin g into (10.9), we get 
s2 + 2B s + Ct+ D 
J=------
A-t 
which proves the claim . 
or f=2B s +Ct+D , 
(10.9) 
(iii)• (i) . An easy comput at ion using Map le proves th e claim . We pr esent a proof for qua si-linear 
equations 
r + (m + n)s + mnt + c = 0, 
wher e m , n, care functions of x, y , u ,p , q. Let 
X = Dx + niDy , and Y = Dx + mDy , 
be th e character ist ic vector fields. Using (9.11) , we get 
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1 (om om) . A= -- - -n- Y(q) + {funct10n of order S 1}. 
n-m oq op 
Hence 
1 (om om) . Ho= -- - - n- XY(q) + {function of order S 2}. 
n - m aq op 
But it is easy to see that XY(q) is of order S 2, and so Ho is of order S 2. The proof that Ko is of 
order S 2 is sim ilar. I 
Since the Monge-Ampere invari ants Ma and Mr are relative invariants under contact transfor-
mations, we hav e estab lished the following coro llary. 





The purpose of this chapter is to address the classical problem of th e exist ence of general and com-
plet e intermediate integrals for the second-order scalar hyp erbolic equations in th e plane. We derive 
necessary and sufficient cond ition s for an equation to admit a genera l or a comp lete intermediate 
int egral in terms of the generalized Laplac e invariants. 
Roughly speaking , a general interm ediate int egral of a second-ord er equation 
F( x, y , u ,p, q, r, s, t) = 0 (11.1) 
is a first-order equation 
J(x ,y,u,p ,q) = cp(I(x,y,u,p ,q)) (11.2) 
involving an arbitrary function cp, such that every solution of the equation (11.2) is a solution of th e 
equat ion (11.1). Taking th e first total derivativ es of (11.2) gives 
and eliminatin g cp' from these two equation s we obtain the equation 
(11.3) 
Lemma 11.1. Let I and J be first-ord er fun ctions. A .function f (x, y) is a solution to the Mong e-
A mp ere equation 
(11.4) 
if ancl only if it is a solution to the first-ord er equation 
1/;(I , J) = 0, (11.5) 
for som e function 1/; = 1/;(u,v), where fJ1/;/fJu -:j:. 0 or 81/;/av -:j:. 0. 
Proof. That the equation (11.4) is Monge-Ampere is imm ediate . 
Let f(x , y) be a solution to the equation (11.4). Denote by 
Equation ( 11.4) yields 
of of 
G(x , y) = I(x , y, f(x,y), ax (x, y), ay (x, y)) , 
of of 
H(x, y) = J(x, y, f(x , y), ax (x, y), ay (x, y)) , 
fJG fJF fJG fJF _ O 
ax ay - ay ax - , 
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that is, G and Hare functionally dependent. Thus there is a function 'lj;(u,v), with a'lj;/au-/= 0 or 
a'lj; / av -/= 0, such that 
'lj;(G(x, y), H( x, y)) = 0. 
Henc e for this 'I/; the function f is a solution of the equation (11.5). 
Conv ersely, taking the total derivatives of equation (11.5), we obtain 
a'lj; a'lj; 
au (I, J)D,J + av (I , J)D,:J = 0, 
Since a'lj;/au -/= 0 or 81j;/8v -/= 0, then we hav e (11.4). I 
Definition 11.2. We say that a second-order scalar partial differentia l equation in the plane R 
admits a general intermediate integral 
J = cp(I), 
if it is contact equivalent to the equation R' given by 
F(x,y,u,p ,q,r,s , t) = D,JDyJ - DyID,,J = 0 
for some functionally ind ependent functions I and J of order ~ 1. 
For instance , the equat ion 




is a general intermediate integral of the equation 
q(q + l)r - (1 + p + q + 2pq)s + p(p + l)t = 0. 
Let R be a sca lar second-order equat ion in the plane that admits a genera l int ermediate int egra l. 
We may assume that R is given by equat ion (11.6) for some functions I and J of ord er ~ 1, 
which as we pointed out is a Monge-Ampere equation . Next observe that I and J are functionally 
independent. Indeed if not, then there would exist a function <p such that J = <p(I) and so the left 
side of equation (11.6) would vanish identically, which would be a contradict ion. Compute 
aF al aJ al aJ ,:;- = -;;-Dyl+ -;_:,D,J - -;;-D,J - -;_:,Dyl, 
us uq · up up uq 
Thus 
on the equation manifold R, and so we conclude that the total vector field 
( 11. 7) 
is a characteristic vector field on R. It is immediate that 
Z(I) = Z(J) = 0. (11.8) 
Note that if Z is given by (11.7), then from (11.8) and Theorem 7.6 immediately follows that Z is 
a characteristic vector field. Also notice that the discriminant of (11.6) is given by 
We have proved the following. 
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Proposition 11.3. A second-order scalar hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plan e R 
that admits a general intermediate integral J = cp(I) is a Mong e-Ampere equation and I , J are both 
either X invariant or Y invariant functions. 
We will now prov e the converse of this proposition. 
Proposition 11.4. Let R be a second-order hyperbolic equation in the plane that admits two func-
tionally independent functions I and J of order ::; 1 that are both X invariant or Y invariant , that 
is 
X(I) = X(J) = 0 or Y(I) = Y(J) = 0. 
Then the equation 
J = cp(I) 
is a genera l intermediate integral of R. 
Proof. Without restrict ions assume X (I) = X ( J) = 0 and let 
as usu al. Th en 
on R 2 and so 
(11.9) 
on R 2 Since I and J are function ally ind epe nd ent , the equation (11.9) defines a 7-dim ensional 
manifold n' 2 such that R 2 C n' 2 . Since we are working locally, R 2 = n '2 and the theorem follows. 
I 
Summarizing the last two propositions we get 
Theorem 11.5. A second-order hyperbolic partial differential eqiwtion in the plan e R admits a 
general intermediate int egral 
J = cp(I) 
if and only if the functions I and J satisfy either 
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X(I) = X(J) = 0 OT Y(I) = Y(J) = 0. 
From Theorem 6.3 we obtain the following characterization. 
Corollary 11.6. A second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane n admits a 
general intermediate integral if and only if Ho =Mr= 0 or Ko = M
17 
= 0. 
Roughly speaking, a comp let e intermediate integral of a second-order equation 
F(x, y, u,p, q, r , s, t) = 0 (11.10) 
is a first-order equat ion 
V(x,y,u,p,q,a,b) = 0 (11.11) 
involving two arbitrary constants a and b, such that any solution of (11.11) is a solution of the 
equation (11.10). 
Definition 11. 7. We say that a sca lar second-order partial differential equation in the plane n 
admits a complete intermediate integral 
V(x,y,u,p,q,a) = b 
involving two arbitrary constants a and b, if 
aud if eliminating the constant a from the equations 
av av av av 
DxV= -+-p+-r+-s= 0 ax au op oq (11.12a) 
av av av av 
D V= -+-q+-s+-t=0 
y oy au op oq (11.12b) 
yields an equation which equat ion manifold R' is contact equivalent to n. 
Note that if the equation n admits a general int erme diat e integral J = cp(I), then it admits a 
comp lete intermediate integral, namely 
J =al+ b. 
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The rest of this chapter is devoted to the characterization of equations that admit a complete 
intermediate integral. We first prov e that if a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial differential 
equation in the plane R admits a complete intermediate integral, then there are three functionally 
independent functions of order :S: 2 that are all either X invariant or Y invariant. Next we prove 
th e converse. Namely, if there are three X functionally independent functions I , J, and K of order 
:S: 2, we prove that we can always choose these so that the relation 
K = Y(J) 
Y(I) 
is satisfied . Next we show that there exists a function V(x,y,u,p,q,a) such that 
J = V(x ,y, u ,p, q,J). 
We then show that the equation 
V(x ,y,u,p, q,a) = b 
is a comp lete interm ediate integral for R. 
Lemma 11.8. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erentia l equation in the plane. 
Let I and J be two X invariant functions such that Y(I) =/-0. Th en 
is an X invariant function. 
Proof. Since X(I) = X(J) = 0, then 
Hence 




By Lemma 8.6 the horizontal differential commutes with the projected Lie derivativ e and so we 
compute that the right side of ( 11.13) is 
X(KdHI) = X(K)dHI + KX(dHI) = X(K)Y(I)r + KdH(X(I)) = X(K)Y(I)r 
and the left side of ( 11.13) is 
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Thus 
X(K)Y(I)T = 0. 
since Y(I) -::j:. 0 it follows X(K) = 0. I 
Lemma 11.9. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane . 
Let I and J be two X invariant second-order functions on R 00 and let 
be a function such that 
Let 
V = V(x , y, u,p, q, a) 
J = V( x, y , u,p , q, I). 
Y(J) 
K = Y(I). 
The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) K is a fiinction of order ::; 2. 
(ii) [Y(V)](x,y , u ,p , q, I) =0 , where 
av av av av . av 
Y(V) = ax Y( x) + ay Y(y) + au Y(u) + op Y(p) + aq Y(q). 
If on e of th e conditions (i), (ii) is satisfied, th en 
av 
K= aa( x, y , u ,p , q, I). 
Proof. Assume that the equation manifold is given by equation 
r + f( x,y,u,p,q,s,t) = 0. 
Th e natural coordinates on R 00 are 







We choose the characteristic vector fields to be 
X =D x +mD y and Y = D., +nDy, 
where m, n are the two distinct roots of the characteristic equation 
>.2 _of>.+ of = o. 
8s ot 
From X(I) = X(J) = 0, we hav e 
D.,I = -mDyl and D.,J = -mDyJ 
and so 
(
of 81 ) . Y(I) = (n - m) 
08 
Uxyy + ot Uyyy + {funct10n of order~ 2}, 
(
{)J {)J ) . Y(J) = (n - m) 
08 
Uxyy + 8tuyyy + {function of order~ 2}. 
(i) • (ii). Assume that K is of order~ 2. From (11.22) we deduce 
Hence 
Y ( J) %f uxyy + %f,uyyy + { function of ord er ~ 2} 











Since I is of second order , either 81 jos =/= 0 or 81 jot=/= 0. First assume 81 jos =/= 0. From th e first 
equation in (11.23) and from the definition of K , we obtain 
Substituting for J from (11.14) into the above formula yields 
evaluated at (x, y, u,p, q,J). From here (ii) follows immediately. In the case 81 jot the proof is 
similar. 
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(ii) • (i). Applying Y to equation (11.14) we obtain 
8V 
Y(J) = [Y(V)](x,y ,u,p,q,J) + oa (x, y ,u,p,q, I)Y(I). 
Hence, by the assumption , 
8V 
Y(J) = oa (x ,y,u,p,q,J)Y(I). 
Thus 
Y(J) 8V 
K = Y(I) = oa (x , Y, u,p , q, I). 
is of second ord er. Thi s also prov es th e formula ( 11.17). I 
Assum e that th e scalar second-ord er hyp erboli c partial differential equation in the plan e R admits 
a compl et e int erm ediat e integral 
V( x, y ,u,p,q,a) = b. (11.24) 
Since a, V, 8V/8a ar e fun ctionally ind epend ent , th en Dx(8V/8a ) -=f O or Dy(8V/8a) -=f 0, 
(oth erwise 8V/ 8a = rp(a) for some fun ction rp). Hence 
:a(D xV) = Dx (~~) -=f 0 or a (av) oa (Dy V) = Dy oa -=f 0. 
Th erefor e, we can solve from on e of th e equation s 
DxV=0 or DyV = 0 (11.25) 
for a (recall that Dx V and Dy V are given by th e equation s (11.12 )) to obtain 
a= I (x, y,u,p,q,r , s, t). (11.26) 
Not e that I is a second-ord er fun ct ion , that is, depend s expli citly on r, s or t. Sub stitutin g (11.26) 
into th e other equation in (11.25) , we obtain th e equation R, that is, 
[DxV](x ,y ,u,p,q, I) = 0 and [Dy V](x, y, u,p, q,J) = 0, (11.27) 
on R , and substituting (11.25) into (11.24) we get 
b = V( x, y,u,p,q,J) = J(x ,y ,u,p, q, r, s, t) . (11.28) 
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Taking the total differentials of (11.28), we have 
D.,J = Dx(V( x, y, u,p , q,J)) and Dyl= Dy(V( x, y , u,p, q,J)). (11.29) 
Fi:om (11.27) and (11.29), we conclude that on R 00 , 
and 
8V 
Dyl= fJa (x , y , u,p, q,J)Dyl. 
Multiplying the first equation by Dyl and the second by Dxl and subtracting, we obtain 
(11.30) 
on R 00 • Consider the vector field 
on R 00 • By (11.30) 
X(I) = X(l) = 0. 
Since a and V are functionally independent and I is of second order, then l = V(x, y, u,p , q, I) 
and I are functionally independent on R. By Theorem 7.6 X is a characte rist ic vector field of the 
equat ion R. Let 
be a characteristic vector field of equation R that is, non-proportional to X. Then from (11.27) we 
deduce 
[Y(V) ](x,y,u ,p,q,I) = n,,[D,, V](x ,y,u,p ,q, I) + ny[DyV](x , y ,u,p, q,J) = 0. 
The cond ition (ii) of Lemma 11.9 is satisfied and so it follows 
Y(J) 
K = Y(I) 
is of order ~ 2. By Lemma 11.8, K is X invariant and again by Lemma 11.9 we conclude that 
8V 
K = aa (x,y,u,p,q,I). 
Since a, V, 8V / 8a are functionally indep end ent and J is of second order, th en 
I , J = V(x, y , u,p, q, I), 8V an d K = aa (x,y,u,p,q,I) 
are functionally ind epend ent on R 00 . We have prov ed th e following theorem . 
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Th eorem 11.10. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plane . 
If R admits a complete intermediate integral 
V( x, y ,u,p, q,a) = b, 
then there are three functionally ind ependent functions on R of order ::; 2. 
To prov e the converse, we start with th e following definition found in Olver [33] (page 138). 
Definition 11.11. Let R 00 be an infinitely prolonged equation manifold of th e equation (11.1). Let 
I and J be two kth-order functions on 7?00 • We say that functions I and J are strictly independent if 
I , J and all the coordinat e functions on 7?00 up to order (k -1 ) are functionally indep end ent. We say 
that functions I , and J are weakly depend ent if the functions I and J are not st rictly ind ep endent. 
Lemma 11.12. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plane. 
Let I and J be two X invariant second-order fun ctions. Then I and J are weakly dependent. 
Proof. Without the loss of generality assume that the equation manifold is given by (11.18). Th e 
natural coordinat es on R 00 are given by (11.19). We start with an observation that two kth-order 
fun ct ions 91 , 92 on R 00 are weakly dependent if and only if 
We choo se the characte rist ic vecto r fields (11.20). Compute 
where 
Thus 
Y(I) = auxyy + buy yy + {function of order::; 2}, 
Y (J ) = CUxyy + euyyy + {funct ion of order::; 2}, 
a = (- 8 f + n) 81 + 81 
OS OS at 
and 
and 
of a1 aJ e=---+n-. 
at as at 
a e -b c = (818J - 818J) (n2-ofn+ of) =0 





by (11.21) . From X(I) = X(J) = 0 we get 
D,J = -mDyI and DxJ = -mDyJ, (11.33) 
















ae-bc= (n-m) 2 (alaJ - alaJ). 
as at at as 
Comparing the equatio ns (11.32) and (11.34), we obtain 
aI aJ aI aJ _ 
0 as at - at as - ' 
and so the functions I and J are weakly dependent. 
(11.34) 
I 
Lemma 11.13. Let R be a sca lar second-order hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane. 
Let X and Y be the charact eristic vector fields and let I, Ii be two functionally in dependent X 
invariant second-order functions on R,00 • Let 
Y(Ii) 
12 = Y(I) 
be of order ~ 2. Then I , 11 and ]z are functionally independent X invariant functions. 
Proof. Let (x, y, u ,p, q, I , J), for some function J, be coord inat es on R 2 . With no loss of genera lity 
assume that 
dx I\ dy I\ du I\ dp I\ dq I\ dr I\ ds -:/= 0 
on R. By Lemma 11.8, ]z is an invariant function. By Lemma 11.12 J and 11 are weakly dependent, 
that is, there exists a function V such that 
11 = V(x, y, u ,p, q, I) . (11.35) 
By lemma 11.9 
and 
l _ 811 
2 - 81 
Applying X to the equat ion (11.35) we obtain 
X(x)°l1 + X(y)°l1 + X(u)°l1 + X(p)°l1 + X(q)°li = 0. 
fu ~ & ~ ~ 
From equat ions (11.36) and (11.37) we easily conclude 
If 
then from (11.38) we deduce 
811 811 8/i 811 - 0 
ox + P 8u + r op + 8 8q - ' 
8/i 811 811 8/i - 0 
8 +qa +sf} +ta - . y uu p q 
8/i 8/i 8/i 
-=-=-=0 , 




and so l and Ii are functionally dependent. Hence eith er 
Assume for instance that 
811 -/= 0 
8u 
or 811 -/= 0
op 
~; -/= 0. 
or 
Assum e that l , Ii, and 12 are functionally dep endent, that is, 







Equation (11.39) yields 
8Ii 811 8Ii 8Ii - 0 
ax 8I8p - op 8I8x -
811 811 8Ii 811 - 0 




Solving for 811 /a x from (11.38a) and substituting into (11.40a) and using (11.40b), we obtain 
811 [or 811 + 8s 811] = 0. 
op al op al aq 
By assumption 8li/ op =I-0, and so we conclude 
or 811 + 8s 8Ii = 0. 
al op al aq (11.41) 
If , inst ead of 8li/ op =/-0, we assume 8Ii / au =I-0 or 8li/ 8q =I-0, th en we aga in obtain the equa tion 






[V(x ,y,u,p,g ,J)] = 0. 
Since 
[
or 8s or 8s ] 
al aJ - aJ al dx I\ dy I\ du I\ dp I\ dq I\ dl I\ dJ = dx I\ dy I\ du I\ dp I\ dq I\ dr I\ ds =/-O, 
we conclude from (11.41) and (11.42) 
Substituting into (11.38), we deduce 
811 = 8Ii = 0. 
ap aq 
811 = 811 = 811 = 0. 
ax 8y au 
So I and 11 are functionally dependent. This is a contradict ion and so l , Ii and 12 are functionally 
independent. I 
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Lemma 11.14. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial differ ential equation in the plane 
that admits three functionally ind ependent X invariant functions of order 2 on R 00 . Then there are 
functionally ind epend ent X invariant fun ctions I , 11 , and lz on R,00 of order :S 2, suc h that 
I _ Y(I1) 
2 - Y(I) . 
Proof. Let I , Ii , and I2 be thr ee, second-order, functionally ind epende nt X invariant functions. Let 
(x , y, u,p, q, I , J) , for some function J, be coordinat es on R 2. By Lemma 11.12 , I , Ii and I, 12 are 
weakly dep end ent , th a t is, there are functions V and W such that 
11 = V(x , y , u,p , q,l) and lz = W(x, y, u,p, q,J). 
Assum e that 
I_ Y(li) 
3 - Y(I) and 
I _ Y(I2) 
4 
- Y(I) (11.43) 
are third-order function s. We r eadily obtain 
811 
Y(li) =Ji+ 81 Y(I) and 
812 
Y(I2) = h + 81 Y(I) , 





and f _ 8/z _ h 8Ii 4 
- 81 Ji 81 
are functions of ord er :S 2. By Lemma 11.11 14 is an X invariant function. By Theorem 6.3 
for some function f. Hence 
(11.44) 
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and it now easily follows that h = g(I, Ii ,l2) for some function g( x1, x2, X3 ). Since I4 is of order 3, 





Using equations (11.43), (11.44) , and (11.45) , we conclude 
and so 
l _ Y(ls) 
6 
- Y(I) 
is an X invariant function of order~ 2. Since g i 0, then from (11.45) we deduce 
(11.45) 
Therefore, I and I 5 are functionally independent. By Lemma 11.13 we conclude that I , Is, and h 
are functionally independent X invariant functions of order ~ 2. I 
Theorem 11.15. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial differential eq1iation in the plane. 
If there are three functionally independent functions of order ~ 2 on R 00 which all all either X 
invariant or Y invariant , then R admits a complete intermediate integral. 
Proof. Without restrictions assume that Ii , I 2 and I 3 are three functionally independent X invariant 
functions of order~ 2. By Theorem 6.3, Ho = 0. If one of the functions I , I 1 , or I2 is of order~ 1, then 
MT = 0 and so R admits a genera l intermediate integral and therefore also a comp lete int ermed iate 
integral. Assume now that I1, I2, and ls are second-order functions. By the previous lemma there 
are three functionally independent X invariant functions I , J, and Kon R 00 of order~ 2, such that 
Y(J) 
K = Y(I)' 
By Lemma 11.12 , I and J are weakly dependent, that is, there exists a function 
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V = V(x,y,u,p,q,a), 
such that 
J = V(x, y, u,p, q, I). (11.46) 
From Lemma 11.9 we deduce 
8V 
K= oa (x,y , u,p,q,I) (11.47) 
and that 
8V 8V 8V 8V 8V 
ax Y(x) + ay Y(y) + au Y(u) + op Y(p) + 8qY(q) = 0. (11.48) 
Applying X to the equation (11.46) and taking into account that X(I) = X(J) = 0, we obtain 
(11.49) 
From (11.48) and (11.49), we get 
[D,Y](x , y , u,p, q,J) = 0 and [DyV](x ,y , u,p,q , I) = 0 
on n=. Since I, J, and Kare functionally independent, then from (11.46) and (11.47) we conclude 
that a, V, and 8V/8a are as well functionally independent. This proves that V(x ,y ,u,p, q,a) =bis 
a complete intermediate integral of R. I 
Theorems 11.10 and 11.15 comb ine to establish 
Theorem 11.16. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plane. 
Then R admits a general intermediate integral if and only if there are three functionally independent 
X invariant functions of order ~ 2 on R =. 
From Theorem 6.3 we have the following characterization result. 
Theorem 11.17. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial differential equat'ion in the plane. 
Then R admits a complete intermediate integral if and only if H 0 = 0 or Ko = 0. 
Example 1. The Liouvill e equation 
admits neith er genera l nor comp lete intermediate integra ls since Ho = Ko = eu . 
Example 2. Consid er the Mong e-Ampere equat ion 
p
2
q(s 2 - rt)+ 2pqyr + (p2y + qx)s + xpt - xy = 0, 
with the character ist ic vector fields 
Since 
X = p(2y - qt) D x + (p2 S + X )D y, 
1 2 Ji = pq- 2Y , 
and 
and 
Y = q(2y - pt)Dx + p(qs + y)D y. 




are X invariant functions, th en (11.50) admits a genera l interm ediate int egra l 12 = v>(Ii), that is, 
where VJ is an arbitrary function of one variabl e. 
Exampl e 3. As our next exam ple, consider the equat ion 
rs-p=0 . 




It is easy to check that H 0 = 0 and Ko, K1 =/:-0, K 2 = 0 and M" = 0, Mr =/:-0. Th erefore, by 
Coro llary 11.6 and Th eorem 11.17 , the equation (11.51) admits a comp lete int erme diate integra l but 
not a genera l intermediate integral. Th e X invariant second-order functions are 
Ii= s- x, 
Noti ce that 
p 
I2 = y - -, 
s 
Y(I1) 











where a, bare arbitrary constants , is a complete int erm ediate integral of the equat ion (11.51). 
Example 4. The equat ion 
(sq - tp) 2 = (rt - s2 )(sp - rq) 
has a comp lete int ermed iat e integral 
u + ap + a2 q + b = 0, 
and the equation 
( 
pt - qr) 
2 
( qr - ps) 
2 
_ 1 x- --- + y--=-----=-~ -
rt - s2 rt - s2 
has a comp lete int ermed iate int egra l 
px + qy - 2u = p cos a + q sin a + b. 
For more examples of interm ediate integra ls, the reader is referred to Forsyth [23] or Goursat 
[26]. 
A classical problem in partial differential equat ions is to find methods that construct a genera l 
solu tion, that is, a solution involving arbitrary functions, from the knowledge of a solution that 
involves arb itrary constants and find criteria when these methods work. These problems were 
intensively studied by Lagrange, Bour, Charpit, and Ims chenets ky. The most well-known of these 
methods is the method of variations of constants developed by Lagrange and successfu lly app lied to 
first-order equations. In the case of partial differential equation of first order, WP. can always construct 
a genera l int egral, provided a comp lete integral is known. In the case of partial differential equat ions 
of second order, there are obstructions that will sometimes not allow to construct a general int egra l 
from the complete integral. See Forsyth [23], chapter XIX, for detailed discussion of th ese topics. 
§272 In [23] (§272) Forsyth presents the problem of constructing a general int ermediat e integral 
from a complete intermediate integral. The following result imm ediate ly follows from theorems 11.6 
and 11.17 , and formulas (9.24). 
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Theorem 11.18. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plan e 
that admits a complete intermediate integral. Then R admits a general int ermediate integral if and 
only if MT = Ma = 0. 
Th e characterization of Mong e-Ampere equations obtain ed in chapter 11 together with the theo-
rem 11.18 establish es the following fact. 
Proposition 11.19. Let R be a scalar second-order hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the 
plan e that admits a complete intermediate integral. Then R admits a general intermediate integral 
if and only if R is Mong e-Amp ere. 
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CHAPTER 12 
THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
To solve the inverse problem of the calculus of variations in the case of second-ord er sca lar partial 
differential equation in the plane 
F(x,y,u,p,q,r,s,t) = 0 (12.1) 
is to characte rize those equations for which there exists a nonzero first-order function m(x, y, u,p, q), 
called the variational multiplier and a second-order Lagran gian >. = L(x, y, u,p, q, r, s, t) dx /\ dy, 
such that 
m(x, y, u,p, q)F( x, y, u,p, q, r, s, t) 0 /\ dx /\ dy = E(L(x, y, u ,p, q, r, s, t)), 
where£(>.) is the E1tler-Lagrange form 
(12.2) 
(12.3) 
The formulation of the multiplier problem is easily extended to higher order equations or to systems 
of equations, in which case the multiplier becomes a matrix. The interest in the inverse problem of 
the calcu lus of variations was originated by Darboux [ 18] (§604, 605). Darboux showed that a sca lar 
second-order ordinary differential equation always arises from the variational principle. Indeed, if 
u" = F(x , u, u') 
is a second-order ODE the Helmholtz conditions for the operator 
T = m(u" - F) 
reduce to a sing le first-order partial differential equation for the multiplier m = m(x,u,u'). Such an 
equation has a general solution involving an arbitrary function of two variables. We conclude that a 
second-order scalar ordinary differential equation always admits infinitely many linearly independent 
Lagrangians (over the field of real numbers). Almost half a century lat er, Douglas published his 
accla im ed paper in which he studied a system of two second-order ordinary differential equat ions. 
Douglas applied the Helmholtz conditions to the system of two second-order operators and arrived 
at an overdetermined system of partial differential equat ions with the entr ies of the multipli er matrix 
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as unknowns. He analyzed the degree of generality of the solution space for this system using Janet-
Riquer theory and, unlike the sca lar case, discovered obstructions for the existence of a multiplier. 
He arrived at the conclusion that some systems do not admit multiplier, some admit a unique 
multiplier, some admit finitely many linearly ind ependent multipliers, and some admit infinitely 
many multipliers. Anderson and Duchamp [3] solved the inver se problem of the calcu lus of variations 
for second-or der scalar quasi-linear equat ions (in arbitrary ind ependent variables). They explicitly 
constructed certain one-form I; and showed that a second-order sca lar quasi-linear hyperbolic or 
elliptic equat ion is multiplier variational if and only if dHI; = 0. We remark here that for a second-
order scalar quasi-linear hyperbolic equation in the plane, the form I; pulled back on the equation 
manifo ld is essentia lly the form ECJ + AT studied in [8] (the precise relation will be given lat er in 
the text). Anderson and Thompson [9] studied the inverse problem of the calcu lus of variations 
for systems of ordinary differential equat ions. The authors rederived the necessary and sufficient 
conditions of Douglas for second-order equat ions an d extended them to systems of higher order using 
the methods of the variational bicomplex and then used the Cartan-Kahler theory to determine the 
degree of general ity of the Lagrangians. They showed that the existence of a multiplier was in direct 
correspondence with the existence of special cohomo logy classes arising in the variational bicomplex 
associated with the system of equations. They also proved that a system of ordinary differential 
equations of order higher than two will admit only finitely many linearly independent multipliers. 
The case of a scalar fourth-order ordinary differential equation was studied by M. Fels [ 21 ]. The 
author used the formulation of the inverse problem given by Anderson and Thompson and wrote 
down an invariant coframe for the problem obtained through the Cartan's equivalence method. He 
found two relative invariants whose vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for the fourth-
order scalar ODE to arise from a variational principle and also proved that the multiplier, if it exists, 
is unique. 
In our solution of the multiplier prob lem for second -ord er sca lar hyperbolic equations in the 
plane we first show, in the spir it of Anderson-Thompson [9], that the existence of the multiplier 
is equivalent to the existence of a certain cohomo logy class in the variational bicomplex associated 
with the equat ion . We also show that it is equival ent to the dH exactness of the form ECJ + AT, 
which was stud ied in the last chapt er of [7]. Next we show that the multiplier is uniqu e up to a 
multiplication by a constant, provided the multiplier exists. Using the structure equat ions for the 
Laplace-adapted coframe, we uncov er a single relative invariant whos e vanishing is a necessary and 
sufficient condit ion for the exist enc e of a multiplier. Namely, we prove that a second-order scalar 
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hyperbolic equation in the plane arises from the variational principle if and only if the first two 
Laplace invariants Ho and Ko are equal. 
We start with the following proposition. 
P roposition 12.1. If a second-order scalar partial differential equation in the plane admits a vari-
ational multiplier, then it is Monge-Ampere. 
Proof. Assume the equation 
F(x,y,u,p,q,r,s,t) =0 
admits a variational multiplier m = m(x, y, u,p, q). The Helmholtz conditions for T = mF are 
(12.4a) 
(12.4b) 
Expanding these equations, we get 
8T 38T (8T 18T) 18T 
arar U:,;:,;:,; + 2 aras U:,;:,;y + arat + 2 asas U:,;yy + 2 asat Uyyy + {function of order :S 2} = 0 
and 
1 aT ( 8T 1 8T ) 3 8T aT 
2 arar Uxxx + arat + 2 8s8s Uxxy + 2 8r8t U:,;yy + atat Uyyy + {function of order :S 2} = 0. 
Thus 
8T = 0 
arar 
and 8T = 0 
atat (12.5) 
and 
8T = 0 and 8T = 0 (12.6) aras asat 
and 
8T 1 8T 
(12. 7) -+--=0 arat 2 8s8s . 
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From (12.5) follows 
F = ert + ar + ct+ g, (12.8) 
where the functions a, c, e, g are functions of x, y, u,p, q, s only. From (12.6) we obtain 
ae = aa = ac = 0. 
as as as 
From (12.7) we conclude 
l ag 
e--- --
- 2 asos' 
that is, 
g = - es2 + bs + f , 
where b, f are functions of x, y, u , p , q, s only. Substituting for g into (12.8) yields that T is of 
Monge-Ampere type and henc e so is F. 
A generalization of the above result can be found in [ 1], sec 4.c. 
Let 
T = m(x , y , u,p , q) [e(s 2 - rt)+ ar + 2bs +ct+ d], 
I 
(12.9) 
where a, b, c, d , e are functions of x, y , u, p , q,bc a Monge-Amp ere operator with the unknown first-
order function m. We use the Helmholtz condit ions (12.4) for T to derive a system of equations for 
m. Expanding the Helmholtz conditions for T and the comparing the coefficients in the second order 
variables , we arrive at four ind ep endent condit ions, which when written in the matrix form , are 
where 
0 C) c·+ .... )(I 
C -b) -,;; ,, a, - a, 
e b dm de+ EJa 8b a dy _ dy 8q - 8p 
C 0 -d EJm - m _ db _ de + EJd 
b -d 
EJp dx dy 8q 
0 EJm _ da _ db + 8d 
EJq dx dy 8p 
d 8 8 
-=-+p-
dx ox au 
and 
d 8 a 
-=-+q-. 
dy By au 
(12.10) 
(12.11) 
Notice that the determinant of the matrix on the left side of the equation (12.10) is .0.2 where 
~ = b2 - ac + ed 
Assuming that the equation is hyperbolic yields 
and so the matrix 














we can rewrite the system (12.10) as a system of equations for M 
( ~i) = ~ (~d ~ ap ~ -a b 






de + 8b 8c ) -c dx aq - 8p 
de 8a 8b -b) dy + aq - ap 
-e - db - de + ad 
dx dy aq 
0 _da _db+ ad 





We will now interpret these equations in terms of the existence of a special H 1•2 ('R00 ) cohomology 
class that can be represented by a nonvanishing form having the structure 
(12.15) 
for some a E C
00 ('R00 ). It is easy to see that the form of type (12.15) cannot be dH exact unless 
a= 0. Denote 
Wo = 0 /\ ( CT /\ 6 - T /\ 171 ) • (12.16) 




Ao= Ea-+AT. (12.18) 
Let w = a wo and a -/= 0. Th e condition 
yields 




X(lna) = 2E and Y(lna) = 2A. (12.20) 
Note that we have just recovered the form Ao, which Anderson and Kamran introdu ced in [8]. 
From the equation (12.19) it is clear that the necessary cond ition for the existence of an H 1,2 (R=) 
cohomo logy class with a representative of type (12.15) is that Ao be dH exact. But one can easily 
see that this is also a sufficient condition. If A is dH exact, that is, if equation (12.19) holds for some 
a E c=(n=), then 
The existence of an H 1 ,2 (R=) cohomo logy class represented be a form of type (12.15) is a contact 
invariant condition. To see this , use the transformation laws for the Laplace-adapted coframe. Under 
the projected pullback by a contact transformation <I> : R --+ R' ( 4.33), the form w0 transforms 
according to 
This also proves that Ao =Ea-+ AT being dH exact, is a contact invariant condition. Another way 
to see this is to invest igate the transformation law of Ao und er the projected pullback by a classical 
contact transformation ( 4.33) 
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q,#(A~) = q,#(E'cr' + A'-r') = Ecr + A-r + -dn(lnl) = Ao - dn(lnl). (12.21) 
We now choose the characteristic vector fields and the coframe as in the Remark 4.3, with m and n 
being second-order functions. Assuming that the equat ion is Monge-Ampere, formulas (9.23) yield 
that A and E are of second-order. Thus Ao is dn exact if there exists a function g such that 
X(g) = E and Y(g) = A. (12.22) 
Since the functions A and E are of order ~ 2, it is easy to conclude that g must be of order ~ 1. 
Expanding these equations and equating the coefficients of the second-order variables, we obtain 
(
!!:E_) dx -d 0 * 1 0 d ~ = 2~ (-a b 
£fl -b C 
8q 






de + 8b _ 8e ) d (I A) -c dx 8q 8p dx nu 
-b de+ aa _ 8b l .!!:....(ln~) 
dy 8q 8p dx -e) _db - de+ 8d + 4 (..£..(In~))' 
dx dy 8q 8p 0 _ da _ db + 8d ..£.. (ln ~) 
dx dy 8p 8q 
- 1 
g = 2g- -ln~. 
2 
Then the system (12.23) can be written as 
( 
~) (-d 0 dy l O d
<!.fl. = ~ -a b 
8p 






de + 8b 8 e ) -c) dx 8q - 8p 
b d e + 8a _ 8b 
- dy 8q 8p 
-e _ db _ de + 8d · 
dx dy 8q 
Q _ da _ db+ 8d 




Since the systems (12.14) and (12.25) are identical , we conclude that a Monge-Ampere equation is 
multiplier variational if and only if the form Ao = Ecr + A-r is dn exact. The Helmholtz conditions 
for the multiplier can be rewritten as 
X ( ~ In m + i In~) = E and (12.26) 
From these equations it is apparent that the multiplier is unique up to a multiplication by a constant. 
Summarizing, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 12.2. The following three statements are equivalent. 
(i) A hyperbolic equation R admits a variational multiplier. 
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(ii) The form >.0 = Eer + AT is dH exact. 
(iii) There is a nontrivial cohomology class in H 1•2 (R 00 ) that can be represented by a form of type 
a 0 I\ ( er I\ 6 - T I\ 1Ji), 
for some a E C00 (R 00 ). 
Mor eover, if the multiplier exist, then it is uniquely determined up to a multiplication by a constant. 
Note also that (ii) or (iii) imply that (i) is a contact invariant condition. We remark that the 
form E constructed by Anderson and Duchamp [3] in the case of a second-order scalar quasi-linear 
hyperbolic equation in the plane becomes 
wh en pulled back to the equation manifold R 00 • 
Since 
ds(>-o) = ds(Eer +AT)= [X(A) - Y(E)- PE- QA] er I\ T = (Ho - Ko) er I\ T, 
we hav e proved the following theorem. 
Proposition 12.3. If a hyperbolic eqtLation R admits a variational multiplier , then it is Monge-
Ampere and Ho = Ko. 
To prove th e converse we will need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 12.4. Let R be a scalar hyperbolic eqtLation R in the plane and let w E n°,"(R 00 ) . If 
dHw = 0, then w = 0 for s ~ l. 
Proof. Let X and Y be the characteristic vector fields for R. Since 
dsw = er I\ X(w) +TI\ Y(w) 
then 
X(w) = 0 and Y(w) = 0 
so that w is both X and Y invariant. By Proposition 4.8 w = 0. I 
We will need the full structure equations for er, 0, T, 6, and 771 . Using the d H structure equations 
and Propositions 4.3 and 4.5, we obtain the following. 
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Lemma 12.5. The forms O', 0 = du - p xd - q dy, r, 6, and T/1- satisfy th e following structure 
equations. 
dO' = -P O' I\ T + O' I\ µ 1 +TI\ a , dr = -Q O' I\ T + O' I\ /3 + T I\ µ2 
d0 = dH0 = (J' I\ (6 - E0) +TI\ (TJ1 -A0), 
+ (dvE - Eµ1 - A/3) I\ 0, 





Theorem 12.6. A hyperbolic analytic equation R with Ho = Ko is Monge-Ampere and admits a 
variationa l multip lier. 
Proof. Assume 
Ho= Ko. 
From formulas (9.24) we deduce that M" = M 7 = 0. The equation R is Monge-Ampere and so by 
form ulas (9.23), A and E are functions of ord er -:; 2. Thus 
d11(EO' +Ar)= (J' I\ (A/3 + Eµ1 - dvE) + r I\ (Ea+ Aµ2 - dvA) 
= O' I\ (a10 + a2~1 + a3T)1 + a46 + a5TJ2) +TI\ (a50 + a16 + asT/1 + ag6 + a10TJ2) 
for some functions a 1 , ... , a 1o. Using the clH structure equations , we obtain 
mod { 0, 6, TJd 
and so 
for some functions c1 , . .. , c8 . Taking the horizontal differentia l of the left side of the equat ion (12.28) 
yie lds 
dH[dv(E(l + Ar) - dH(a46 + a101J1)] = -dvdH(E(l + Ar) - dHdH(a46 + a101J1) 
- dv[(Ho - Ko) (l I\ r] = 0. 
Hence taking the horizontal differential of th e equation (12.28), one gets 
and so 
C4 = Cg= 0. 
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With this in mind , we aga in take the hori zontal differential of the equation (12 .28) to obtain 
mod { 0, 6, 17i} 
and so 
We conclude that 
(12 .29) 
Recall that wo is given by th e equati on (12.16) , nam ely, 
wa = 0 I\ ( (l I\ 6 - r I\ 1]1) . (12.30) 




By Th eorem 10.3 R is given by a quasi-linear equat ion and so, by (9 .16), b2 = d2 = 0. Taking th e 
exterior differential of (12.31) yields 
d>.l\wo =0. (12.33) 
Substituting from (12.30) , (12.32) , and (12.29) into (12.33) , we obtain 





>. = >. - c20 = E(J + AT - a4~ 1 - a10'1]1 - Cz0. 
Using equat ions (12.29) and (12.34), we compute 
for some functions cg and c 10 . Taking the horizontal differential of the last equation, we deduce that 
(J AT A (c9171 -c 1o6) = 0 mod {0} 
and so 
Cg= C10 = 0. 
Finally , we conclude 
(12.35) 
We already kn ew that 
(12.36) 
Using (12.35), we obtain 
By lemma 12.4 
dv(a46 + a10'1]1 + c28) = 0. ( 12.37) 
From (12.35), (12.36), and (12.37) follows 
d). = dH(E(J +AT)+ dv(E(J + AT) 
- dH(a - 46 + a10'1]1 + c28) - dv(a46 + a10171 + c20) = 0. 
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By Poincare Lemma there exists a function g E C 00 (R 00 ) such that 
dg = A, 
but this impli es 
Th e statement now follows from Theorem 12.2. I 
We have th e following result. 
Corollary 12. 7. A second-order scalar hyperbolic equation R in the plan e admits a variational 
multipli er if and only if Ho = Ko. Mor eover, if dH(g) = EO' + AT, then the variational multiplier 
m( x ,y,u ,p,q) is giv en by 
ezg 
m = .JE_' 
Not e that the second statement follows imm ediat ely from (12.26). 
We now develop anoth er crit erion for the equation to be variational in term s of a normal form of 
the univ ersal linearization . 
Let R 00 b e the infinit ely prolong ed equation manifo ld of a second-order hyp erboli c sca lar partial 
differential equ at ion in th e plane 
F (x, y ,u, p , q,r,s, t) = 0. 
Consid er a total differential op era tor F : n° ,•(R 00 ) -+ n° ,•(R 00 ) . Th e adjoint operator F * is, by 
definition , th e uniqu e total differential op era tor 
such that for every p E n° ,•(R 00 ) and every w E QO,s' (R00 ) 
[p I\ F(w) - F *(w) I\ p] I\ O' I\ T = dH, 
for some I E Q1,•+•' (R 00 ). 
The following proposition was proved in [7]. 
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Proposition 12.8. For a second-ord er scalar hyperbolic equation R in th e plan e with chara ct eristic 
vector fields X and Y we consider the second-order total differential operator 
F(w) = XY(w) + AX(w) + BY(w) + Cw . (12.38) 
The adjoint of the operator (12 .38) is a second-order total differential operator 
F*(w) = XY(w) + A* X(w) + B*Y(w) + C*w, (12 .39) 
where 
A*= -A, B* = -B-2Q , and 
c• = C - X(A) - Y(E) - AB - E(A - P). 
We call the operator F self-adjoint if F = F* . It is immediate that the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the operator (12.38) to be self-adjoint are 
A=O and E= 0. (12.40) 
Conditions (12.40) imply that Ho= Ko , that is, if Fis self-adjoint , then the equation R is multiplier 
variational. 
Theorem 12.9. Let R be a second-order scalar hyp erbolic equation in the plane. Th en R is multi-
plier variational if and only if there exist Laplace-adapt ed co fram e ( u' , r' , 0' , (~, 17~, . .. ) on R 00 such 
that the operator 
F'(w) = X'Y'(w) + A'X'(w) + B'Y'(w) + C'w. 
is self-adjoint. 
Proof. Let (u, r , 0 , ( 1 ,771 , . .. ) be a Laplace-adapted coframe on R 00 . Assume that R is multiplier 
variational. Th en Ho= K 0 . This condition is equival ent to the existence of a function/ such that 
Y(ln I)= A and X(ln I)= E. 
The equation R is Monge-Ampere and so by formulas (9.23) A and E are functions of order :S 2 
and therefore I is of order :S 1. Set 
0' = 10. 
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Now cons ider the Lapla ce-adapt ed coframe ( a-, T, 0' , ~~ , 'I}~, ... ) Using the formulas ( 4.41) we conclude 
that 
A'= E' = 0. 
and so the operator :F' is self-adjoint. 
The converse is immediat e. I 
Corollary 12.10. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in the plane. If R is multiplier 
variational, then the universal linearization of R can be written as 
XY(0) - QY(0) + C0 = 0 and YX(0) + PX(0) + C0 = o. 
Proof. By the previous theorem, we know that there is a Laplace-adapted coframe (a-, T , 0 , ~ -
1, 171, . . . ) such that A = E = 0. Hence the universal linearization of R can be written as 
XY(0) + BY (0) + C0 = 0 and YX(0) + DX(0 ) + C0 = 0. 
Since 
XY(0)- YX(0) = PX(0) + QY(0), 
it is easy to conclude that 
B=-Q and D=P . 
I 
We remark here that a function p on 1?00 is a charact er isti c of a generalized symmetry for the 
equation R if and only if 
:F(p) = 0, 
where :F is given by the equation (12.38). Next recall the structure theorem for the type (1, s ), 
s ~ l , conse rvation laws of Anderson and Kamran [BJ. 
Theorem 12.11. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in the plane. Let s ~ l and 
let w E n1,s(n 00 ) be a dH closed form. Then there are contact forms 
such that w is given by 
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where the map 
is defined by 
1 1 
'lj;(w) = -a-[0 I\ (X(w) - Ew) - 6 I\ w] + -T[0 I\ (-Y(w) +Aw)+ 'f/1 I\ w] 
2 2 
and p satisfies the adjoint equation 
:F*(p) = XY(p) + A *X(p) + B *Y(p) + C*p. 
Wh ens = 1, th e function p and the type (0, 1) form I are unique. 
From Theor em 12.9 and 12.11 we easily deduce the following theorem. 
Theorem 12.12. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic equation in the plane, which is multiplier 
variational. Th en there is a one-to-one correspondence betw een the genera lized symmetries of R and 
the nontrivial cohomology classes H 1•1 (R 00 ). 
Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic equat ion in the plane given by 
F(x , y ,u,p,q,r,s, t) = 0. 
After solving the variational multiplier probl em, a natural question to ask is whet her there is a 
second-o rd er linear differential operator .C = aDx + bDy + c, where a, b, and c are function s of order 
:-::; 3 such that 
.C(F) 01\ dx I\ dy = £(.\) , (12.41) 
for some Lagrangian .\. Here£( .\) is the Euler-Lagrange form. Using the geomet ric version of the 
first variational formula 
for some form 'r/, and the "snak e lemma" ( see [ 1] or [ 9] for details), we deduce that if there is a 
second-order linear differential operator .C = aDx + bDy + c, where a, b, and c are functions of order 
:-::; 3 such that (12.41) is satisfied, then there is a dH closed form w E D1•2 (R 00 ) having the structure 
w = a 1 (a- I\ 6 I\ 6 - KoT I\ 6 I\ 0) + a2 (a- I\ 6 I\ 0 -TI\ 'r/1 I\ 0) 
+ a3 ( - Hoa- I\ 'f/1 I\ 0 + T I\ 'f/i I\ 'f/2) 
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Assuming Ho =/= 0 and Ko =/= 0, we conclude that the necessary conditions for the existence of a 
nontrivial form w satisfying (12.42) and (12.43) are 
where 
ls= Y(J4) + (2(A- P) - 3Y(lnH 0 ))I 4 + a 12 , 












a 1 = -2Ho(A- P - Y(lnHo)) , 
a2 = 2K 0 (E + Q - X(lnKo)), 
a3 = 2(Ho + X(P) - AE - PQ + C), 
a4 = 2(Ko - Y(Q) - AE- PQ + C), 
1 
a 6 = -((2A- P)a 1 - Y(ai)), 
Ho 
Ko 
a7 = -(4E+3Q-3X(lnK 0 )) , Ho 
as = 4A- 3P - 3Y(ln Ho), 
a 10 = 4H0 + 3X(P) - 3PQ- 4AE + 4C, 
1 
au = -(2Eas - X(as)), 
I2 
Ko 
a 14 = 6E + 3Q - 3X(ln Ko) - X(ln Ho). 
Let <I> : R 00 -+ n'oo be a classical invertible contact transformation , thus 
<I>*(X') = rnX, <I>*(Y') = nY, and <I>*(0') = l0, 
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for some second-order functions m, n and a first-order function l. Then the transformation laws for 
J1, ... J6 are 
<I>*(J~) = rnnJ3, 
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A detailed discussion of equations with Ho = 0 or Ko = 0, that is, equations that adm it a 
complete intermediate integral, was given in chapter 11. We will therefore mainly focus on the 
cases where Ho =I-0 and Ko =I-0. We invariantly characterize !-Gordon equat ions and some of 
their subclasses. We prove structure theorems for !-Gordon equations which satisfy the relation 
aHo = bKo where a and b are constants . Results of this chapter includ e characterizat ions of wave, 
Liouville, Klein-Gordon, and Euler-Poisson equations . 
Recall that a second-order sca lar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane is called 
f- Gordon if it can be written in the form 
s + f(x, y, u,p , q) = 0. (13.1) 
Lemma 13.1. Let R be a second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential eq1iation in the plane. 
Let l and J be two non-constant functions of order ~ l such that 
X(l) = 0 and Y(J) = 0. 
Th en the Poisson bracket 
[l, J] = 0. 
Proof. By definition (2.6) the Poisson bracket is 
where 
By definition we have 
where 
[l J] = dl 8J _ dJ 81 + dl 81 _ dJ 81 
' dx op dx op dy oq dy oq ' 
d a a 
-=-+p-
dx ox ou 
and 
and 
d a a - = -+q-. 




Using (13.3) we deduce 
[I J] _ dl fJJ _ dJ ol + dl f)J _ dJ ol 
' - dx op dx op dy oq dy oq 
By Theorem 7.4 
and so by Theorem 10.4 Risa Monge-Ampere equation. We need to show that for Monge-Ampere 
equations 
f)J f)J 
n,, oq - ny op = 0 and 
We will prove the above equations are satisfied for quasi-linear equations. The computations for 
generic Monge-Ampere equations are similar, but more complicated. Assume that R is given by a 
quasi-linear equation 
r + (rn + n)s + rnnt + f = 0, (13.4) 
wh ere m , n, and f are functions of x, y , u ,p, q only and since R is hyperbolic m =j. n. Notice that 
now we have m,, = 1, rny = rn, n,, = 1 and ny = n . Expanding X(I) = 0, we obtain 
ol (of ol) ol dl dl 
-r + - + rn- s + rn- + - + rn- = 0. 
op oq ap aq ax ay (13.5) 
Solving for r from equation (13.4) and substituting into (13.5) , we easily conclude 
f)J f)J 
-- n -=0. 
aq ap 
Similarly from Y(I) = 0 we deduce 
I 
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Lemma 13.2. Let <p = <p(x, y , u , ux , uy) and 'ljJ = '!/J(x,y,u,ux,uy) be two independent functions of 
order :S 1 such that 
[<p,VJ] = o. 
Then there exists a function <p = ¢(x, y , u, ux, uy) such that 
[<p,¢] = 0 and ['!/J,¢] = 0. 
Proof. Define two vector fields A, B on J1 (E) by 
A(!) = [f , <p] and B(f) = [! , 7J,]  
for an arbitrary first-order function f . In coordinat es 
a<p a a<p a ( a<p a<p) fJ d<p fJ d<p fJ and 
A = op ax + aq ay + p op + q aq au - dx op - dy aq 
A straightforward but lengthy computation, using [<p, '!/J] = 0, shows 
[A,B] = ::B-!~A. 
By Frobenius theorem there are three functionally independent functions of order :S 1 that solve the 
system of first-order partial differential equations 
A(!)= 0 and B(f) = 0. (13.6) 
Obviously <p and 'lj; are two functionally independent solution s of (13.6). Denote by ¢(x, y , u , Ux, uy) 
a soluti on of (13.6) such that <p, 'lj;, and ¢ are functionally independent. This ends the proof of the 
statement. I 
In th e view of Theorem 2.12 we eas ily deduce that we are free to specify eit her x(x, y , u , ux , Uy) or 
y(x,y,u,ux,uy) or il(x,y , u ,ux , uy) and we can always find th e rema ining two functions to construct 
a cont act transformation. 
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Theorem 13.3. A second-order scalar hyperbolic partial diff erential equation in the plane R is 
contact equivalent to an /-Gordon equation if and only if there exists at least one X invariant non-
cons tant function of order ~ l ancl if there exis ts at least one Y invariant non-constant fimction of 
order ~ l , that is, if 
and dim(Cf
00
\ Y))?: 1. (13. 7) 
Proof. Let R an !-Gordon equation (13.1). Th en the characteristic vector fields are Dx, Dy , and 
so y is a Dx invariant function and x is a Dy invariant function. 
To prov e th e converse, ass um e that th e condition ( 13. 7) is sat isfied. Let I and J be the first-order 
non-constant first int egra ls of C1 (X) and C 1 (Y) , that is, 
X (I) = 0 and X(J) = 0. 
By Lem ma 13. l it follows 
[I,J ] = 0. 
I and J are functionally ind epend ent. Ind eed, if J = cp(I) for some fun ct ion cp, then from X(I) = 0 
and X(J) = 0 we imm ediately conclud e that I is a const ant, which is a contra.dict ion. Thus usin g 
Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 13.2, we concl ud e that there exists a fun ctio n K of orde r :S 1 such that 
X = J, y = I , u = K 
defines a classical contact transformation <I> : R 00 -+ R 00 for which 
X = J, y = I and u=K. 
By Proposition 4. 7 
X(y) = 0 and Y(x) = 0. 
an d consequently 
X=aDx and Y = bDy, 
for some nonvanishing functions a and b. So in th e new coordinates R be given by 
F(x,y , u ,p , q, r ,s, t) = 0. (13.8) 
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Ftom the characteristic equation 
we conclude 
hence oF/os =/-0, and so, due to implicit function theorem, we can resolve the equation (13.8) for 
s and conclude that R' is an equation manifold of 
s + f( x, y, 'U,p, q) = 0, 
for some function f. I 
The problem of characterizing !-Gordon equations is now transformed to th e probl em of charac-
terizing the dimensions of the maximal integrabl e subsystems of the characteristic Pfaffian systems 
C1 (X) and C1 (Y). But we have already done this in chapters 6 and 7. From Theor em 7.4 immediately 
follows our next result. 
Th eorem 13.4. Let R be a scalar second-order hyp erbolic equation in th e plan e. Th en R is contact 
equivalent to f- Gordon equation if and only if Mu = MT = 0 and the following two conditions are 
satisfied. 
(i) Ho = 0 or F2 = 0 and 
(ii) Ko = 0 or G2 = 0. 
REMARK 13.5 From th e Rem ark 7.5 we conclude th a t if H1 =MT= 0 and K 1 =Mu= 0, then R 
is conta ct equiva lent to !-Gordon equation. 
The characterization of the wave equation follows. 
Theorem 13.6. A second -order sca lar hyp erbolic partial differ ential equation in the plane R is 
contact equivalent to the wave equation s = 0 if and only if H 0 = Ko = 0. 
Proof. It is imm ediate that for the wave equation Ho = K 0 = 0. 
We now prove the converse. Assume Ho = Ko = 0. By formulas (9.24) Mu =MT= 0 and so by 
13.4 the equation is contact equ ivalent to the !-Gordon equat ion 
s + f (x, y, 'U,p, q) = 0. (13.9) 
We have 
of of of of of of of 
Ho= --r+ --+--p- --f +-- - - = 0, 
opop oxop ouop opoq op oq OU 
of of of of of of of 
Ko= --t+--+--q- --f +-- - - = 0. 
oqoq oyoq ouoq opoq op oq OU 
Fi:om the last two equations follows 
~ =0 and 
opop 
that is, the equation (13.9) is of the form 
of 
oqoq = o, 
s + g(x , y, u)pq + a(x , y, u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0. 
Consider the point transformation 
x = x, f; = Y, and u=u(x,y,u), 




and wher e G satisfies 
aG 
OU= g. 
Th e equation (13.11) is transformed into equation of the form 
s + a(x , y, u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0. 
We now compute 
ob oa ac 
Ho= --q + - - - +ab= 0 
au OX au and 
oa ob ac 
Ko= --p + - - - +ab= 0 




















Under the point transformation 
x = x, 'f} = Y, and 
the equat ion (13 .13) is transformed into an equation of the form 
s + c(x,y,u) = 0. (13. 14) 
Since 
8c 
au= -Ho= 0, 
then c = c(x, y). The point transformation 
x = x, 'f} = Y, and u =u+ C, 




carries ( 13.14) into the wave equation. I 
From the last Corollary and from Theorem 6.3 eas ily follows Lie's Theorem. 
Corollary 13. 7. A second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane that is, 
contact equivalent to the wave equation s = 0 if and only if there are two independent X invariant 
functions and two independent Y invariant functions of order at most one. 
Theorem 13.8. Let R be contact equivalent to an /-Gordon equation with Ho -:p O and K
0 
-:p 0. 
Then R is contact equivalent to an equation of type 
s + a(x, y, u)p + b(x, y , u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0, (13.15) 
if and only if Ko is of order ::;:; 1. 
Ho 
Proof. Note that according to the transformation rules ( 4.34) the function K O/ Ho is an abso lute 
invariant for the group of the classica l contact transformations. 
An easy computation shows that K 0 /H 0 for an equation of type (13.15) is a function of ord er 
We now prove the converse. Considering th e /-Gordon equation 
s+f(x ,y,u,p,q) =0 
we arrive at 
of of of of of of of Ho= --r+-- +--p- --f +--- - - , opop oxop ouop opoq op oq OU 
of of of of of af of Ko= --t+--+--q- --f +-- - -. 
oqoq oyoq ouoq opoq op oq ou 
Using H 0 / Ko is of order :S 1, we deduce 
_!_j_ = 0 
opop 
and consequently (13.16) is of th e form 
and 
of 
oqoq = o, 
s + f(x , y, u,p, q) = g(x, y, u)pq + a(x, y, u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0. 
Consider the point transformation 
x = x, fj = Y, and u = u(x, y, u), 














The contact transformation (13.20) , (13.21) transforms the equ at ion (13.16) into th e equation of the 
of type (13.15). I 




wher e a and b are constants . Notice that if a second-order hyperboli c equation in the plane R 
satisfies aH 0 = bK 0 , then the formulas (9.24) and the results of chapt er 10 easi ly imply that R is 
Monge-Ampere. We will start with the case when Ho = K 0 . 
Theorem 13.9. Let R be contact equivalent to an /-Gordon equation. Then R is contact equivalent 
to an equation of type 
s + c(x,y,u)=O, (13.22) 
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if and only if Ho = Ko. 
Proof. Assume that th e equation is of type (13.22). Then H0 = K 0 follows by an easy computat ion . 
We now prove the converse. Let R be an /-Gordon equat ion with Ho = K 0 . 
If Ho = Ko = 0, then the equation is contact equivalent to the wave equation and the statement 
follows. 
Assume Ho ¥ 0. Then by the previous theorem R is given by 
s + a(x, y, u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0, 
for some functions a, b, and c. Computing H0 , and K 0 we obtain 
ab aa ac aa ab ac 
Ho = - -q + - - - + ab = - -p + - - - + ab = Ko , 
au ax au au ay au 
which implies 
aa = ab= O 
au au 
aa ab 
ax - ay· 
and 




Under the point transformation 
x = x, y = Y, 
the equation (13 .23) becomes of type (13.22). 
and 
and 
acp = b. 
ax 
u = e'Pu, 
(13.23) 
I 
Theorems 13.9 and Corollary 12. 7 yield the classification result for /-Gordon variational equatio ns. 
Theorem 13.10. Let R be contact eq1tivalent to an /-Gordon equation. Then the following state-
ments are equivalent. 
(i) R is multiplier variational. 
(ii) R is contact equivalent to an equation of type s + c(x,y,u) = 0. 
(iii) Ho = Ko. 
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Theorem 13.11. Let R be contact equivalent to an /-Gordon equation. If R satisfies the condition 
Ho = kK 0 , for some real number k, k-/ l, then R is contact equiva lent to the lin ear equation of the 
form 
s + a(x, y)p + b(x, y)q + c(x, y)u = 0, (13.24) 
where 
1 8a ob 
c = --[- -k-] +ab. 
1- k ax ay (13.25) 
Proof. Let Ho = kK 0 . If k = 0, then R is contact equiva lent to the wave equation. If k -:f 0, then 
by Theorem 13.8 R is contact equivalent to the equation of the form 
s + a(x, y , u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y , u) = 0. 
Computing Ho and Ko, we obtain 
ab 8a ac aa ab ac 
Ho =--q+- - -;:--+ab= k[--p+- - -+ab]= kK 0 , a·u ax du au ay au 
from which we deduce 
aa = ab = O, 
au au 
that is, a= a(x, y) , b = b(x , y) 
and 
aa ab ac 
- - k- = (1- k)(- - ab). 
ax ay au 




Since k -:f 1 then c = gu + h for some functions g = g(x, y) and h = h(x, y). Hence R can be written 
in th e form 
s + a(x, y)p + b(x, y)q + g(x , y)u + h(x , y) = 0. (13.26) 
Let <p = cp(x,y) be any solution to (13.26). Then the transformation il = u - cp(x,y) carr ies the 
equation (13.26) into a linear equat ion of the form (13.24). The equation (13.25) follows imm ediate ly 
from the condition Ho = kK 0 . I 
Theorem 13.11 and the classification theorem for linear equations [34] (page 112), comb ine to 
establish the following result. 
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where a, b are constants and c = a+ b - 2 -=j:. 0, then R is contact equiva len t to the Euler-Poisson 
equation 
2 2a 4a 
s + ---p + -,---,- q + ---- u = 0. 
c(x + y) c(x + y) c2(x + y)2 
Next we characterize the Klein-Gordon and Liouvill e equat ions. 
Theorem 13.13. Let R be con tact equival ent to an !-Gordon equat ion . Th en R ·is contact equiv-
alent to th e Kl ein -Gordon equat ion s = u if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) Ho = Ko -=j:. 0 and 
(ii) Ho= H1. 
Proof. Let R be Klein-Gordon . Th en the condition s ( i) and ( ii) are satisfied. 
Conversely, let (i) and (ii) be satisfied for an !-Gordon equat ion R . Using (i), we conclud e from 
Theorem 13.9 that R is given by 
s+c(x,y,u) = 0. 
I . . d. l H ac U . Tl l t 1s 1mme iate t 1at O = - au. smg 1eorem 9.4, we 1ave 
H1 = 2Ho - Ko - D xDy(lnHo) . 
From the highest order coefficients of Ho = Ko , we deduce 
ac ac ac )2 
au auauau - ( auau = o. 
Integrating this equat ion , we obtain 
or 
1 
C =:i: - eau+b + g, 
a 
where 
c =:i: e0 u + b, 






where a, b, g are arbitrary functions of x and y only. Note that c = c(x, y) is also a solution to (13 .29) 
but it yields Ho = Ko = 0, which contradicts (i) . First assume that c is given by (13.29). Then 
H, K - au+b o = o = + e 
and so using (13.27) we arr ive at 
From H 1 = Ho we obtain 
aa aa aa ab 
H1 = --p- -q- --u+ag- -- · 




and aa _ O ay - , 
and so a is a constant. Consequently, 
ab - H - H, - - au+b ag - axay - 1 - O -+ e . 
Differentiating the last equation with respect to u yields a = 0, which contradicts the assumption. 
Next assume that c is given by (13.30). Then 
and so using (13.27) we obtain 
Ho=+ ea 
H - a aa 1 =+ e -~-uxuy 
aa 
from H 1 = H 0 we conclude axay = 0, that is, 
a= ~(x) + TJ(Y), 
where ~ and 17 are arbitrary functions of its variables. Denote 
f(x) =~ e~(x), and g(y) = e?J(x) . 
We conclude that n is given by the equat ion 
s+f(x)g(y)u+b(x,y) =0. (13.31) 
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Consider a point transformation 
x = F(x), y = G(y), and fl= u, 
where F'(x) = f(x) and G'(y) = g(y). The equation (13.31) is transformed into 
s +fl+ b(x, y) = o. (13.32) 
Finally , consider a point transformation 
X = -X , y = fi, and u = fl- cp(x,y), 
where cp satisfies the differential equation (13.32) This transformation carries (13.32) into s = u. I 
Theorem 13.14. A second-order scalar hyperbolic partial differential equation in the plane R is 
2u 
contact equivalent to the Liouville equation s = eu or to the linear equation s = ( )
2 
if and only 
x+y 
if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) M" = MT = 0 and 
(ii) Ho = Ko =/-0 and 
(iii} H 1 = 0. 
Proof. If R is the Liou ville equation or the linear equation , the verification of the conditions ( i)-( iii) 
is straightforward . 
We now prove the converse. Let R be the equation manifold and let (i), (ii), and (iii) be satisfied. 
Using Theorem 9.4, we easily deduce that K 1 = 0 and so from Remark 13.5 we conclude that R is 
contact equiva lent to an !-Gordon equation. From Theorem 13.9 R is given by 
s+c(x,y,u)=0. (13.33) 
From the highest coefficients in H 1 = 0 we couclude that equation (13.28) holds and therefore the 
function c is given by (13.29) or (13.30), namely, 
1 
C =~ - eau+b + g, 
a 
where a =/-0, (13.34) 
or 
c =~ eau + b, (13.35) 
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where a, b, g are arbitrary functions of x and y only. Assuming first that c is given by (13.34), we 
follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 13.13 to conclude that th e function a is a constant and 
functions b and g are related by the equation 
Thus, the equation (13.33) is 
The point transformation 
x = x , 




+ 1 au+b 1 ob 
s - e +---=0 
- a a oxoy 
y = Y, and u =au+ b 
s + e" = 0 
The last two equations are obviously equivalent. 
or s - e" = 0. 
(13.36) 
Secondly , assume that the function c is given by (13.35). Without the loss of genera lity we assume 
that c = eau + b. If not , make the transformation x = -x, y = y, il = u. Hence R is given by 





2</>( X )'l/J(y) 
(</>(x) + 'l/J(y))2' 
where ¢ and 'ljJ are arbitrary functions. Consider the point transformation 
x = <f>(x), y = 'l/J(y), and iJ, = u. 
In the new coord inat es R is given by the equation 
2u _ 




where b(x, y) = b((V 1 (x) , 'lj;- 1 (y)). Finally , a point transformation 
X = -X , y = y, and u = u + cp(x, y), 





2u It is obvious that we cannot distinguish b etween th e Liou ville and the linear equations = ( )Z 
x+y 
in terms of th e genera lized Laplace invariants. Luckily , we can use the relativ e invariant Ji (12.44a) 
for this purpos e. By a straightforward computation using Mapl e, we obtain th e following result. 
Proposition 13.15. For the Liouvill e equation s = eu we have 
2u 
and for the linear equation s = --- we have 
(x + y)2 
We now proceed with anot her characte riza tion theorem. 
Theorem 13 .16. Let R be contact equivalent to an !-Gordon equation . If Ho =f 0, K 0 =f 0, 
X(Ko/ Ho) =f 0, and Y(Ho/ Ko) =f 0, then R is conta ct equivalent to an eq1tation of type 
s + a(x, y)p + b(x, y)q + c(x, y, u) = 0, 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) Th e order of t is S 1 and 
1 Ko Ho 
(ii) the order of L = -H X(-H )Y(-) is S 1. 
o o Ko 
(13.39) 
Proof. Note that L is an abso lut e invariant und er th e action of the group of classical contact trans-
formations. 
Assume that R is contact equ ivalent to th e equation of form (13.39). To verify that the cond itions 
( i) and ( ii) are sat isfied is a straightforwa rd computation . 
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Conversely, assume that ( i) and ( ii) are satisfied. By Theorem 13.8 we may assume that R is 
given by (13.15), namely, 
s + a(x, y, u)p + b(x, y, u)q + c(x, y, u) = 0. 
We will prove that aa = ab = 0. The first genera lized Laplace invariants Ho and Ko are 
au au 
ab aa ac 
Ho= --q + - - - + ab 
au ax au 
aa ab ac 
Ko = --p + - - - + ab. 
au ay au 
and 
An easy computation yields 
Ko Ko r aa 
X(-) = Dx(-) = --- + a1 I- 0, 
Ho Ho Ho au (13.40) 
Ho Ho t ab 
Y(-) =Dy(-)= --- + a2 f. 0, 
Ko Ko Ko au (13.41) 
where a 1, a2 are functions of order ::; 1. Hence 
l aa ab a2 aa a1 ab 
L= ----rt- --r- ---t+a 1a2. HJ Ko au au Ho au Ho Ko au (13.42) 
If a 1 = a2 = 0, then from the last equation follows :: = 0 or ;~ = 0, which yields a contradiction 
with (13.40) or (13.41) . Consequently , either a 1 or a 2 does not vanish. Say a 1 I- 0. Then from 
m . & 
(13.42) follows - = 0. By (13.41) a 2 I- 0 and so usmg (13.42) follows ,:;- = 0. If a 2 I- 0, then a au uu 
. . aa m 
s1m1lar argument shows that au = 0 and au = 0. I 
We now turn our attention once more to the equation of Calogero [15], namely, 
s+ur+f(p)=0, f(p) I- 0, (13.43) 
which we studied in Example 2 in chapter 6. The character istic vector fields are 
X =uD x +Dy, and Y=Dx. 
If we denote 
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1 
f (p) = g" (p) ' 
then 
11 = y + g'(p), and 12 = rg" (p )epg'(p)-g(p) , 
are X invariant functions and 
is Y invariant function. Thus , by Theorem 13.3 the equation (13.43) is contact equival ent to an 
!-Gordon equation . Recall that 
H 0 = -r , and Ko= r(f"(p) - 2). 
One can read ily verify that for a nonline ar function f(p) , the conditions of Theorem 13.16 are 
satisfied and so (13.43) is contact equivalent to the equation of type (13.39). Namely, the contact 
transformation 
x=l1, V=li, il=px-u , p=xF(p) , q=-q-xf(p). 
f = f(p)(xf'(p) + f(p)) , 
r 
_ 8 t f(p) 
s = -f(p)(- + xf (p) + -), 
r r 
t = -t + f(p)( ~ + xf'(p) + f(p) )(1 + f(s)) - xf '(p)s. 
r r p 
transforms the equation (13.43) into the linear equat ion 
s + a(x, y)p + b(x, y)u = o, (13.44) 
wher e the functions a and b are given by 
a = J'(h(x - y)) - h(x - y), and b = h(x - y) 
and where h = (g')- 1 . Since H 1 = 0 the equation (13.44) is integrable by the method of Laplace 
(we refer the reader to the introduction to this dissertation or better see Forsyth [23] chapter XII 
for details). 
Finally consid er a special case of the equation (13.43), namely , 
s + ur - 2p(p + c) = 0 (13.45) 
where c is a constant. We have 





and Ko= -6r. 
and 
and so by Theorem 13.12 the equation (13.45) ic contact equiva lent to the Euler-poisson equat ion 
p 3q 3u 
s + ---,-----,-+ -- + --,--~ = 0. 
2(x+y) x+y 2(x+y) 2 
CHAPTER 14 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
The following is a brief outline for possible future research in related areas. 
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1. Use the genera lized Lap lace invariants to classify some specia l types of Darboux integrable equa-
tions. For examp le, we hav e classified the equat ions of type Uxx = f ( Uyy) that are Darboux 
integrable at level 2. Classification theorems for !-Gordon equations satisfying the condition 
aH 0 = bK 0 , where a and b are arbitrary constants , are known. Very littl e is known about the 
classification of non-Monge-Ampere Darboux integrable equatio ns or about the classification of 
nonlinear Darboux integrable equations that are integrable at level > 2. 
2. Apply the ideas of Vessiot [42] [43] to other classes of equat ions. For the case of coup led !-Gordon 
equations, this was done by Vassiliou [39] and [40]. 
3. Determine how the cohomo logy of the variational bicomplex associated with third-order scalar 
differential equation or a system of two second-order equations in the plane reflects the property 
of being Darboux integrable. We have studied this problem for sca lar hyperbolic differential 
equations in the plane. A particularly interesting situation is encountered in the case of a sca lar 
parabolic differential equation in the plane. Cartan [ 17] showed that such an equation is Darboux 
integrable if and only if the Goursat 's invariant vanishes. Anderson and Kamran [8], [6] proved 
that the Goursat 's invariant vanishes if and only if ther e are infinitely many conservation laws of 
type (1, s) for every s ~ 0. 
4. Compute the cohomo logy group H 1•2 of the variational bicomplex for the scalar hyperbolic second-
order differential equation in the plane. This problem is closely related to the generalized inverse 
problem of the calculus of variations as formulated by Anderson and Fels [5]. In our preliminary 
work on this problem we have uncovered new geometric invariants. Using the structure theorem 
for higher order conservat ion laws [8], we have computed H 1•2 for certain equations. For examp le, 
H 1 •2 for the Liouville equation is infinit e-dimensiona l and H 1 •2 for the sine-Gordon equation 
Uxy = sin u is 1-dimensional. 
5. Compute the cohomo logy groups H 1•1 and H 1•0 of the variational bicomplex for the scalar hy-
perbolic Darboux int egrab le second-order differential equation in the plane. In the case of a 
variational equation, the H 1 •1 cohomology group is in a one-to-one correspondence with the gen-
era lized symmetr ies of the equation and, due to Emily Noether theorem, there is a one-to-one 
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correspondence between the group of generalized variational symmetries and th e cohomology 
group H 1,0 . 
6. We introduced a notion of a hyperbolic Darboux system as a special case of a hyperbolic sys-
tem defined in [13]. By examples we showed that the Laplace transform is just a special case 
of a homomorphism of corresponding hyperbolic Darboux systems. We show that as hyperbolic 
Darboux systems the Liouville equation and th e equation Uxy = uux are diffeomo rphic. We 
conjecture that Moutard equations are exactly tho se equations for which ther e is a surjective ho-
momorphism from a hyperbolic Darboux system associated with some partial prolongation of the 
wave equation onto the hyperbolic Darboux system associated with the given equation. Bryant , 
Griffiths , and Hsu in [13] and [14] classifi ed hyp erbo lic systems of class s = 0. Classification of 
hyperbolic Darboux systems of classes s = 1, 2, and 3 would lead to some new classification 
resu lts concerning Darboux integrable equation s at level 2. 
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